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HISTORY OF NEW ORLEANS JAZZ
INTRODUCTION
If one examines books on the history of jazz, one will find early chapters on: 'The
Origins of Jazz,' 'jazz elements,' 'New Orleans Jazz' and many 'famous' musicians
(Armstrong, Ory, Oliver, Keppard, Bolden, 'Bunk' Johnson, etc.). These chapters usually
are a re-write of the same old information from the same old sources which have been
around for 60 or more years, as if edged in stone. One seldom fines new material. (Ex:
Louis Armstrong's birth date - not July 4th, 1900, but as Tad Jones has discovered,
August 4, 1901.)
The only history of jazz book that has been constantly updated is Mark Gridley's
"Jazz Styles." It is a complete history of jazz but presents more and up to date material on
the latest research in jazz's origin and history. The book is in its 4th edition.
I have not written this book as a comprehensive one on New Orleans jazz. It does
present new material on old jazz myths but does not give automatic credibility to old
legends nor a complete belief in the oral interview information material that should be
viewed for what it is: information remembered 60 to 70 years after an activity or fact.
Rather I have based it on a study of all materials available plus further research and
discovery and interviews using new views and information not available to past
interviewers. The task of this writer is not only to point out early misconceptions and
errors in scholarship and technique but to try to persuade the reader to accept undisputed
proof and scholarship that will and does prove the new information presented is accurate
and is the truth. People seem to believe old facts however erroneous. Everyone wants to
believe these old legends as fact. More scholars and students are entering the jazz
research field and are making real progress in presenting new facts and research on early
jazz and its origins. The 'new' scholarship and research seem to have begun with the book
"In Search of Buddy Bolden" by Don Marquis and continued with Mark Gridley and
many other young well-schooled scholar/researchers.
I have chosen to present New Orleans history with the use of the New Orleans
Jazz Museum Exhibition, which was under the leadership of Mr. Don Marquis. I feel that
the museum's exhibition presented is perhaps the best presentation and overview of New
Orleans Jazz we have today. The way that it is organized is excellent and its format
permits new material usage that augments the exhibition. It also presents a sound basis
for me to present fresh information then can not be presented in the limited space of the
museum.
THE FORMAT
The information in this book is presented first by stating the text of the Jazz
museum (in bold print) and following each museum panel's information with new and
more detailed information. This new material has been researched since the opening of
the museum on April of 1983. Below is given the list of panels and showcases present in
the museum exhibition. Each is text presented for the panel and then followed by the new
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information written about which will not only up date the panels but present recently
research material that further explains and clarifies the panels.
There is available, a complete set of color slides of the museum's exhibition that
can be used as educational material when presenting the history of New Orleans Jazz to a
gathering of people or a class of students. They were taken by renowned professional
photographer Mr. John O'Meara.
New Orleans Jazz
To discover Jazz's development and its influence in New Orleans we must
examine the atmosphere from which it evolved. The citizens of the city of New Orleans
were exposed to most kinds of music that existed in late 19th Century America, both
classical and popular. The popular music of the city was similar to that of the rest of the
United States but there existed, in New Orleans, an influence of French/Spanish culture
in a city that was perhaps more European than any city in the United States. New Orleans
possessed the earliest opera company in the United States and its dance music included
an influence of the best of the French dance music styles, especially the very popular
quadrille, always on the dance program of the many balls presented in and around the
city of New Orleans. The opera was first heard in New Orleans in 1806 and had
flourished. Its exposure was not limited to the higher class but all the citizens of the city a population that included whites, blacks and Creoles. The citizens were also exposed, in
the 19th Century, to the Napoleonic marching bands, to the brass and string bands of the
era, to church music, theater music, to formal concerts and the music of the street
musician. New Orleans was a center of commerce. The populace who lived in the
surrounding areas of New Orleans were also exposed to its cultural activities and shared
its love of the arts.
The Creoles were one of the wealthiest groups in the city and were of very high
standing, socially. They were destined for a loss of this status and of their once dominant
position in the city. The Creoles sent their children to France for their education example:- M. Gottschalk studied music in Paris).Their influence was lessened in the
latter parts of the 19th Century but the acquired background in classical European
training became an important part of the Creole heritage. At balls New Orleanians danced
to the French Quadrille, minuets, gavottes, waltzes, polkas, galops, lancers and all the
music of the contemporary world and national dance scene.
The orchestras for these balls were listed, in some advertisements as having 5 or 6
fiddlers. For most social occasions the local musicians (mostly European immigrants)
played in the opera and the theater orchestras. They were also hired to play the many
local balls. In the 19th Century, specifically in 1820, there were more than ample
musicians for hire. In 1829 a ball was held that used 15 musicians in the orchestra.
During the middle of the 19th Century a ball could possess anywhere from a single piano
to a 50 piece orchestra depending on the occasion and the size of the dance hall.
Jazz evolved from the dance music of the late 19th Century and its history is
best approached from this view point. Early jazz did not have solos nor was it the
listening music it is today. Let us describe the setting in which jazz emerged and envision
life at the last decade of the 19th Century.
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To understand the effects of living in an age without the electronic devices we
now possess, imagine trying to amuse yourself on a night in the New Orleans area. You
could not listen to any radio or television programs, records, or tapes. You could not call
anyone on the telephone or visit movie theaters or video arcades. Candlelight would be
needed for reading after dark. However, you could go to the town park or square, which
would be illuminated by gas lamps. There you could buy flavored ices from a vendor,
exchange pleasantries with your neighbors, and take a walk in the moonlight. You could
also listen and dance to the local band. In other words, there had to be live music. A town
without a band and musicians was a very dull place. The social and fraternal
organizations knew this, as did the newspapers and commercial establishments.
Therefore sponsorship was provided for most of the local bands by churches (mostly
Catholic), social and benevolent clubs, fraternal clubs (Elks, Masons, etc.), Fire
Departments, townships, plantation owners and even undertakers.
Brass and String Bands
A band of music was present at almost every social activity, many which took
place outdoors: picnics, sporting events, political speeches, dances in the open-air
pavilions, etc; or inside: dances, parties and/or dramatic presentations at the town hall or
in private homes.
The dance was the main social activity of the 19th Century. The band played
before an event, during the event and for the dance that always followed the event. In
order for music to be heard in outdoor settings, a large brass band was used. In the
narrowest sense, a 'brass band' contained only brass instruments and percussion. The
early Louisiana bands, though dominated by brass, also included a clarinet, and or a flute,
and later a saxophone (the latter three mentioned classified as woodwind instruments).
The brass band also contained a bass drum, cymbals and a snare drum. When the activity
was held indoors, a large band was usually not necessary. The leader (usually a cornet
player in the brass band) also doubled on the violin. Thus emerged the smaller 'string
band,' often composed of a violin, cornet, clarinet, piano bass or guitar. The three man
drum section evolved into a single trap drummer. When a bass might not be present, a
trombone was used. The instrumentation many times depended on which musicians were
available at a given time.
There had been bands in the New Orleans area long before the Civil War. During
the war occupation by Union troops had exposed the city to many more. About 30
different regimental bands of the occupational forces were stationed in and around New
Orleans, commanded by the great Patrick Gilmore. They were very conspicuous, playing
not only for the many military ceremonies but also for concerts of patriotic and popular
music. Their presence was an additional impetus for the band tradition in New Orleans.
We remind the reader of the influence of the Napoleonic Marching Bands in the city, the
majority of whose instrumentation consisted of woodwind instruments.
During the evolution of jazz musical ensembles were given various names to
describe the group. In the generic term a brass band was made up of only brass
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instrument.Below is a picture of a true brass band, the Pickering Brass Band taken in
1902:

Brass bands in New Orleans and in other parts of the U. S. contained many times
a clarinet and sometimes a flute.Below is a picture of the Holmes Brass Band of Lutcher,
Louisiana around 1910. Notice the clarinet in the first row.
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A string band in the early part of the 20th century usually included both string,
brass and woodwind as well as the supporting rhythm section (the instrumentation
changed according to availablility of musician and location of the specific job. Below are
two examples of bands; the first, called an orchestra, contains a Bb clarinet and holding
an Eb clarinet; the second a string band containing two clarinets and the second from the
left is holding a piccolo.
The Peerless Orchestra of about 1906

The Imperial Orchestra of about 1905

The early jazz band usually contain a similar instrumatation as the picture below the violin was common in early jazz bands and included a guitar (unless there was a
piano available, and a cornet and clarinet as shown in the below picture.The pictured
band is the Francisco Valteau's band that played at Pete Lala's Cafe in Storyville in 1915.
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Finally a picture of a true string band. This is a picture of the popular band from
Natchez, the Bud Scott String Band - Scott is the large man 2nd from right in the back
row.

Ragtime
By the end of the 19th century ragtime was very popular in New Orleans as it was
in other parts of the United States. The word "rag" is a noun identifying a compositional
form that borrowed its construction from European military march music, and borrowed
some of its rhythms from Negro banjo music. The word "rag" is also a verb: "to rag" is to
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alter the rhythms in a piece of music in order to lend it a distinctive syncopated or
ragged-time feeling. "Ragtime" is a label ordinarily used to describe a kind of written
piano music that first appeared in the 1890's and was associated with the popular
compositions of Scott Joplin (1868-1917). The label has also been used to identify an
entire era of music, not exclusively written piano music. For example, between the 1890's
and 1920's there were ragtime bands, ragtime singers, ragtime banjo players, in addition
to ragtime pianists. Many of the musicians we classify today as "jazz musicians" called
themselves "ragtime musicians" and some scholars consider ragtime to have been the
first jazz style. However, because ragtime was improvised only to a limited extent, and
its capacity for evoking jazz swing feeling was also limited, ragtime fails to qualify as
jazz by the definition of jazz that requires the music to swing and be improvised. Ragtime
was a precursor of jazz. It popularized using accents before and after the beat instead of
always directly on it. Early Jazz musicians played "around" the melody and rhythm of a
composition partly because ragtime made that practice popular.
Combining Influences
During the 1890's, there were bands in almost every small town and settlement in
Southern Louisiana, and their music reflected a number of influences. The popular music
of the era combined march music and ragtime - two styles that were interrelated. John
Philip Sousa had included ragtime pieces in his band concerts, and ragtime pianists often
performed Sousa marches in a ragtime style. Another significant force was music of the
Mexican bands that visited New Orleans. Musicians from these bands settled in and
around New Orleans, and some became music teachers. Their music was respected and
enjoyed so much that it influenced the styles in which New Orleans musicians played.
Band music influenced jazz quite directly. By the beginning of the 20th Century,
New Orleanians were accustomed to hearing brass bands such as Sousa's and Arthur
Pryor's, having previously heard Patrick Gilmore's military bands of the Gulf Coast
Command. Dances held in the middle 1800's were often provided with music played by
the military marching bands stationed in the region. The march form was sometimes
modified and used as dance music in New Orleans, and later a popular dance called the
"two-step" was performed to march-like music. Moreover, the musical organization and
duration of various themes in ragtime pieces are similar to the arrangement found in
marches. Roles of various instruments were transferred from marching band to jazz band.
For instance, clarinets in early jazz bands often adapted the flute and piccolo parts from
march arrangements. In the typical marching drum part, the bass drum played on beats'
one and three, while the snare drum with its sharper sound, played on heats two and four.
In early jazz there is a correspondingly heavy emphasis on beats' two and four.
Party Atmosphere
Other factors besides the brass band movement made New Orleans an ideal
setting for the birth of jazz. New Orleans was a center for commerce because of its
nearness to the mouth of the Mississippi River, a flourishing trade route for America, the
Caribbean, and Europe. Because New Orleans was a seaport, it catered to travelers from
all over the world, and the city maintained a cosmopolitan party atmosphere. The New
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Orleans area contained numerous taverns and dance halls. One aspect of the
entertainment it provided was a famous brothel district known as Storyville. It took its
name from an alderman (city councilman Sidney Story), who drafted legislation that
sectioned off a portion of the town in 1897 and limited prostitution to that area. The party
atmosphere of New Orleans also contributed to the important beginning of jazz as it
generated so much work for musicians. This, together with the tremendous need for brass
bands, (New Orleans was and is a festive city) was so intense that there was a constant
demands for fresh material which caused musicians to stretch the styles, and to blend,
salvage, and continuously revise odd assortments of approaches and material into what
ultimately became jazz.
Dance Music
Let us delve a bit more deeply into what probably occurred at the time jazz
evolved. The word evolved best describes jazz's development. Jazz is thought to have
derived from blues and rags that were popular in New Orleans. When examining the
repertoire of the most popular society band in New Orleans, (namely the John Robichaux
band), we find, from a band book of 3721 arrangements, only 4% were rags and 2%
blues.
Bands playing in New Orleans were either reading bands or 'faking' bands. The
'faking' bands listened to the reading bands. By listening to the reading bands playing the
latest pop tunes they were able to copy what they heard (not perfect but close enough to
be able to perform the melody and make up parts for a dance). The need for so many
bands in a dance crazed city and the faking of these dance arrangements was a strong
catalyst for the origins of jazz. (See appendix I for breakdown of Robichaux's dance
music library.)
When breaking down the theater music library (over 700 stocks) of Herman A.
Kunkel, of Waterbury, Connecticut, we find a very similar breakdown in the percentage
of styles as we find in the Robichaux library. Both bands were playing during the same
period in time, and included stocks mostly from the years 1895 to 1929. The percentages
of waltzes, two-steps, one-steps, fox-trots and dances such as the tango, polkas, etc.,.
were within percentage points of one another. Robichaux, a Creole band containing both
Creole and black musicians, and the Kunkel band, a white orchestra, shared a similar
music library and repertoire. These bands played the music that was popular during the
early 20th Century. The only difference in their music repertoire was the popular
Quadrille (French) in New Orleans and more than the average 2% in the number of
cakewalks, in Robichaux's collection. From these facts it does not appear that local music
had an effect on what was played by the dance orchestras of the city or the nation. What
was published is what would sell, as music companies were in business to make money
not direct artistic culture or style.
Unlike most of today's jazz, the earliest jazz was intended for dancing, not for
listening. The music's beat, spirit and melodic contour interested the dancers the most,
not the creativity of the musicians. The evolution of new dances and the overall
popularity of dancing was a big factor in the evolution of jazz. Dancers were not
necessarily impressed by the wonders of collective improvisation or the inspirations of
well-crafted solo improvisations. They responded more to new jazz rhythms. The
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musicians who performed the first jazz have said that their repertoire was constructed
primarily to accompany dances such as the fox trots, one and two steps, rags/cakewalks,
quadrilles, mazurkas, waltzes, etc. These musicians, who today we call "jazz players"
were not hired specifically to play jazz but to play dance music.
At the beginning of the 20th Century, New Orleans parade bands and string/dance
bands shared the same musicians and shared much of the same music repertoire. It was
almost as though the musicians walked directly from the street parade into the dance hall,
as most did, often putting down a brass instrument and picking up a violin or string bass.
The performing groups accompanying these dances were termed 'string bands' or
'orchestras' consisting of:: violin, guitar/or piano, bass viol, flute, clarinet, cornet,
trombone and trap drummer. To satisfy the demands of dancers, these musicians often
amalgamated music from different sources, many times creating new sounds and rhythms
in adapting music for the dance. This approach became the core of jazz style, and their
manner of playing led to the idea that jazz is not what you play but how you play it. In
other words: Jazz was an outgrowth of treatments for many kinds of music being
played on the demand of dancers. During this era when ragtime was a dominant force
the musicians adapted repertoire from many sources, often syncopating or "ragging"
otherwise unsyncopated pieces, often lending rhythmic vitality to pieces that lacked it.
In parades as well as dance halls, small bands were trying to perform music
originally written for large bands. Their compromises led to what became standard
Dixieland style and instrumentation. In trying to fill out the sound, more activity was
required of each player, and musicians accordingly improvised parts to order, adding
parts when necessary and condensing two or more parts to fill out the smaller
instrumentation. They got in the habit of improvising, and as jazz evolved, this habit
evolved from a necessity into a choice. In essence, the musicians in New Orleans were
drawing upon a diverse exchange of materials and making original combinations to
please people who had a taste for special kinds of musical excitement. Jazz originated
directly in the instrumentation, repertory, and musical practices of brass/string bands that
were active playing for dances before the 1900's.
There are several factors that might explain why jazz emerged when it did. One is
that the intensity of musical activity in New Orleans was especially high at the beginning
of the twentieth century, a time when the U. S. was emerging as a world power in
industry, commerce and in the arts. The evolution of jazz coincides with the zenith of this
popularity along with the popularity of brass/concert bands in America. This was a very
fertile time for live music because there was so much work available. Musicians listened
to each other's music and imitated what they heard, many musicians not being able to
read music fluently. Because of the popularity of the ragtime style, there was an incentive
to 'rag' music from non-rag sources, and to play 'blusey' in songs that were not 'true'
blues. Finally the need and the popularity of the dance as a social activity.
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HISTORY OF THE NEW ORLEANS JAZZ CLUB'S JAZZ MUSEUM
(NOW PART OF THE LA. STATE MUSEUM AT THE 'MINT')
The seeds of the present Jazz Museum at the 'Mint' were sowed one night in
March, 1950 when Delgado Museum of Art included a live performance of New Orleans
style jazz to accompany a traveling exhibition of modern art that museum director,
Alonzo Landsford had scheduled.
It was in April of 1960 that ground was broken for the first jazz museum, a dream
that was realized after 12 years of hopes. While T. V. cameras turned, ceremonies were
held to begin construction of a structure to house the growing collection of jazz records,
music and moments, at 1017 Dumaine St. The calm of a 3:00 P.M. siesta time was
broken by the sounds of New Orleans jazz to inaugurate the festivities.
On Sunday, Nov. 12, 1961, a large crowd gathered for ceremonies to mark the
opening of the New Orleans Jazz Club's new Jazz Museum, at the place called 'Congo
Square' where after hearing speeches and music from Sharkey and his Kings of
Dixieland, everyone marched to the music of the Eureka Brass Band to the location of
what was called 'the first jazz museum in the world at 1017 Dumaine.
In 1970 the jazz museum, still at the Dumaine address housed some 10,000 items
pertaining to the history of jazz. Found in the museum collection is Louis Armstrong's
first cornet, Sharkey Bonano's first derby, and the woodblock used by drummer Tony
Spargo of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, Larry Shield's clarinet, and the bass drum
used by 'Papa' Jack Laine, the father of white jazz.'
In the Jan./Feb. 1969 issue of the Second Line (the jazz magazine of the club) we
read that the jazz museum is moving to the Royal Sonesta Hotel at 300 Bourbon St. The
museum, which had opened 8 years earlier, marks the first of its future moves whose
present quarters were described as 'cramped' and off the beaten track quartered at the
address of 1017 Dumaine.
As part of the new image the Royal Senesta signs a long-term lease with the New
Orleans Jazz Club for the transfer of the jazz museum to their premises at the corner of
Bourbon and Conti Streets in the heart of the historic French Quarter in making the
museum's new location there, the representative of the Hotel states: "Our conceptual
approach to the public spaces in our new hotel has been to identify with the significant
elements of the New Orleans image for which we believe business travelers and pleasure
visitors are motivated toward coming to the city - the element of jazz emerges high on
our list of priority features we believe visitors are seeking." put in picture of museum
here.
In conjunction with the jazz museum and their 'image' a jazz emporium 'Economy
Hall' is opened featuring top name jazz performers. The new location of the jazz museum
opens on Nov. 30, 1969, highlighted by bands and a jazz concert featuring the Onward
Brass Band, The St. Augustine High School Band, and the Delta Queen's jazz band (also
the banjo bands of the Red Garter and Your Father's Mustache). They marched from the
Municipal Auditorium first to the Dumaine location (the first location of the Museum
which we are told will continue to house many of the museum's archives and will become
a research center for jazz scholars. (This did not happen and the archives was send to a
person's private garage.)
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For the 10th anniversary a special concert was held that featured jazz great
George Brunis on his first trip back home in 50 years.
On Sept. 22, 1973, after a period of almost 4 years, the jazz museum is moved to
an interim location at 833 Conti Street. This move was made necessary when the Royal
Senesta Hotel decided to enlarge its night club and established a new policy for talent. (A
financial decision I guess when they found out that jazz was not financially rewarding
regardless of its cultural and historic importance.)
It was then the hope and feeling that the museum might find a new home at
Perseverance Hall in Armstrong Park. This plan was never brought to fruition and the
Conti Street location, due to a lack of profits closes down and the jazz club's directors
decide to turn over the jazz collection to the Louisiana State Museum. It was due to open
in 1980 on the 2nd floor of the 'Mint' and as written in the Oct. 13, 1977 Times Picayune
"was left in the tender hands of the museum staff."
On April 23, 1983, the museum, still not opened, was due on this date and a big
celebration was planned to have the opening on the anniversary of the 35th year of the
founding of the oldest jazz club, the New Orleans Jazz Club. A saddened curator, Don
Marquis, had to disclose to the NOJC board of directors that the museum would not be
ready to open on that date. It was decided to hold the anniversary celebration anyway.
The jazz collection, after being stored in a garage from the date of the closing of
the Conti location until 1977, when it was housed on the 2nd and 3rd floor of the
Pontalba Building overlooking Jackson Square.
On Sunday, Oct. 30, 1983, the NOJC's collections of the Louisiana State Museum
officially opened to the public. (It had been in the planning, inventory and cataloging
stages for 5 years). A special opening gathering was held with most of New Orleans's
jazz personage present.
The panels and show cases created for the museum are a monument to the many
people who, under the leadership of curator Don Marquis worked long and hard. Your
author had the honor of working with Mr. Marquis as the Musicologist and designed a
number of panels for the exhibition. The author worked hard to make the Jazz Museum
comprehensible, informative and non-controversial. The museum has remained open to
the public since 1983.
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JAZZ MUSEUM
1st. ROOM
Front Panel - Names and Instruments
Front Left: People and the Places
Cigar Maker, Fireman, Physician, Blacksmith
West End Map
Uptown, Downtown, Lakefront, Carrollton
Front Right: Picture Panels
Superior Orchestra/Bunk Johnson
New Orleans Harmony Kings/Sharkey Bonano
Fate Marable/Louis Armstrong
Fate Marable/ Riverboat/Bolden
Jelly Roll Morton/"Papa" Laine
Music on the Lake
2nd ROOM
Showcase
Music in the Streets
Panels:
Early Black Influences
Minstrelsy and Music in Transition (Old Phonograph)
A Musical Melting Pot/Sheet Music/Jazz Chart
Gottschalk/Opera
3rd ROOM
Left Panels Parlor Type Piano
Ragtime
Brass Bands
Right Panels: Robichaux/Laine
Music on Lake
Storyville
Jelly Roll Morton
Buddy Bolden
4th ROOM
Left:
Keeping Rhythm
Time Keepers
Heartbeat
Right
What is Jazz
Lending Harmony
Jazz Funeral
Formative Period
Showcase:
Filling in the Front Line
Voices of the Band

5th ROOM
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Left:

Right:

Showcase:

Up the River
Across the Rails
King and the Kid
Satchmo Case
Depression in New Orleans
Big Bands
Woman in Jazz
Early Jazz Records
Bix Cornet
Ory Trombone

6th ROOM
Preservation Hall
Revival
Centerpiece: Keeping the Beat Going
Right:
New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival
New Orleans Jazz-an International Music
Acknowledgments
New Orleans Jazz Club
Showcase:
Clarinet case
Left:

(Author's additional information on panel's text
will follow text of museum's panels and noted as "additional text."
Museum text in bold type)
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THE INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR OWNERS
(In front of Mural)

1st Room
Cornet
Used by George McCullun - born 1885, died 1920. He was a brass band musician,
marching in his first parade at age 15. McCullum played in the Barnum and Bailey
Circus Band in 1909. As was the custom, he also played in dance orchestras, namely with
A. J. Piron and John Robichaux, both leading Creole society bands in the city.
Trombone
Used by George Brunies for nearly 50 years. Brunies was born in New Orleans in
1903 and died in 1974. He was probably the most nationally known of the musical
Brunies family. George began playing at age 8 as a junior member of one of the Jack
Laine Reliance Bands. He was one of the founding members of the New Orleans Rhythm
Kings (NORK), a most influential early Chicago Jazz Band in 1919. Known as a
showman and as a great improviser, he played and toured with Ted Lewis and was
identified with the Eddie Condon group in New York for over 20 years. He was
extensively recorded and was an early exponent of the tailgate trombone style.
Banjo
Used by Albert 'Papa' French (1910-1977). French was a member of the popular Papa
Celestin Jazz Band and became its leader on the death of Celestin.
Clarinet
Used by Irving 'Faz' Fazola, born Prestopnik (1912-1949). 'Faz,' while in New
Orleans, played with Louis and Leon Prima, Armand Hug, and many other local
musicians. He later toured with Ben Pollack, Bob Crosby, Glenn Miller, Muggsy Spanier
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and other 'big' name groups. Extensively recorded, he is considered a major New Orleans
musician and one of the only clarinetist to combine New Orleans influences with the then
newer elements of the Benny Goodman swing era style.
String Bass
Used by Ed 'Montudie' Garland (1885-1980). His career was an unusually lengthy
one, playing with the famous Eagle Band around 1910 and tuba with the Excelsior,
Imperial and Security Bands in New Orleans. He left New Orleans in 1913, joining
'King" Oliver in 1916 working in Chicago, then in Los Angeles and was one of those that
led the revival of Dixieland Jazz in the 1940's.
Drums
Used by drummer Sammy Penn; was born in Morgan City, La, in 1902 and died in
1969. He moved to New Orleans in 1921, playing with the 'Blues Kings' of the city, Chris
Kelly, the popular 'Kid' Rena Jazz Band and marched with the Eureka Brass Band. A
very entertaining musical personality when playing, he was a member of the 'Kid'
Thomas Band of Algiers for a quarter century.
Additional Text
King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band Mural:
While King Oliver's Band was not the first New Orleans Jazz Band to migrate to
distant cities (Tom Brown's Band has the distinction of being the first New Orleans Jazz
Band to go to Chicago), it certainly was the most influential, especially with the addition
of a young Louis Armstrong.
It is interesting to note that Bill Johnson, Paul Barbarin and Dink Johnson originally
sent for Buddy Petit. Petit, having had a bad experience in California with Kid Ory's
Band, declined to accept the offer. Joe Oliver was their next choice. When the band
decided to add a second cornet, their first choice was Henry 'Kid' Rena. Rena refused to
leave New Orleans. (Why leave New Orleans when Rena and Petit were the big musical
attractions in the city and had more work than they could handle?) Oliver and the band
then thought of a young kid name Louis Armstrong.
All the musicians in the jazz museum's front room background picture were from
New Orleans except the pianist, Armstrong's future wife, Lil Hardin. In having a woman
play the piano the band was just following what had been a practice of early jazz bands in
New Orleans. Many of the early men playing music had only a basic knowledge of music
and while they could 'spell' (the slow reading of notes on the staff), they were not good at
sight-reading (again, why have to read when after one or two hearings they could play the
song). In using a pianist that could read music and could and did play the correct chord
progressions, the other musicians could hear these chord changes and play corresponding
melodic lines with greater musical accuracy. Many bands hired women pianists. These
ladies usually had a good musical education and many played for their church choirs.
Papa Celestin used mostly women pianists. Buddy Petit, when in Pensacola, Florida,
hired Sadie Goodson to play with his band. There were more than 30 women pianists that
played in bands around New Orleans and the only requirement when using a women
pianist was whether the place the band played had a piano available - not whether they
wanted to use a pianist. It was very important to these early jazz musicians that they hear
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the correct chord progressions when they played. If they could hear these chords from the
piano, they could 'fake' just about any popular tune - usually after just one hearing.
THE PEOPLE AND THE PLACES:
Cigar Maker
Manuel Perez (1873-1946) was one of New Orleans its finest cornet players. He
was also a cigar-maker and eventually retired from music to pursue that profession.
1944 photo
Fireman
Manuel 'Moose' Zanco (1929 ) is shown, center, playing his cornet at the
Central Fire Station where he works. He is best known as the long time cornetist
with the Last Straws
Physician
Dr. Edmond Souchon (1897-1968) was a well-known obstetrician in New Orleans
and was more widely known as a banjo, guitar player and vocalist.
Blacksmith
Jack 'Papa' Laine (1873-1966) Laine's career as a musician and manager
spanned the early days of jazz. He was also a blacksmith. This picture was taken in
1898 at Long's Blacksmith Shop. Laine is second from the left. Future band leader
Frank Christian is second from the right. (Photo-1898)
Panorama of West End
West End was a resort area with restaurants and picnic grounds. The lakefront
area was filled in during the 19030s, but West End still has many restaurants today.
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MAP OF NEW ORLEANS
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New Orleans jazz was a product of the people and the places of the city. This
exhibit is a continuing historical statement about that music, It is not possible to
define jazz in precise terms. Opinions regarding jazz are as varied and numerous at
the persons who have played it or listened to it. Jazz is a living, growing
phenomenon that originated in New Orleans and has become the city's principal
contribution to world music. Jazz evolved from the talents of many people of diverse
neighborhoods in an unusually musically receptive city. Who invented Jazz? The
city of New Orleans did.
Uptown
Located at 2059 Jackson Avenue, this hall was rented to many clubs and
societies for parties and dances beginning in 1890. Buddy Bolden and John
Robichaux led their bands at this site, Jelly Roll Morton, attended a dance there in
1902 and recalls that Buddy Boldens' band played there. (Longshoreman's Hall)
Downtown
Globe Hall - The Globe Hall Ballroom was on the second floor of the building
pictured here on the extreme left, situated on the old Basin Canal for which Basin is
named. Many New Orleans musicians performed here from the mid-nineteenth
century until the hall was razed, the Basin filled in and the Municipal Auditorium
built on the site in the late 1920s.
Lakefront
West End (Lake Pontchartrain) was a popular resort on the lakefront. The
building on the left is Tranchina's Restaurant. The bandstand is in the center. Photo
1900
Carollton
Lincoln Park on Carrollton Avenue became a black amusement park in 1902.
Buddy Bolden, John Robichaux and Manuel Perez led their bands there for picnics,
concerts and dances. The Excelsior Brass Band often placed there. The park
featured vaudeville, early movies and balloon ascensions.
Additional Text
The People
As today, many of the early musicians in New Orleans had regular 'day' jobs and
played music at night, especially on the week-ends and special holidays. Most of them
held what would now be considered blue collar jobs, i.e., Buddy Petit worked in a glass
factory at one time; Chris Kelly, who was one of the strongest, muscular men in the city,
worked in an iron factory. Others possessed industrial or semi-professional skills and
worked as firemen, blacksmiths, cigar makers, etc. Music jobs were plentiful in and
around New Orleans and musician/band leaders such as Chris Kelly, at the height of his
career could, as his wife stated "earned a living as a 'natural' musician." Only a small
number did make enough money from music to just work as a musician.
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There were those few that were highly professionally skilled and college educated
who played jazz more for enjoyment, although they were very serious about their music.
A medical doctor such as Edmund Souchon, or an educator such as Johnny Wiggs, were
excellent musicians who played with the elite of New Orleans jazzmen while still
performing their chosen careers. The men playing in the marching brass bands had
similar backgrounds and their regular jobs many times dictated whether their band was
available for a band job. Many bands couldn't take mid-day engagements because of
work.
The Places
New Orleans is a city and an environment of neighborhoods, each neighborhood
having their own entertainment and social locations where jazz was played, and its
neighborhood musicians who lived and played in that section. Of course most of the
commercial establishments were around, not in the confines of Storyville, and in and
around the French Quarter. There were sections or certain blocks that jazz clubs seem to
dominate: Decatur St. from Esplanade to Canal St. was lined with clubs; Rampart St.
(uptown south) known as the 'Ramp' was also highly congested with jazz clubs; At one
time Royal St. housed many jazz clubs, Bourbon Street being known then as the Opera
Street - this notoriety lasted until after 1919 when the famous French Opera House (at the
corner of Bourbon and Toulouse Sts.) burnt and was not rebuilt. Each Ward of the city
would have their own clubs. (See: "Jazz Map of New Orleans").
The outlying districts, such as Carrollton, had their own parks and places of
amusement. New Orleans musicians not only played in the various neighborhoods but
also played on a 'booking circuit' where they would not only play jobs in New Orleans,
but have a pre-scheduled 'booking' each week that would include locations outside the
city limits. Buddy Petit's Band, typical of many in New Orleans, would have a job in
New Orleans one night, at one of the Lake Pontchartrain's South Shore camps the next
night, and a picnic at one of the lake camps during the day. They then might hop on a
lake steamer across Lake Pontchartrain to the North Shore and play a dance job there;
(they would have played on the boat while they were crossing the lake - for excellent
tips) They next would play for a picnic in one of the North Shore Lake Resorts near the
three docking places in Mandeville or at Jackson Park in Mandeville near the lake front..
They might instead, stay on the boat and ride to Madisonville and play a dance at the
Riverside Pavilion; then on to the pavilion in Abita Springs; or they might go to Bogalusa
and play a dance job there. They could play 7 nights a week on this circuit, many times
booked for the entire summer. If they could fit it in, they might take other jobs such as
funerals or parades, picnics, political rallies, etc. Thus, at the end of a week, realize a
very excellent income, far superior to a move to Chicago might realize. Many times,
musicians such as Chris Kelly, Buddy Petit and others, would have more than one dance
job on the same night, going from one job to another, fronting two or more separate
bands under their own name, playing a few sets at each job. Jack Laine had as many as 5
to 7 bands, all named the Reliance Band. Buddy Petit, after taking deposits for a number
of jobs (as many as 5) on the same night, at times would be in mortal danger after those
that hired him wanted their money back after he did not show up for the job and would
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come to find him with a revolver in their hand. Petit, being a quick thinker and smooth
talker, would always talk his way out of his predicament.
Posters as advertisement for events appeared in the newspapers and appeared all over
town when an activity was scheduled. Below we see two such posters advertising first a
Mardi Gras Ball and second a Soiree dansante:

MUSIC ON THE LAKE
(four pictures on panel)
(Sp. Ft., Smokey Mary, Milneburg, Camps)
The Lakefront:
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An excursion to the southern shore of Lake Pontchartrain was a popular
escape from summer heat for generations of Orleanians as early as the 1620's.
Three of the most frequented areas were Milneburg, West End, and Spanish Fort.
Milneburg, famous for its eating places and private camps, was also the terminal for
excursion boats and ferries to Mandeville and Madisonville. West End had a hotel
and numerous restaurants.
Even before the Civil War, the site of the old Spanish Fort San Juan boasted
a hotel for Creoles and learned gentry. The resort area flourished after the war,
with the addition of a theater, restaurants, beer garden and casino. The amusement
park, called by some writers "the Coney Island of the South" also provided picnic
pavilions and bathhouses. There was good music everywhere. The commercial
establishments held dance whiles private picnickers brought their own musicians
for dancing and entertainment. All three spots were in existence until the mid 1930's
when a WPA reclamation project filled in much of the old shore line.
Bandstand at Spanish Fort
Many of the larger society dance bands played at Tokio Gardens Pavilion on
the foundations of old Fort St. John. Built by the Spanish in 1779, the fort was
garrisoned with Baratavia pirates against potential British attack in 1814.
Bandstand at Spanish Fort

Smokey Mary
All of the lakefront area was accessible by streetcar or train lines. The most
famous locomotive was "Smokey Mary" which served Milneberg.
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Milneburg
An aerial view shows some of the camps about 1920. On the shore were vast
picnic grounds where every New Orleans musicians of renown played at one time

Panorama of West End
West End was a resort area with restaurants and picnic grounds. The
lakefront area was filled in during the 1903's, but West End still has many
restaurants today.
Additional Text
The lakefront's importance and influence was not limited to the resorts on the South
Shore. It was also the lake steamers that cruised the lake. On the South Shore there were
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camps - camps from the Jefferson Parish line at the settlement of Bucktown (West) to the
small town of Little Woods, this lengthy south coast of the lake was laced with piers and
hundreds of camps (the main pier at Milneburg contained over 115 such camps). On the
south side there were 3 main resort areas: West End, Spanish Fort and the settlement
of Milneburg. (See chart on these resorts and books on subject)
On the North Shore there were a number of small settlements and resorts that were
the destinations of the excursion steamers that left the South Shore. The local North
Shore newspapers state that the population of Mandeville increased by 100's on the
week-ends. On the North Shore there were landings each with a dancing pavilion plus
other amusements. From Mandeville, one could get on the 'electric car' and proceed to the
town of Abita Springs to one of approx. 10 resort hotels.
The lake steamers also sailed to towns up the Tchefuncta River to Madisonville (there
was a steamer that sailed from this town appropriately called the Madisonville.), and
dock there to have picnickers stay at the local park and dance at the Riverside Pavilion.
Or, they could continue, going as far as Covington to Bogue Falaya Park where there was
also a dancing pavilion - most every park (including baseball parks) had a dancing
pavilion. On the steamers crossing the lake there was always a number of bands going to
jobs on the North Shore or the many small towns that had their weekly dances. While
each town had their own brass band and jazz bands, dancing was the most popular social
activity and out of town band had to be hired to have bands for the many dances
scheduled. Within riding distance, either by buggy or train were a number of small
country towns which were on a 'circuit' traveled by these bands insuring nightly dance
work most of the week. Many New Orleanians had vacation houses on the North Shore
or rented one there. So jazz was present all around the lake and the other country towns
surrounding New Orleans.
The topography and skyline scene of the lake front has drastically changed since its
most active era. Most changed - the disappearance of the hundreds of camps and the
appearance of the sea wall; least changed, until recently was the Bucktown/West End
area. In 1993 Bucktown's remaining houses along the canal were demolished. There is no
physical evidence left of Spanish Fort amusement park - the only location landmark
being the entrance of Bayou St. John into Lake Pontchartrain.
The sea wall allowed the low marsh lands that were present to become dry fields,
filled in with dirt. Even the Pontchartrain Beach Amusement Park built on the location of
the Milneburg area is now closed. The famous light house is the only evidence left of
what was a very musically active place. The ride from downtown New Orleans to
Milneburg on the train 'Smokey Mary' has long been gone. (Stopped passenger
participation in 1932)
The influence of the lakefront has been mentioned earlier by its camps on the South
Shore. It was also the lake steamers that cruise the lake. On the south Shore there were
camps - camps from the Jefferson Parish line at the settlement of Bucktown (West) to the
small town of Little Woods, this lengthy south coast of the lake was laced with piers and
hundreds of camps (the main pier at Milneburg contained over 115 such camps). On the
south side there were three main resort areas: West End, Spanish Fort and the settlement
of Milneburg. (See chart on these resorts and books on subject)
We find a picture of the amusement park of Spanish Fort in the New Orleans
newspaper of 1927:
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While the was not room enough to hang pictures of the many orchestras and
musicians on the New Orleans scene a few are presented to represent them. We find the
following:
Superior Orchestra, 1910
The superior Orchestra played principally in the New Orleans area from
1908 to 1913. Seated left to right; are: Walter Brundy, Peter Bocage, Richard
Payne. Standing, left to right: Buddy Johnson, "Bunk" Johnson, "Big Eye" Louis
Nelson, Billy Marrero.
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Bunk Johnson in Minneapolis in the Mid 1940's
Johnson was playing with Doc Evans; Band in Minneapolis while on tour in
the mid 1940's.
The New Orleans Harmony Kings - 1920's
The Harmony Kings was a popular New Orleans dance band, which played
at the Lakefront and in neighborhood dance halls. Left to right; are: Freddie
Neumann, Chink Martin, Sharkey Bonano, Angie Schellang, Sidney Arodin, Joe
Capraro.

Joseph "Sharkey" Bonano
Bonano was a permanent band leader in New Orleans from the 1920's
through the 1970's.
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Fate Marable's Riverboat Orchestra
Marable's orchestras entertained riverboat passengers on the Mississippi,
from 1910 to 1925. Fate Marable is at extreme left. The next two men are Louis
Armstrong and Johnny St. Cyr. "Pops" Foster is at the far right.

Louis Armstrong - no text
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Fate Marable's Orchestra Aboard the "S.S. Capitol."
Born in Kentucky in 1890, Fate Marable began playing piano on Mississippi
River steamboats at age 17. By 1917 he was leader of his own orchestra, which
entertained river passengers and spread jazz to ports along the Mississippi.
Marable's orchestra sparned a number of creative players who later became jazz
"greats." Pictured left to right: Warren "Baby" Dodds, William "Bebe" Ridgley,
Joe Howard, Louis Armstrong, Fate Marable, David Jones, Johnny Dodds, Johnny
St. Cyr, George "Pops" Foster.
Charles "Buddy" Bolden (1877-1931)
Seated left to right: Jefferson "Brock" Mumford, Frank Louis. Standing, left
to right: Jimmy Johnson, Buddy Bolden, Willie Cornish and Willie Warner.

Jack "Papa" Laine (1873-1966)
Laine is standing, far right, with his reliance Band
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Ferdinand "Jelly Roll" Morton's Red Hot Peppers (1920's)

MUSIC IN THE STREETS
Brass bands provide a continuity between early and contemporary music in
New Orleans. As early as 1787, Governor Miro held a parade for a group of Indian
Chiefs. From then, any public occasion was reason for a parade complete with brass
bands. Washington's birthday, political and patriotic gatherings, dedications and,
especially, funerals. The architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe states in his
Impressions (1819), that the funeral parades were "peculiar to New Orleans alone
among all American cities. From the time of the Battle of New Orleans (1815) to the
Civil War (1861-1865), Louisiana's military companies prided themselves on the
quality of their brass bands. As these companies were generally formed by various
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communities - French, German, Spanish, Italians, Irish and Swiss - as well as by
Americans, the musical rivalries were usually equated with national pride. The
growth of militarism during the Civil War and the Union occupation of the city in
the 1960's firmly established the brass band tradition in New Orleans.
During peacetime, brass bands were frequently employed to attract customer
or voters. A notable aspect of those performances in the supposed by modern
innovation of bands "battling" each other on street corner. The Picayune of August
24, 1839 observed two brass band challenging each other "to the huge delight of a
continuous line of listening admirers." Followers and observers of these bands often
became participants by singing and dancing with the musicians much as they do
today.
Johnny Fischer's Band (1910)

Additional Text
The earliest 'true' brass band in the United States was the Dodworth's Brass Band
of 1835. In New Orleans, as the population increased so did the need for music. A
number of brass bands came into existence, not only in the city proper but in the small
country towns around New Orleans.
Between the Gilmore bands of the Civil War there is a time span of 35 years to
1900. It was during this time that the music of jazz evolved, brass bands playing an
important part in this evolution.
In Thibodaux, Louisiana, a small country town about 30 miles from New Orleans,
there was in existence, in 1867, the Lyrique Brass Band. There is mentioned of a brass
band in New Orleans in 1868 although no name is given.
In the Weekly Louisiana newspaper there is the following item (Sept. 20, 1879:
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"Mr. Leon Cuillette is the leader of the Excelsior Brass Band. He is a
young musicians of great promise."
There are numerous mentions of the Excelsior Band in the 1879 paper as well as
mention of Professor Wolf's Band and the Pickwick Brass Band.
The brass band movement was in full swing in the 1870's and New Orleans had
numerous brass bands, perhaps more than many cities due to its traditional festivals and
festive atmosphere of the cities' past. In the year 1872 Donaldsonville, up the river from
New Orleans (and a past capital of Louisiana) had five brass bands: The Donaldsonville
Silver Cornet Band, The St. Cecile Brass Band, St. Joseph's Brass Band, the Ascension
Brass and the St. Mary Brass Band.
Battling or bucking musical contests
The practice of musical contests is an ancient activity, going back to the challenge
of the Phrygian Marsya of Apollo. From the Agones contests (the first Olympics) to the
ragtime contests that became common practice during the early part of the 20th Century,
to the famous 'bucking' of New Orleans street bands to the battle of the bands held in
public dance halls such as the pelican. The jazz museum has newly acquired the loving
cup one is such a battle of bands by the band of ClaiborneWilliams.
(For a detailed history of 'Bucking' see 'Jazz Lectures: Musical Contests - From
the Greeks to New Orleans,' published by Basin Street Press.
Brass Bands in and Around New Orleans
There were certain differences, both in style and make-up of a New Orleans Street
Brass Band. The first is size. The brass band as used by the bands of the city are small
compared to the national norm. While there was no standard size it usually ranged from 7
to 12 pieces, with trumpets, trombone, tuba, usually a clarinet and two percussion - the
trombone was at first a valve trombone and when other instruments were added they
would be more trumpets and trombones, and later a saxophone. Bands called brass bands
after the Civil War used a brass instrument called an alto horn (also called a 'peck' horn see additional texts in Marching band panel.)
The major difference in New Orleans bands was the way that the drums were
used. While there are influences from the military marching bands the major instrument
in the New Orleans marching band is the bass drum, which had a quasi syncopated
cadence.
A study of the use of percussion instruments in early New Orleans marching and
jazz bands is covered in "Sonic Boom" published by Basin Street Press. For a complete
chronicle of the brass band movement see the book on the history of the brass band in
Plaquemines Parish, also published by Basin Street Press.
EARLY BLACK INFLUENCES
Congo Square
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Congo Square was a tree-lined open area on the swampy side of North
Rampart Street between St. Ann and St. Peter Streets. On October 15,1817, a city
ordinance was passed which allowed assemblies of slaves there for worship,
funerals, games, and dancing, the last being permitted only until sunset on Sundays.
The assembly of slaves was forbidden elsewhere in the city. There are eye witness
accounts by Benjamin H. Latrobe in his journals concerning his visit to new Orleans
in 1819, Latrobe saw five hundred blacks in Congo Square gathered in circles,
singing and dancing, accompanied by men beating with their fingers and hands on
cylindrical drums and one playing a stringed instrument. Latrobe recalled that it
was strictly African rhythm and dancing. In 1834, another journalist, James R.
Creecy, observed groups of fifty to one hundred blacks in the Square. The songs
were no longer of a strict African nature; the instrumentation included banjos, tomtoms, violins, jawbones, and triangles. It was apparent from the introduction of new
musical elements that American-born slaves and the new ambiance were already
making an influence on the pure African and West Indian played by the older black
musicians. According to Henry Kmen's meticulous research, the dances in Congo
Square degenerated into a tourist attraction and ceased in 1835. There was a short
revival in 1845 and 1846, but no documented information exists about music in
Congo Square after 1846.

Additional Text
Brief History of Congo Square:
"Beauregard Square, between St. Ann and St. Peters Streets., has a colorful history as
the site of Fort St. Ferdinand and Congo Square. Fort St. Ferdinand, erected during the
Spanish regime, was destroyed during the administration of Gov. Claiborne, about 1803,
in an attempt on the part of the Americans to stamp out yellow fever, which was thought
to be caused by the stagnant water of the moats and the general filthy condition of the old
forts them standing in ruins at the corners of the city ramparts. First used as a circus
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ground, the park was later enclosed with an iron fence and used by the townspeople as a
Sunday afternoon gathering-place. The Negro slave took advantage of the half holiday
given them every Sunday to gather in 'Congo Square' where they played games, sang to
the accompaniment of tom-toms, and, it is said, performed their Voodoo dances and
rites." (WPA Guide - 1938)
We find the following quote In Asbury's book - The French Quarter - page 237)
"Sunday afternoon dances of the Negroes in Congo Square were abandoned
during the troublous days that followed the captive and occupation of New Orleans
by Union forces during the Civil War and while an occasional gathering was held in
reconstruction days, they were never again a regular activity. There were some
assemblages in a back yard on Dumaine St. for awhile."
Soon after the Louisiana Purchase of 1805 slave assembles seem to have appeared in
the city and in what is known know as Congo Square. An off and on again existence was
the history of Congo Square with an ordinance was written in 1845 stating that dancing
could only take place on Sunday afternoons from 4 to 6:30 P.M. These Sunday afternoon
dances of the Negroes in Congo Square were abandoned during the troublous days after
the occupation of New Orleans by Union forces during the Civil War.
An excellent description of the dances and gathering in Congo Square is given in the
April, 1886 issue of the Century magazine in the article entitled "Creole Slave Songs."
There is a section entitled "The Congo Dance" given below:
"The lazy tinkle of the bell of the car-mules, the drowsy drumming of cicadae on the
tall sycamore trees, and the green flat of sunlit grass trembling beneath the warm
afternoon's rays, made Congo Square yesterday anything but a cool retreat. Sixty years
ago, writes a resident of New Orleans, on a Sunday afternoon Congo Square would
present a very different appearance, and as the boys who then sported on the green are
getting fewer and fewer every day, it is well worth the while to get from those with us a
picture of this old landmark of our city for those who come after us. The square takes its
name, as is well known, from the Congo Negroes who used to perform their dances on
the sward every Sunday. They were a curious people, and brought over with them this
remnant of their African jungle. in Louisiana there were six different tribes of Negroes,
named after the sections of the country from which they came, and their representatives
could be seen on the square, their teeth filed, and their cheeks still bearing the tattoo
mark. The majority of our city Negroes came from the Kreals, a numerous tribe who
dwell in stockades. We had here the Mhanhs, a proud, dignified, warlike race; the
Congos, a treacherous, shrewd, relentless people, the Mandringas, a branch of the
Congoes; the Gangas, named after the river of that name, from which they had been
taken; the Hiboas, called by the missionaries the "Owls" a sullen, intractable tribe; and
the Foulas, the highest type of the African, with but few representatives here. The slave
trade, which had been abolished in 1807, was still kept up until as late as 1845, by
cruisers which ran up the bayous and lagoons abounding on our coast, and safely
deposited their cargoes at appointed places. Bayou Barataria was a regular thoroughfare
for this trade.
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These were the people one would meet on the square about 1816 and 1817. It was a
gala occasion, these Sundays in those years, not less than 2,000 or 3,000 people would
congregate to see the dusky dances. A low fence enclosed the square, and on each street
there was a little gate and turnstile. There were no trees there then, and the ground was
worn bare by the feet of the people. About three o'clock the Negroes began to gather,
each nation taking their places in different parts of the square. The Minaha would not
dance near the Congos, nor the Mandringos near the Gangas. Presently the music would
strike up and the parties would prepare for the sport. Each set has its own orchestra. The
instruments were a peculiar kind of banjo, made of Louisiana gourd, several drums made
of a gum-stump dug out, with a sheep-skin head, and beaten with the fingers, and two
jaw-bones of a horse, which, when shaken, would rattle the loose teeth, keeping time
with the drums. About eight Negroes, four male, and four female, would make a set, and
generally they were but scantily clad. It took some time before the tapping of the drums
would arouse the dull and sluggish dancers, but when the point of excitement came,
nothing can faithfully portray the wild and frenzied motions they would go through.
Backward and forward, this way and that, now together, now apart, every motion
intended to convey the most sensual ideas. As the dance progressed the drums were
thrummed faster and faster, the contortious became more grotesque, until sometimes in
the frenzy the men and women would fall fainting to the ground. All this was going on
with a dense crowd looking on, and with the hot sun pouring its torrid rays on the
infatuated actors of this curious ballet.
After one set would become fatigued they would drop out to be replaced by others,
and then stroll to the groups of some other tribe in a different portion of the square. Then
it was that trouble would commence, and a regular set-to with short sticks followed
between the men, and broken head ended the day's entertainment. On the sidewalks
around the square the old Negresses, with their spruce-beer and parlines of peanuts,
cocoanuts and popcorn, did a thriving trade, and now and then beneath petticoats bottle
of tafia, a kind of Louisiana rum, peeped out, of which the gendarmes were oblivious.
When the sun went down a stream of people poured out of the turnstiles, and the
gendarmes walking through the square would order the dispersion of the Negroes, and by
gun-fire, at 9 o'clock, the place was well nigh deserted. These dances were kept up until
about 1819, but not later, Subsequently, however, the descendants of the original
Africans got up an imitation, but it could not compare to the weird orgie of their
pregenitors.

Spirituals
As early as 1730, slaves were arriving in New Orleans from Africa via the
West Indies. They brought with them a fusion of religions knows as Voodoo. The
word Voodoo means the god, the cult, its rites, priests and followers. It is based on a
snake-worshipping ceremony and is a highly emotional and frenzied religion. The
ceremony frequently ends, after dancing, clapping and shouting, with all
participants passed out in the grip of Voodoo "power."
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Voodoo was such a strong influence on Negroes from its arrival in the city
that Governor Galevz prohibited the importation of slaves from Martinique and
Santo Domingo in 1782 for fear of its "corrupting influences." By 1803, these
restrictions were lifted and Santo Domingo Blacks began arriving in the city in large
numbers. Voodoo ceremonies were first held in an abandoned brick yard on
Dumaine Street, close to Congo Square, but were soon forced by law to move out
along the shores of Lake Pontchartrain.
The King and Queen of New Orleans Voodoo were "Doctor" John and Marie
Laveau. These two held almost complete power over a large number of the city's
black slaves. Voodoo continues to this day to be an influence on many people in New
Orleans, but it is mostly an "Underground" cult and few people will talk about it or
admit their belief.
Though early slave owners gave religious instructions to their charges,
organized religion was not widely encouraged. Before the Civil War, most blacks
were Roman Catholic. A few churches solely for blacks, either African Methodist
Episcopal or Baptist, did exist in new Orleans from about 1800 to 1830. It was
during and after the Civil War that the black churches begun to flourish and most
denominations were represented in New Orleans.
In these churches, the ministers stirred their congregations with incantations
invoking a rhythmic response which led the members of the church into a state of
rapture. A combination of despair over the hard times on earth and joyful
anticipation of heaven was voiced in wailing, shouting and crying. The responsive
exchange between pastor and congregation produced a kind of jumping called "the
shouts."
William Francis Allen, in 'Slaves Songs of the United States' describes black
spirituals: "There is no singing in parts as we understand it, and yet no two appear
to be singing the same thing-the leading singer starts the words of each verse, often
improvising, and the others, who 'base' him, as it is called, strike in with the refrain,
or even join in the solo, when the words are familiar. The 'basers' themselves seem
to follow their own whims, beginning and leaving off when they please, striking an
octave above or below, or hitting some other note, so as to produce the effect of a
marvelous complication and variety, and yet with the most perfect time and rarely
with any discord."

Additional Text
There have been and are presently volumes written about the negro spiritual and its
origins and history. Perhaps one of the best studies was made by Emmett Kennedy.
Kennedy a native resident of Algiers, La., was a musician, dramatist and writer, and
conducted research into the origins of the spirituals. In the Nov. 1931 'Disque' he has
written an article entitled: "Negro Spirituals." His opinions are very valuable as they were
some of the earliest writings on spirituals. He states:
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"In studying the spiritual songs of the American Negro it is well not to lose sight
of the fact that the Whiteman's religion was responsible for their evolution and
development. At a very early date after his introduction into this country the Negro
began to put aside his superstitious belief in his African charms and fetishes, and the
teachings of Christianity took a strong hold on his pliable imagination. Taking into
consideration the epidemics of fanatical revival meetings that visited the South, from
the time of Jonathan Edwards to the early part of the 19th Century, it is easy to see
how the Negro's hysterical visionary temperament succumbed so readily to the
Whiteman's religion with it's Old Testament pageantry and impressive
phantasmagoria as preached by the Wesleyan revivalists. Likewise the loud rejoicing
and lusty congregational singing indulged in at these meetings acted as a vitalizing
stimulant upon his music loving nature. Regardless of whether he took active part in
the exciting demonstrations or only witnessed them from a distance, the influence is
unmistakable. Becoming familiar with the camp-meeting hymns heard again and
again, the Negroes began singing them after their own fashion with certain rhythmic,
melodic and textual changes and before long the characteristic African syncopation
had so altered them that the 'White' models were lost sight of and the songs were
looked upon as original Negro productions. Some of the early hymnals and 'revival
songsters' printed between 1800 and 1860 show conclusively the source of
inspiration; but as time went on the spirituals took on a character all their own and
have come to represent the genuine religious feeling and artistic expression of these
musically endowed people."
Spasm Bands
Spasm or skiffle bands were instrumental groups, usually composed of young
boys, who played home-made instruments and performed on the streets. The band
might contain a washtub bass, whistle, tin flute, kazoo, jug, tin can drums or a wood
block. Remarkable music was coaxed from those crude instruments. Spasm bands
were capable of producing acceptable versions of popular songs, minstrel tunes and
even waltzes.
PICTURES INCLUDE: Emile "Stalebread" Lacoume and his newsboy spasm band.
This group played on New Orleans streets from about 1895 to 1900. Lacoume is
seated at left. 1899 and-Spasm Band on a New Orleans Street. 1910.
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Additional Text
One morning while I was typing these additional words for the various panels I began
working on the Spasm Band portion of the jazz influence panel. I thought that these
spasm bands where just amateur musicians making out as if they were playing real
instruments. I thought: "Just like the elementary kids did in their rhythm bands in
school." I then thought of Emil Jacques-Dalcroze, Carl Orff and Zoltan Kodaly and their
work in elementary education. I then thought of the close relationship between the early
spasm bands of New Orleans and the early rhythm bands that the above men had
recommended and developed for teaching beginning music to kids. The spasm bands and
the present rhythm bands are very similar It is interesting to realize that the spasm bands,
a group of youngsters came up with the same idea as these very learned gentlemen and
other music educators by their own inventiveness, creativity and by the motivation to
make some money playing in the streets.
We find an article in the Thibodaux Sentinel on Nov. 21, 1900 about 'Early Spasm
Band,' although called a 'string band' in the paper.
"Cubanolla String Band - The people of this town are rejoicing over the advent of a
fine string band into their midst; not a brass band but a real sure enough string band. A
band that numbers among its members artists as Professor Emile Ancoin, better known as
Stale, late of the Schubert Symphony Company, but now serving as floor walker and
general utility man in the store of Ellis Braud's Sons on Main Street. Professor Rocks,
who for several year's past has been delighting vast audiences with his inimitable playing
upon the bazoo. The instruments of the band are of the finest being made from some of
the best cigar boxes that could be found in this town. It is currently reported that the
instruments used by Prof. Rocks, was made from a box which in its balmy days was filled
with 15 cent straight Havana Fillers, and for the making of the instruments he paid the
fabulous sum of 10 cents. The band renders the very finest classical music, such as
"Papa's Pants will Soon Fit Willie," "Sisters_____ were filled with Zinc," "Oh Why Did
They Dig Bill's Grave So Deep", and other exquisite arias? Several of our citizens have
been favored with serenades and from them, we learn that the music rendered from this
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band is such as would bring tears in the eyes of a Trust _____would revivify an Egyptian
mummy.
Emile Aucoin, the leader of the band, is contemplating leasing the water tower from
the city, upon the top of which he proposes to fit out a fine roof garden where the band
will discourse sweet strains during the long winter evenings. We wish him success."
Besides the apparent humor in the article, it does represent to copy the regular 'legit'
bands and have a good time. Just like the spasm band of Stalebread, even as close as
taking the nickname of 'Stale.'
We find another article about "Stale Bread" in the April 26, 1919 issue of the Literary
Digest:
"STALE BREAD'S" SADNESS GAVE "JAZZ" TO THE WORLD -Some years ago
there was a blind newsboy on a street corner in New Orleans and there were times when
misery and melancholy overwhelmed him, for he had a little of the soul of an artist,
which is generally supposed to be sad, as well as misfortunes beyond the average. He
could play the violin, and his common or street name was "Stale Berad." One day he hit
upon a new kind of music, a music so wild, and swinging, and ear-catching, and nervetwisting that it was able to drive away his sadness, as once the harp of David drove away
the "blue devils" from King Saul. To the music that "Stale Brad" invented the name of
"jazz" and ultimately applied, and anyone who doesn't care for "jazz" is privileged to
remember that "Stale Bread" was suffering a great deal when he invented it. Says a writer
in the New Orleans Item, dealing with the syncopated harmonics and other features of
"jazz."
Later in the article we read:
"And there is the story that as far back as twenty years ago a blind newsboy, known
to his particular gang here as "Stale Bread" felt the creep of the "blues" coming on him
and translated them on a diffle acquired from a minstrel show passing thorough town.
With his moaning, soothing melodies he was soon threatening to corner the trade, playing
as he sold his papers. Then one by one other denizens of the street, picking up the strain
and whatever instruments they could lay their hands on, joined him until there were five
christened by their leader as "Stale Bread's Spasm Band." But theirs was the music of the
street and the underworld, and the years passed before it penetrated into the homes, the
clubs, and the restaurants of the fashionable."
The article is some-what romantic in nature and is given to show how romanticized
the writers of early jazz articles were. It is included in our book to show this exaggeration
and exploitation of a colorful but not exactly factual account of the beginnings of jazz.
MINSTRELS
Minstrels became a part of American theater fare in the early nineteenth
century, evolving as brief "between the acts" entertainment. Major sources of
inspiration for the performances were the folk music and customs of black
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Americans. While minstrels did not directly contribute in the development of jazz, it
did present opportunities for the use of black music and its related elements, and
gave birth to a vaudeville original burlesque, and the musical comedy.
The earliest of these satirical acts, presented by white men in black face,
were solos consisting of songs, dances, and comedy skits. Gradually these were
expanded into longer routines with rhythm sections consisting of bones,
tambourines and banjos.
Though the first minstrel men remain unknown in 1828 one prominent
player was recorded. Thomas D. "Daddy" Rice, also known as "Jim Crow"
appeared in Louisville, Kentucky. His "Jumping Jim Crow" dance, a parody on the
dance of a local street character, was a hit with the Louisville audience. Shortly
after 1840 the first black minstrel man appeared, William Henry Lane (1825-1862)
went by the professional name "Juba, Greatest of Minstrel Dancers." Lane made
himself up with burnt cork, as was the standard minstrel practice.
By 1845 the various solo specialties had combined into bigger shows. The
Virginia Minstrels from New York City and F P. Christy's Minstrels developed the
classic minstrel formula, which was later described by Marshall Stearns in "The
Story of Jazz." The three parts consisted of "The Show, Proper", which began with
a half circle of players presenting comedy routines. It ended with the "Walk
Around", which eventually became the "Cakewalk," later accompanied by ragtime
music. The second part, the "Olio", was a series of solo acts climaxed by a "Hoedown," which utilized elements of ring games and black spirituals. The third part,
or "playlet," usually offered "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in which singers offered campmeeting songs, field hollers, and work songs.
Few of the touring minstrels were associated with particular cities, but New
Orleans was claimed as the birthplace of Washington "Wash" Dixon, Luke
Schollcraft, James C. Fulton , and John Queen, and innumerable other minstrel
stars that performed here. Early minstrels George Nichols and "Daddy" Rice
borrowed material from local singers "Picayune" Butler and "Corn Meal" and
performed their adapted material all over the country.
Additional Text
Minstrels and other Entertainments
The minstrel show was a very popular form of entertainment in the decades after the
civil War - both black and white troupes, many of them based in New Orleans, and these
troupes would also have a 'booking' circuit around the south. The same
minstrel/dramatic/entertainment troupes, such as the Paul English group, would fulfill an
engagement in New Orleans, then proceed to the country towns of Thibodaux,
Donaldsonville, Baton Rouge, then on to Hammond and other towns, presenting their
shows to usually packed houses. It might be noted here that New Orleans was the last
stop on the Orpheum Vaudeville circuit and many vaudeville entertainers would secure
jobs in the 'Tango Belt' cabarets during the time between vaudeville tours.
Popular colored minstrels such as the Georgia Minstrels, Virginia Minstrels, Pringles,
Dancy Dixie Minstrels, Billy Kersands and March's ) who are described as 'a colored
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minstrel troupe carrying 35 performers - they carry their own band and orchestra and will
give a marching Street parade on the day of the show,' were very popular and their
performances were well attended by both black and white audiences. Each minstrel
troupe would be able to field a band for parades and a band to accompany the entertainers
during the show.
Also popular were the white minstrel troupes of: Ward and Wade, Ted and Faust,
Donnelly and Hatfield, Barlow and Wilson, J. A Coburn, Boredock and Watson (with
Ellison's famous concert band) and Murphy's Minstrels.
A favorite of late 19th Century audiences were the show boats that docked on tours
up and down the rivers and bayous of the South. In New Orleans and towns like
Donaldsonville, Napoleonville, and Thibodeau (on Bayou Lafourche) one could find the
Pierce Showboat or Shallow and Mackles Showboat docked ready to present a very
professional variety type show to large audiences. They too presented bands to publicize
and play the shows.
There are two excellent accounts of the early days and the progress of Negro
Minstrels. The first: "Three Years as a Negro Minstrel" in the July, 1869 Nation - an
article too lenghly to print here but can be found in the "Jazz Anthology" published by
Basin St. Press. The second is found in the October, 1901 issue of the Cosmopolitan,
While it is also lenghly we will present it as it is a great article on the evolution of Negro
music from the early minstrel to ragtime, this evolution is the background that was to be
jazz's ancestor and influence:
"FROM BREAKDOWN TO RAG-TIME. by Charles Reginald Sherlock.
The most genuine things that have been done upon the stage in the guise of Negro
portraiture are as far apart as 1830 and 1895. The attempt began with the breakdown of
Thomas D. Rice and George Washington Dixon and ends with the rag-time of May Irwin
and Fay Templeton; as an example of fidelity to nature the "Jump Jim Crow" of sixtyfive year ago (1830) is to be compared only to the modern self. "you won't get no money
you needn't come runnin.' In the main the intervening years have been filled with various
forms of mimicry of the American negro that can be described in no other way than as
broad caricature of the subject. You would look in vain in real life for the counterpart of
the traditional darkey of the stage, as depicted to delightfully by a long line of negro
minstrels, among whom performers like Dan Bryant, Eph Horn, Billy Birch, Charley
Backus, Cool White, Nelse Seymour, Cal Wagner, Dan Emmett, Dave Reed, Sam
Devers, Harry Stanwood, Hughey Dougherty, Billy Emerson, Lew Benedict, Mike
Barlow, George Thatcher and George Wilson take rank as premiers. Amusing they were,
beyond question, but they sketched so roughly in burnt cork that their portrayals were as
unreal as most of the theatrical properties" which went along with them. It has been many
years, indeed, since performers of the highest repute in negro minstrelsy have attempted
to imitate even the dialect that sill remains one of the distinguishing marks of the race
they represented. As a matter of fact, Dan Bryant-and who ever wore the sable mask with
greater honor?-was never so happy as when singing "Shamus O'Brien" in black face and
an Irish brogue! In costuming the different creations with which their fame was identified
all these celebrities went to the farthest extremes, gross exaggeration being the invariable
rule. With something akin to underline action by the most famous performers has been
distinguished by big feet and diminutive hats, trademarks that seemed destined to resist
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innovation for all time. Only with the advent of rag-time, four or five years ago, did this
style of dress start on its way to the rag-man. So it happens that the stage copy of the
genuine negro is today nearer the original in essential characteristics than anything that
has gone before, for we have him in the modern form as New York knows him on
Thompson Street, and as he disports himself in the colored colonies of other cities.
Miscegenation, or something worse, has peaked the nose of the negro of slavery days, has
taken the kinks out of his wiry locks, and has holy stoned his complexion, but the shuffle
of the tarheel still remains, as do his ingrained love of song and dance, his heedlessness
of life in general and his love of show in particular. In these traits, accentuated for
theatrical purposes, he is being made visible today.
It is to be said, therefore, that the modern performer has ceased to seek the extreme
and fantastic at the expense of truth, and is now going to original sources for his material.
This is what was done at the beginning, or what may be termed the beginning, by
Thomas D. Rice, whose "Jim Crow" was for so long a period the accepted type of the
stage negro. Blackened faces had figured in the drama long before Rice's time-as far back
as the date of a first production of "Othello"-but to him seems to belong the distinction of
having brought the negro forward as truthful picture, Rice, and Rice's predecessors in
burnt cork, and "danced Juba" and executed breakdowns, in every description of motley
wear, regardless of the actual quaintness of the droll people they pretended to represent.
Rice found an old cripple of a nigger, doing odd jobs around a livery stable in Louisville,
and made him his own. By the closest mimicry he put "Jim Crow' on the stage, dressed in
tatters as he dressed, shaking his palsied legs as he did and singing his very words:
""Wheel about, turn about, Do jis' so. An' every time I wheel I jump Jim Crow."
Rice seems to have originated the only real negro of his day. The cotton fields of
Georgia, the sugar plantations of Louisiana, the wide acres sown with tobacco in
Virginia, as well as the levees of New Orleans, of Natchez and of Memphis, swarming
with black people, seem to have been fallow ground in the estimation of the actors of
fifty, sixty and seventy years ago. "Jim Crow" ran his course, and in quick sequence was
followed by the "Dandy Jims," the "Spruce Pinks," the "Bone Squahes," all fanciful
delineations of the negro, in so far as they avoided use of the better material at hand.
Except that the cars now set apart by law for the occupancy of colored folks in certain
Southern States usually go by the name of "Jim Crow," this designation is only a
memory. Even the fact that Joseph Jefferson, the grand old man of to-day's stage, made
his first appearance as a pocket edition of Rice's "Jim Crow," and with Rice, when the
former was a toddler of three years, has not made the title more familiar.
After "Jim Crow," the stage seems to have returned to a negro representation that
scorned the truthful picture, droll as the truthful picture ought to have been. But the fact
is, we have had a traditional, not a real, negro on the stage. First of all, he has not dressed
the part. After smutting their faces, the performers most famous in this line have done
little else to keep up the illusion. May Irwin in rouge and rice powder gives a better
imitation, in as much as aside from the black face she is the beau ideal of somebody's
"baby," or somebody who love his "baby." Looking for the genesis of the art, we find that
for whole epochs the "long-tailed blue" was the prevailing fashion. This garment got its
name from a song that had its reign in 1838. Aside from the perennial use of tremendous
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soles and miniature hats, the rule has ever been to deck out the negro in pantaloons of
red-and-white checks of titanic size and coats of outlandish pattern. Variations of these
general forms have come down to us like heirlooms. There came a period along in the
'50's when there was a break in these vain devices, the outcome of which was the
introduction of a plantation darkey who wore "pant"-the costumers who made the
garments cut the word as well as the gunnybag-held up by one suspender in a very
precarious manner. This type of negro came as close to nature as the profession ever got.
He was the shiftless, goo-for-nothing nigger, whose companion-piece many years later
was Topsy in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." With the advent of the darkey whose badge was the
one suspender came a style of dancing that most resembled the dancing of the real negro.
It was called the "Essence of Ole Virginny," and may be said to have reached its highest
perfection many years later in the performances of Dan Bryant. The jig and reel in one
form or another appear to have antedated the "essence" so-called, the widest departure
from these dances having been in the efforts of those who "jumped Jim Crow," the
rocking heel, which is an element of pedal motion in every negro dance, was first
exemplified by Rice as "Jim Crow." In that respect his dancing was typical of the Negro
race, even if its originator did draw his inspiration from a single source. Frank Brower
and Murt Sexton, two performers of note in their day, had both danced "essences" as
Dixon had danced to the song "Old Zip Coon," seven or eight years earlier. Old prints of
Dixon in this specialty show him doing a step that must have been the foundation of the
"essence," a dance that made work for the hands as well as the feet, the palms being held
at right angles with the wrists, while the arms were extended in a sort of pushing gesture.
The essence had a long lease of life, due, no doubt, to its having been made a
conspicuous feature of negro minstrelsy, in the regulation form of the entertainment, after
it had been established as such by Billy Whitlock and Dan Emmett in 1843. Until their
band was organized and made a bid for popular favor, the stage negro had been an
unattached straggler whose individual efforts had been sandwiched between the acts of
dramatic productions, chiefly as interludes to a bill of farces, but occasionally as a sugarcoat for a heavy dose of Shakespearean tragedy. In their new combination of talent,
including Whitlock, Dan Emmett, Frank Brower and Dick Pelham (whose "Ginger Blue"
is a pleasing memory), new possibilities were quickly developed, and one of the results
was the gradual evolution of the half-circle in which, from that day to this, the "first part"
of every minstrel performance is given. The Christys (E. P., and George) are, however,
credited with the eventual arrangement of the minstrel bill into acts in about the order
that has since prevailed. Next in historical succession came the walk-around-and as an
accompaniment to it the older breakdown, for which Dan Emmett wrote a long list of
songs. "Lucy Long" walk around, if not the first, was among the first, and there followed
"Old Dan Tucker," "Walk Long John," "Chaw Roast Beef," "Early in the Mornin'," "I
Ain't Got Time to Tarry," "High Low Jack," "Loozyanna Lowlands" and others. The
walk-around was always made the finale of the first part, and was usually repeated at the
end of the show as a spectacle on which to drop the curtain. It was intended to be written
in march-time, and to its spirited strains the whole company would circumnavigate the
stage, in a dance-step that was little more than a jerky elevation of the legs below the
knees, much like the "Buck and Wing" dances of the present day. It was as long ago as
this-the walk-around being in highest estate with Bryant's Minstrels in the sixties-that the
spatting of dance-time with the outspread palms on the knees was invented. To this
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manual accompaniment the breakdowns were often done. Cleverly executed, this tattoo
will set the saltatorial nerves in motion as quickly as the catchiest music.
As the minstrel troupes multiplied in number, and new acts were demanded to enliven
the programs, the clog-dancers came to the fore, and faithful representation of the negro
drifted farther away from its moorings. The clog, danced in shoes with wooden soles,
bore no earmarks of Dixie. The darkeys never did it. Half the battle in the clog-dance was
a gaudy costume, consisting of a ruffled shirt, silken knee breeches, spangled stockings
and red leather shoes. By and by the dancers mounted high pedestals, on which, with
marble slabs for a footing, they cut graceful capers. They tacked pennies loosely on their
heels to make a little jingling accompaniment for the music, and when dancing in duets,
trios or quartettes, devised steps which involved taps upon each others' heels. There was
too much poetry of motion in this dancing to resemble in the slightest degree what the
negro did, or could do, on his feet. The essential element of grotesquencess was entirely
absent. Female impersonation, of which the Only Leon and the Great Eugene were the
best exponents; the banjo soloists, among whom Harry Stanwood and Sam Devere
ranked highest, and stump-speak progressive members were sitting up o' nights trying to
hit on something novel. All sorts of efforts were made to get out of the old ruts, but not
until the specialty known as the "song and dance" was developed did the negro minstrels
reach a milestone. Like the clog-dance, however, the best that could be said of it was that
it was graceful and pretty. It did not go to original sources. It was like a revival of the
"Dandy Jim of South Carolina," which Barney Williams, afterward the Irish comedian,
did in 1838. It set the performers who went with the tide singing love-songs, and not a
few of them were skillfully written and beautifully scored. Unusual chances were
afforded men who had vocal gifts. Of these, perhaps Billy Emerson was the foremost. His
singing of a waltz like "Love among the Roses" was a grateful reminder to old theatergoers of the good times in minstrelsy when "Old Folks at Home, " "Massa's in the Cold
Cold Ground," "Way Down Upon the S'wanee River," "Oh, Susanna, Don't You Cry for
Me," and other songs as tuneful and plaintive, were made to suggest the melody of the
wind soughing in the canebrake. It can be said of the older minstrels that they did not
often believe the name they took. They could sing. Emerson and Bobby Newcomb, too,
were personifications of grace in their movements, and in the natty dress which the
fashion of the specialty prescribed, they made pictures that are painted on the memory in
fast colors. This dress was a jaunty silk or plush jacket, with bobtails and wide lapels, a
flaring waistcoat and knee breeches of the same material, all in bright color; silk
stockings, usually striped in red or blue, and a nobby straw hat. The idea was to portray a
very genteel member of the colored population.
Contemporary with Emerson and Newcomb, as well as a host of seconds in
command, Delchanty and Hengler, who sang and danced double, did as much as anybody
to popularize this style of entertainment. Their "Little Bunch of Rose by My Side" was a
genuine treat of its kind. They struck on the little trick, everywhere copied in later years
of making their entrance to low music from opposite sides of the stage, backing into a
dance-step. After a time the exquisiteness of this form of song and dance was relegated to
the rear-though not absolutely-to be replaced by a modification of it, introducing a team
in which one member appeared as a wench. This act was usually dressed in the
traditionally grotesque way-big shoes, little hats, checkered trousers-and immediately the
musical value of the song went by the board. Of this kindred were "I Really Shall
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Expire," "The Yellow Gal That Winked at Me," "Big Sunflower," "Sally Come Up," and
loudest voiced of all, "Shoo Fly, Don't Boddeer Me." This song is said to have been
picked up on the Isthmus of Panama, where it was indigenous to the soil, by a negro who
taught it to Billy Birch and his Partner, Charley Backus, but its success was so great that
it was soon appropriated by every mountebank who had a match and a cork to burn. The
refrain of this tropical ditty became engrafted into the American tongue as a catch-phrase,
and on one occasion in the House of Representatives was so viciously hurled at a party
leader-noted as a parliamentary wit-who was interrupting a debate, that he staggered
under the shock. Thus was the laugh of the country turned on "Sunset" Cox.
*****
The song and dance lasted long enough to bear fruit. For example, there was an
acrobatic song and dance, in which the dance was elaborated by the performer throwing
flip-flops in circus style. This was Charley Walters' device, and he came from the
sawdust arena to do it. Other tumblers, looking for winter employment, followed suit, and
in due course the minstrels and variety-halls were being recruited from the tented ring. It
is of interest here to remark, possibly, that in the infancy of negro delineation black-face
acts were performed on the backs of circus horses, and that Robert Farrell, an equestrian,
claimed to have been the original "Old Zip Coon." As an incident of the genteel song and
dance, Charley Diamond performed it with a harp slung from his shoulder, to the delicate
pickings of which he warbled and shuffled.
Much that has had the merit of newness has had a place in negro minstrelsy during
the past twenty or twenty five years. It is true nevertheless, that the old-time brand of
performance in black face has not undergone improvement, for its sphere of usefulness
has been superseded by the variety-hall and after that by the vaudeville houses. Now and
then only, during these years, have entertainments under the old name been given equal
in rank to those remembered at the hands of Byrant, Buckely's Serenaders, Kelly and
Leon, Lew Benedict, Sam Sharpley, Birch, Wambold, Backus, Budworth and the rest.
Across the stage have paraded long processions of "musical mokes," "Knock-abouts" and
"monologists," while the singer and the dancer have vainly sought restoration to their
pristine glory. performers like Lew Dockstader, George Thatcher and George Wilson,
who have done a stint of work driving dull care off the face of the earth, pretend to sing,
but as Billy Florence used to say of Bardwell Slote, "those who have heard them say they
don't." We had glimpses of old-time minstrelsy in such things as Luke Schoolcraft's
"Watermelon Man," Happy Cal Wagner's "Funny Old Gal from the South Carolina
State," and Milt Barlow's inimitable mimicry of negro old age, but they have been as
fleeting as summer clouds. It began to look as if the negro delineator, like Uncle Ned,
would have to "hang up the diffle and the bow," for minstrelsy was of a truth on its last
legs. Not a theater in New York was devoted to it, where once it held high revel. And yet
the negro can never wholly lose his place on the American stage. Even where the oldtime darkey has not been preserved, his melodies are sung and his steps are executed by
the vaudeville artists or the ballad singer, and even the Irish comedian often tells a "coon"
joke. There are, moreover, but few light operas or plays which can afford to ignore the
darkey lullaby or rag-time, and it is safe to say that while the negro may be slighted for a
time he has left a lasting impression on the American stage.
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The Mungos, Fridays, Gumbos, Sambos and Boneses of the old days are gone, but
the American negro lives again in Mr. Johnson, Mr. Jackson and Mr. Washington, of
Thompson Street, who were antedated no doubt by the advent of Harrigan and Hart's
"Full Moons," who, with Johnny Wild at their head, carried everything before them in
Ned Harrigan's series of stage pictures of New York life. With an ear thus attuned to
darkey melody the stage was ready to listen, two or three years later, to a new herald of
the south the "manny's lullaby" which strangely enough had waited all this time for its
deserved recognition, some desultory attempts of the long past to introduce it having
come to naught. "Louisiana Lon" was in this class of song one of the most noteworthy.
Others as plaintively sweet followed, and it was not long before the whole country was
crooning in the minor chords of this tender music. Our colored brother is with us once
again, a type, too, claiming reasonable likeness to what he is in actual life. The
remorseless processes of civilization have lifted him above the level of his venerable
ancestor. "Jim Crow," but he boats the same distinction at last. He is real in many things.
In the back streets of most southern cities the eccentric evaluations of the buck-and-wingdancers have been known for years. Even the rag-time, that decidedly unique
development of harmonies, is a child by adoption of the stage. As for the cakewalk, it had
been a waiters' diversion in hundreds of hotels long before it was subjected to the glare of
the footlights, and introduced into ballrooms to relieve the monotony of the Virginia reel.
Who can say whether rag-time is not the much-vaunted music of the future? Verily it
has had a glorious past already, for was it not to the joyous acclaim of "There'll Be a Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight" that the American victors in Spanish Santiago signalized
the long-delayed end of tyranny in the West Indies, July 1, 1898? From the Uxonions in
the first "Othello" to the crap playing "Mr. Nigger" in May Riwn's song is a far cry, but
in the end the American negro has come into his own, and that he reads his title clear is
proved by his determination to share the rewards of minstrelsy with his white imitators,
the Georgia Minstrels were the most notable of the early organizations in which genuine
black men replaced the usual white performers, and in these latter days the company of
real "coons" and "yaller gals" and "pickaninnies" with its cake-walks and characteristic
rag-time songs has almost a monopoly of the negro minstrelsy field. The real negro is on
the stage himself in full feather, for the first time in his history the professional disputant
of the white actor in the same line.
DANCE ORCHESTRAS
Henry Kmen noted in his book 'Music in New Orleans, 1791-1841' that "The
dance came first in the hearts of fun-loving New Orleanians-so it had been and so it
would be. Nearly every traveler who visited New Orleans in the early nineteenth
century and who wrote about his travels commented on the real passion the city had
for dancing." From Congo Square to impromptu dances to the more elaborate ball
rooms, everyone danced. It was a way of life and the opportunities to hold balls were
just as numerous as the opportunities to hold parades. There were even special balls
for children, Kmen further stated, "Before the end of 1805 there were about fifteen
public ballrooms...by 1841 over eighty identifiable ballrooms or sites for dancing
had been put into operation in New Orleans." And they were frequently filled.
The bands who played for the earliest dances were sometimes imported from
Europe, but more often were made up of musicians from the opera or theater
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orchestras. Sometimes a single piano player or a duet of fiddle and drum sufficed.
For larger events, according to Kmen, a fifty-piece ensemble was not out of the
question. The favored dances were waltzes, gavottes, schottisches, minuets,
quadrilles, jigs and reels, not to be excluded were step of impromptu invention.
Many yeas later the earliest jazz bands played almost exclusively for dancing.
Additional Text
As the population in and around New Orleans increased, and with the vast popular
appeal of dancing, the need increased for music for the dance. While the very formal
New Orleans society balls and other functions continued to employ rather large dance
orchestras, the average citizen of the metropolitan area were satisfied with much smaller
groups - from the small brass bands (9-12 pieces approx.) - which were used for larger
functions, to smaller ensembles of various instrumentation using called string bands. The
string band could be as small as a trio or contain wind instruments such as flute, clarinet
or cornet. Most marching brass bands had within their ranks, as an augmentation to their
versatility, a dance orchestra or a string orchestra. This ensemble was able to play the
dance music of the day. The need for dance music resulted in the principle of supply and
demand. The more popular the activity of dancing became, the more of a need for dance
musicians and music. There are many articles found in the newspapers of the day as to
the merging popularity of the dance. It was THE social activity during the evolving of
jazz and it is best remembered that jazz was first and foremost, dance music.
Researchers must be careful with the description the newspapers and oral remarks as
they do not always use the correct proper descriptive name of the type of musical group
mentioned - string bands, orchestra, bands - all names used synonymously, not meaning a
certain type but a group of musicians playing together. In a broad sense could say that the
early orchestras of this era would be slightly larger than the string band and might
include 2 or more violins. The string band, when it included a violin, would usually have
only one violin. There were many orchestras equally well-known and popular. Orchestras
in New Orleans include the Superior Orchestra, Original Tuxedo, Christian Ragtime
Band (really an orchestra), Golden Rule, Imperial, Liberty Bell, Magnolia, Maple Leaf,
Olympia, Peerless, Silver Leaf, Original Creole, Robichaux's, Tio-Doublet, Adam,
Oliver, Pelican String Band, Orpheon Francis Band (orch.) and many orchestras in the
surrounding parishes: Banner Band, Marcours, Brownlee's, etc.
This list doesn't include bands without violins.
Dance Halls
As stated in the New Orleans States, Nov. 15, 1936 issue, there appeared an article
about cabarets and New Orleans:
"New Orleans has had cabarets now for 270 years springing up around 1718.
From the start citizens of the city demanded places where it could absorb drinks with
a kick in them and be amused the way it wanted to be amused, from a floor show to
what have you.
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A cabaret is defined as a tavern, a house where alcoholic drinks were sold retail.
The cabaret coming to New Orleans straight from Paris, the very name came from the
old French work 'cavers,' meaning an empty space.
The city fathers taxed early liquor sales and the profession of smuggling started in
New Orleans, mostly featuring brandy and rum. In 1746 the city fathers passed a law
limiting the number of cabarets in the city to six."
The history of the dance halls, barrel houses, etc. is a case of opening and closing,
of graft and law officials looking the other way and of laws passed that were not
enforced. There was one law that stated:
"That all establishment known as dance halls, free and easy dens, barrel houses,
shandangoes and like places, shall henceforth be closed and shall remain so closed
and prohibited."
There is a history of these type places opening and closing regularly, and of owners
evading the laws. Example:
Records at the City Hall show that Tony Westandorf secured two permits to be
allowed to run a public ball at 322 Marais St. He paid a hospital license fee of $10.00
Westandorf also has a license to run a saloon, for which he also paid $10.00 (The
'Unexpected Dance Hall' as this location was called was also located at various other
locations as once it was closed down as the one at 322 Marais because it was located too
near a Baptist Church. Westandorf conducted dances three times a week at these
'movable dance halls.'
Besides these 'barrel house' establishments there were 'legitimate' cabarets in the
section known as the 'Tango Belt' which presented stage shows and having jazz bands for
dancing. In 1915 Variety magazine lists the cabarets as of October of 22:
"Greenwall, Haymarket, Raleigh, Turf, Frisco, Brooks, Cadillac, San Souci, Toro's
and Anderson's."
Earliest reference to Negro dance halls was found in the Cabildo. A decree of Jan. 19,
1781: "Action was taken against free Negroes and slaves who, during Carnival season
'mask and mix in bands passing through the streets looking for dance-halls, and Lt. Col.
Don Pedro Piernas was asked, 'to prohibit all kinds of masking, and nightly dancing by
the Negroes; also those dance-halls where a fee is collected at the door.' The public peace
was disturbed not so much by the dance music in the halls as by the processions of
masked dancers through the streets to and from the halls. White dance halls were also
under strict control by authorities. Filberto Jorge, for example, was forced to close his
halls and had to petition to reopen them in 1792."
Music had an important role in the city before 1892, and the musical traditions
established during the early years paved the way for the spectacular success of New
Orleans music after that time.
The Dance and Jazz
Perhaps it was through the dance that jazz music evolution got the most help.
Early jazz music was dance music. It was not a music for listening or soloists - it existed
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strictly to accompany the dance. Even when it was played by the marching band in the
streets, the Second Line was a dance line and even the dirge to the cemetery had simple
primitive choreography.
While a direct line to African melodies and rhythms has been suspected and
written about, the negro, in his trip to the new world could not take any tangible art items
with him. He could take; his inner talents and skills - like the music that remained in his
memory and the rhythms and steps of the dance.
Thus there seems to be a direct lineage from Africa of the dance - from the Congo
Square activities, to the Negro juba, to the cakewalks, to the characteristic dancing of the
late 19th Century. Thus the dance many times dictated the accompanying music and
rhythm and as the style of dancing changed, so did the accompanying music. While each
art (dance & music) was separate - the dance could not live without music (music is an
art unto itself). The evolution of the two arts coincide and advanced together to bring the
world jazz.
Many young musicians delivered newspapers or buckets of coal in the district,
organized sidewalk bands to earn a few pennies, and were influenced by the music of the
cabarets. Louis Armstrong undoubtedly became acquainted with the music of King
Oliver's band while delivering coal to the neighborhood. Most of the musicians who were
later to become the NORK, ODJB, and Half-Way House Orchestra were exposed to the
music of the establishments using music that surrounded Storyville.
While bands were employed in the public dance halls and the brothels employed piano
players to provide mood setting music. The pianists were not paid by the madams, but
earned sometimes handsome wages from tips handed out by 'money men' in the high
class houses. Among the most famous were Frank Amacher, who also provided himself
on his compositions, Arthur Campbell, Albert Farrell, Sammy Davis, Steve Lewis, Kid
Ross, Clarence Williams, Udell Wilson and Alfred Wilson. The most renowned piano
players, or 'professors' as they were popularly called, were Tony Jackson and Jelly Roll
Morton. Morton admitted that Tony Jackson was the king of Storyville, the 'World's
Greatest Single-hand Entertainer.'
In September, 1945, Willie 'Bunk' Johnson and his New Orleans band opened an
extended engagement in New York City at Stuvrunrant's Casino. The band was well
publicized and was featured in Time and Look magazines. The New York exposure did
much for the popularity of Bunk's band and for New Orleans jazz in general. Jazz was
enjoying a revival and began reaching a world wide audience.
New Orleans Harmony Kings - 1920's
We find an article in the June, 1923 Metronome about the Nork and their
recording of the Wolverine Blues:
"Wolverine Blues" a big hit as featured by the New Orleans Rhythm Kings. Some
few months ago the New Orleans Rhythm Kings (formerly Friars Society Orchestra)
made their first record for the Gennett Company, which became popular immediately.
This organization came to Chicago some eighteen months ago from New Orleans
to fill an engagement at Friars in where they have become big favorites with the dance
enthusiasts of that city. They have just recently resumed their title of "New Orleans
Rhythm Kings," which was the name of the band before it came to Chicago. Their style
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of playing is typical of the rhythm played by all southern bands, and their records have a
dance punch that is irresistible. "Wolverine Blues," one of their latest recordings,
promises to be one of the biggest selling dance records they have ever made, and they
feature the number nightly upon their dance program at Friars Inn. This number was
written by J. Spikes, B. Spikes and Jelly Roll Morton. It was brought to Chicago and
introduced at Lincoln Gardens by Joe Oliver and his Creole Jazz Band, and was an
instantaneous hit. Chicago orchestra leaders began making inquiries about the number
and were informed that it was as yet unpublished."
Little was written about the white bands in early jazz of New Orleans. Charter's
book ("Jazz: New Orleans 1885-1963") included only Negro musicians and Negro bands.
There were as many early white jazz bands in New Orleans as Negro bands. In the 20's,
the jazz age, white jazz bands were in abundance around New Orleans. Two of the most
popular white band leaders were Oscar Marcour and Norman Brownlee along with Jack
Laine.
A list of white bands include: Arcadian Serenaders, Bayersdorffers', Bienville
Roof Band, Dixieland Roamers, Dixola Jazz Band, 5 Southern Jazzers, Halfway House
Orchestra, Bayou Stompers, Invincible String Band, Jazzola Six, Alfred Laine, the
Louisiana Five, Melon Pickers, New Orleans Jazz Band, the Owls, the Original New
Orleans Jazz Band, Schilling's Jazz Band, the 6 & 7/8 String Band, Susquehanna Band,
Triangle Band. Naylor's 7 aces, Dedroits Jazz Band, Crescent City Jazzeers, Princeton
Revelers, and Tony Parenti's Symphonic Dance Orchestra.
A MUSICAL MELTING POT
Cotton Centennial Exposition
The world's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition commemorated the
100th anniversary of the first cotton exportation from the United States. Installed
on sixty-two acres of ground then known as Upper City park (now Audubon Park),
the Exposition opened on December 16, 1884, with all the states and territories
represented, except Utah and Alaska, and seventeen foreign countries, including
Japan, China, Russia, Siam, Germany and France. Among the special exhibitions
were The Educational Exhibit, Women's Department, The Colored Exhibit,
Railway Exhibits, Horticultural Hall, Art Exhibit and Live Stock Exhibits. The
Exposition was not as successful as had been anticipated. When it closed on June 1,
1885, the total attendance was closer to one million than the four million predicted.
One lasting influence of the Exposition on New Orleans's cultural life was the
musical contributions of the Eighth Mexican Calvary Band, a sixty piece ensemble
under the leadership of Major Incarnacio Payun, Eugene V. Smalley assessed the
band's popularity in Century Magazine in 1885.
"The band has enlivened the fair through all of its stages, furnishing music
on every ceremonial occasion with never-failing courtesy and good nature, and with
a cosmopolitan impartiality, playing "Dixie" or "Hail Columbia," Gounod, or
Rossini, or Mozart, or Strauss with equal good-will."
After the Exposition, the Mexican Band left for St. Louis and a tour but were
back in New Orleans in November and repeated their visits over a period of nearly
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fifteen years. There were several direct influences of the Mexican Band on New
Orleans music, Papa Jack Laine, when interviewed in 1959, recalled that he had
heard the Mexican Band and was so impressed by it that he had bought his first set
of drums at the closing of the Exposition in 1885. Laine also recalled a musician
named Yascaro who stayed on in New Orleans and played with a band at the West
End resort. The Tio brothers, Lorenzo and Louis, who were to play with many New
Orleans bands from about 1890 until the early 1900s, also remained behind. The
Tios were graduates of the Mexican Conservatory of Music and their clarinet styles
became standard with New Orleans bands and orchestras. One song played by the
Mexican Band was "Sobre Las Olas," It was Americanized to become "Over the
Waves," and is still played by New Orleans bands of the present.
Additional Text
The Mexican Band
For the Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884/5 the Mexican Government sent one of
its military bands to play at the Exposition. The citizens of New Orleans had heard great
band music, not only from its local bands but visiting bands such as Sousa and Gilmore.
Patrick Gilmore was in command of a number of Union Bands stationed in and around
New Orleans during the occupation of the Civil War. The Mexican Band's trip to New
Orleans was during the evolving of the jazz band and the musicianship it showed inspired
many a young musician in an era that saw the brass band as the most popular form of
instrumental music presentation.
In searching the papers we find similar write-ups not only in the New Orleans papers
but those of the nearby parish papers, which carried the press releases for the Exposition.
The Mexican had sent a band to the World's Exposition in 1873 and the following
write-up was found in the St. Charles Herald of Feb. 15, 1873.
"The rear portion of the rostrum was occupied buy the splendid military band of
the 8th Mexican Cavalry and Curier's Band of Cincinnati."
The bands of the Mexican Republic seemed to have made a number of tours of the
United States on June 11, 1891 there appears this item:
"Our friend, Al Clement visited New Orleans for the double purpose of hearing the
Mexican Band at West End and attend business." (Thibodaux Comet)
In the Feb. 15th, 1873 St. Charles Herald we read:
"The famous Mexican Band who has been at the exposition since its opening and
added so much to the attractiveness of the exposition has gone on a 3 month tour
through the north and west under contract with manager Hess of the Chicago Opera
House."
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For the Cotton Exposition of 1884-5 there are numerous articles about the Mexican
Band. The paper of August 8th, 1884 we read:
"Two military bands of the Mexican Republic have been augmented and are now
in training and will be present when the Exposition opens in December. Persons who
have heard these bands say the musicians are of a high order of excellence, and it is
doubtful if their superiors can be found even in Europe."
The Mexican band did make a big hit at the Cotton Exposition, returning home after
their appearance at the Exposition. This fact is read in the Sept. 12th, 1885 issue of the
paper:
"The Mexican Band which has been discoursing such sweet music at New
Orleans for several months past, left for Mexico on Tuesday afternoon. (St. Charles
Herald)
Louisiana Day at the Exposition
"The celebration of Louisiana Day at the Exposition on Thursday, April 30th, proved
the grandest triumph yet achieved in the history of the great World's Fair, and the manner
in which the occasion was observed reflects the greatest credit upon the people of the
state. The attendance was more than double that of any previous date, being variously
estimated from 50,000 to 100,000 souls. The exercises at Music Hall were of a highly
interesting and impressive character, consisting of an overture and several subsequent
selections admirably rendered by the incomparable Mexican Band. The concert of the
Mexican Band under the oaks at night and the beautiful display of fireworks were notable
and much enjoyed features of the occasion."
Spanish American War
The Spanish American War, which lasted from April 21 to August 14, 1898,
had an impact on the musical life of New Orleans with the influx of military brass
bands and the resurrection of martial music. Significantly, too, it marked the muchheralded return to the city of Incarnacio Payen and the Mexican Band.
The New Orleans Daily States chronicled some of the music during the
month of May: "Three companies of the Sixth Battalion marched from Canal Street
to City Park and were met on the way by the Seventh Battalion Drum and Bugle
Corps. At St. Philip and Rampart Street, the Drum Corps of the Third Battalion
met the head of the column and, falling into line, set lively quick step. A wild and
prolonged cheer rent the air and the elastic stride of the men denoted the inspirited
influence of martial sound."
The Onward Brass Band, which had been playing Sunday afternoon concerts
at Spanish Fort during the summer of 1898, lost several of its members to the
recruiting officers, including cornetist Oscar Duconge, Baptiste Delisle, James
McNeil, Dee Dee Chandler. John Robichaux and Buddy Bolden also lost orchestra
members. The younger musicians who took their places were Bud Scott, Lorenzo
Tio, Manual Perez, Alphonse Picou and Edward Clem.
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Additional Text
While the Spanish American War did result in an influx of military personnel and a
martial environment, this martial influence was manifested as early as the Civil War,
when the occupying administrator, General Banks sent for Patrick Gilmore. Bandmaster
Gilmore became responsible for the bands of the Gulf Coast Command, numbering some
30 odd military bands. Gilmore and the Federal troops, with their military reviews using
band music and the many concerts Gilmore prepared (using the school children of New
Orleans) was probably the only bright spot in the Federal occupation of the city.
The brass band movement had its beginning when Allen Dodsworth formed the first
true brass band in the United States in 1835. (It might be added here that the first black
slave brass band I have found n my research was the Juvenile Brass Band of Charleston,
South Carolina in 1856.)
During the Civil War many civilian brass bands joined the service, both north and
south and many of these musicians passed through New Orleans. These Regimental
bands were stationed in and around New Orleans and were very conspicuous, playing not
only concerts of patriotic and popular music but in the execution of the many military
ceremonies that were common and popular during the Civil War.
While there were instruments sold to the pawn shops after the war ended, this was not
the best place to acquire wind instruments. The military bands during the Civil War were
equipped with two differently styled instruments. The musicians brought with them their
own brass instruments and usually returned home with them. The other style were the
'backfire' brass instruments used by military bands during the war. The main
characteristic of these was that the bell of the horn was made so it was facing backward,
over the shoulder of the musician so that the band marching in the front of a long line of
troops would have the sound of their instruments directed backward to enable the
marching troops to hear the music better. These instruments were seldom used when the
band played a concert. (see article on Civil War Bands in the 'Second Line' Summer,
1893)
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THE EDISON PHONOGRAPH
Thomas Edison phonograph, invented in 1877, was not an immediate musical
success. In 1878 his associate Sigmund Bergmann, manufactured 600 of the spring
motor machine pictured here. These devices toured the country, and people paid a
nickel or dime to hear an old song or familiar vaudeville artist warble from their tin
foil recording surfaces. For over ten years the phonograph remained a curiosity
while Edison labored on his incandescent lamp.
Other entrepreneurs took advantage of Edison's diverted attention and the
Columbia Phonograph and Victor Talking Machine Companies were born in the
1880s. Although Edison jumped into competition with his Edison Phonograph
Works, all of these factories held to the belief that the commercial success of their
reproducing machines lay in business uses primarily as dictating devices.
Public demand gradually forced Edison and his competitors to produce
phonographs for home entertainment use. In 1889, he began to produce musical
records prerecorded on cardboard cylinders covered with hard wax. After 1896,
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Edison and the American Graphophone Company emerged as companies that
would capitalize on the use of the phonograph as a medium of home entertainment.
Originally conceived by Edison as practical machines, phonographs such as the
"Standard" displayed here became instruments through which American popular
music reached an audience of millions.
Additional Text
The Phonograph
The invention and use of the phonograph had a major effect on the musical culture of
the world and it was instrumental in bringing jazz throughout the United States making
jazz the 'pop' music of a period of time appropriately called the 'Jazz Age.' It also had a
profound influence in Europe as well as other parts of the world as the phonograph was
basically the only means (besides rare instances to hear live performances) to hear and
learn jazz. Many European bands played these jazz records and transcribed the music and
would perform it as close to the performance on the record as if they were performing a
Beethoven quartet. While there were no early jazz recording before the ODJB, we do
have a good recorded library after the first recording. Many early jazzmen refused to
record as they thought that their ideas might be stolen off the record. Freddie Keppard
was approached about making the first jazz record but refused because of his fear of just
that fact. Some early jazzmen even would use a cloth to cover up their valves on their
cornets so it could not be seen how they made certain jazz related sounds. They
sometimes used half-valves and alternate fingerings. Some of them had taught
themselves the various valve combinations. Others might not know these fingerings as
some of them had taught themselves to play. They were not aware of the techniques and
nomenclature of the system of valves. Example: a cornet player could use the 3rd valve
instead of valves 1 & 2 and while the 3rd valve is a little faulty in intonation, it was faster
technique wise.
THE JAZZ CHART
Under jazz chart
New Orleans has been, since the late eighteenth century, a city which loves its
music, Martial Airs of Spanish French and American Brass Bands, marked public
opinion, In times of war, the battle of New Orleans (1814-1815), the Civil War
(1861-1865), or the Spanish American War (1898), the drum and bugle corps
hastened the step of the Crescent City soldier.
From the earliest days of settlement, the New Orlenian had exercised his
passion for music. Several opera houses and popular theaters entertained him, their
orchestras provided the necessary formal training which was, subsequently, passed
along to generations of local musicians. Opera and theater orchestras composed of
brass and string ensembles played in the numerous dance halls of the city setting the
measure for gavottes, minuet, waltzes and quadrilles, as well as impromptu steps.
The famous quadroon balls, staged in the ballroom of the Theatre d' Orleans, were
perhaps the most elaborate affairs with, large orchestras usually led by black Creole
musicians.
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From 1817 through the 1830's slaves were allowed by public ordinance to
congregate for celebrations and dancing in Congo Square, which was located north
of the Vieux Carre. There, African and West Indian rhythms and spiritual music
was played. While this black music was to some extent Americanized, the rhythms
and melodies became lasting influences on the music of New Orleans.
Brass bands, string orchestras and black musical traditions were all
important ingredients in the developments of New Orleans Jazz, but perhaps the
most important element was ragtime music, which was popularized by the traveling
minstrel shows. The themes of ragtime, drawn largely from black folk tunes and a
syncopation of African and West Indian music, influenced the playing styles of
brass bands and dance orchestras.
This "ragged" music was heard in the cafe's and cabarets of Storyville, the
officially sanctioned "red light" district of downtown New Orleans, and the
unofficial baudy houses of the Rampart and Perdido Street area. Lincoln Park in
the Carrollton section and the pavilions and picnic grounds at Spanish Fort and
West End at lake Ponchartrain provided more wholesome arenas for New Orleans'
early jazzmen.
Buddy Bolden (active ca. 1989-1907), the first leader of a black jazz band,
played the traditional dance tunes, including slow dance melodies, with an up-tempo
beat his cornet playing was characterized by loud, powerful playing. John
Robichaux (active 1891-1939), a black Creole musician and Jack Laine (active 18911939), the leader of the first white jazz band, were playing their music in an
innovative fashion by the turn of the century. These pioneer jazzmen were
particularly important as influences on those who set the standards for New Orleans
jazz: "Kid" Ory, "King" Oliver, Fate Marable, Louis Armstrong, "Bunk" Johnson,
among many others.
In 1894, a segregation legislation separated whites and all people of color,
including the proud and culturally accomplished black Creole. Thus, the black
Creole, who had enjoyed social and educational freedoms not afforded most blacks,
was forced into the same social class as other blacks. Reluctantly the music of the
two classes blended. From that merging of the more schooled and formal style of
playing with the traditions of the brass band players came the ingredients of New
Orleans jazz; the tunes, syncopated rhythms, solo improvisations, and the freedom
of jazz interpretation.
Additional Text
We have included in this book the jazz chart found on the panel in the second
room of the jazz exhibition. When adding dates to this chart there came a time when
putting on more dates would inhibit the visual appeal of a chart. Some dates were left off
because of this. (There was always this conflict between whether for example a picture
would or should be included because it was historically important but lacked the clarity
that would be appealing to the eye, or a picture, while not as historically important, was a
better photo and would be more attractive as part of the exhibition.) I always leaned
toward the historic picture.
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In the chart in the book I have included more dates and information that I felt was
important to the jazz historian. (These additions are in the chart given.
There are a few written items that seem to describe early jazz music. In the Times
Democrat of July 28, 1891, there is an article written about the visit to the dives of
Franklin St. by three reporters. We read:
"When the three reached the vicinity of Customhouse and Franklin streets (Sic:
now Iberville and Crozat) there broke upon their ears the sound of maudlin
laughter and the wheezy twang of drunkin music...Presently the music struck up a
wild discordant mingling of unmelodious sounds. The step of the dance is a
peculiar one, a part walk, part glide, part jump - a curious and savage mingling of
the ungraceful and the repulsive.
The dance over, the drunken musicians closed their yellow eyes and leaned back
in their chairs to await the leader's call to the next rendition....'Say, let's slope' said
the hardward drummer after an hour in this place. I'm getting seasick, and the
party sloped.' "
This description of the musicians, however slight, points out that the music they
played was not widely accepted by many of the New Orleans population. In Variety of
July 11, 1911, in the New Orleans column, we have described for us an early jazz band the date would be 1896:
"Fifteen years ago, (sic: 1896) at Customhouse and Franklin Street, in the heart of
New Orleans 'Tenderloin' these dance were first given, at an old negro dance hall.
The accompanying music was played by a colored band, which has never been
duplicated. The band often repeated the same selection, but never played it in the
same way."
Another type of music said to have an influence on early jazz was Creole music.
In the Thibodaux Sentinal of Sept. 25, 1869 we find a description of this kind of music:
"They have among them quaint and wild songs full of pathos and tenderness,
which are not unlike Moorish songs, when heard at night on the lake or amidst the
tropical luxuriance of a forest. Their music is all more or less and a plaintive and
generally song in a minor key. The airs of their songs are always simple and
totally devoid of ornamentation, and are not to be confounded with the nervous
irregular dance music of the negro population whom they detest. One could well
imagine himself in the Bay of Naples when listening to one of the boatman of
Barataria singing as he floats homeward."
Addtional text
Jazz Research
Jazz is, compared to some fields, is in its infancy, and research into its origin and
history of the art of jazz is only now getting the attention it deserves. We can thank some
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interested persons who did explore the subject in the early 30's but still we must realize
that much of the early writings on jazz were not done with the intensity and scholarly
matriculation that research usually requires, and indeed, is most necessary. Jazz
scholarship research today, (while being more difficult as one not have the testimony of
eye witnesses), is being done with the correct techniques and by mostly skilled
scholar/researchers.
The work done by early oral interviewers Richard Allen, Bill Russell, Don Marquis,
and many others have given us a wealth of material to look and examine, but with careful
analysis as to the accuracy of these oral interviews. In looking back at the past ones mind
may not remember the facts after 50 or 60 years and some may have had a tendency to
build up their own importance. But, once you take the correct approach and attitude
toward past oral or written information, these interviews are a very informative and a
very important chronicle of the past. In doing a very extensive article on the North Shore
of Lake Pontchartrain and Buddy Petit's activity there, I found, when I compared the St.
Tammany Newspaper with information and facts from the interviews, they were very
accurate and I only needed to check out some statements made by the interviewee as to
the exact date, which I collaborated by newspaper articles.
Since the opening of the Jazz Museum (1983), scholars have uncovered a number of
interesting facts that augment the information given in the museum. For those who are
encouraged by seeing the exhibition at the Mint, there are a number of excellent articles
and books published since the exhibition opened. A bibliography is given in appendix I.
While it is not a complete list of writings, it is a very selected, informative list of material
on early New Orleans Jazz written by today's jazz scholars.
"Jazz came not in the liberation from slavery but in the liberation from the
European approach to music, that is, playing from a score." (K. Koenig - 1995)

LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK
Louis Moreau Gottschalk was born in New Orleans on May 8, 1829. His
father was a prosperous broker and a noted linguist. 'By age three, Louis was
playing the piano, and by twelve, he was studying music in France. Before his
formal debut in Paris in 1l849, Gottschalk had gained recognition with several
compositions: "Bamboula," "Le Bananier," "La Savaine," "Le Menceillier," which
were based on recollections of musical themes from his youth in New Orleans.
Gottschalk employed South American rhythms, American folk tunes, and negro
melodies as integral parts of his compositions.
In 1850 he began a successful tour of Europe appearances in Spain were
occasions for popular demonstrations, and Queen Isabelle II awarded him
"Caballero" of the Royal Order of Charles III. In 1853, Gottschalk returned to New
Orleans for a series of concerts. For the next thirteen years he toured extensively
and performed a prodigious number of concerts-1100 between 1862 and 1865 alone.
Gottschalk's multi-thumbed syncopated creations anticipated the disciplined
rags of later decades. he was the first American composer to reflect native American
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themes in his work and was the first native-born American to achieve international
fame as a musical artist.

Additional Text
For an in depth study of Gottschalk one should get his notebook entitled "Notes of a
Pianist." It was in this book that we find some of the earliest accounts of the music of
Congo Square. Gottschalk was born and lived his early childhood very close to Congo
Square in a house on North rampart Street. He used some of the melodies he heard in his
childhood in the early piano compositions. I would not be at all presumptuous if I said
that Gottschalk's accounts of early Congo Square were used by some of the early writers.
Cable's article (the most famous) seem to be based on Gottschalk's accounts; Cable was
born in 1844, a year after the dancing in Place Congo was suppressed.
Gottschalk was well respected in the world of classical artists for his ability as a
pianist. In the May 2, 1857 issue of the New York Musical Review and Gazette there is
an article listing the world's great pianist which lists Gottschalk as an artist of the 'Third
Magnitude.' Names above him in the first rank include: Liszt, Thalberg. In the second
rank: Clara Schumann, Anton Rubenstein. With Gottschalk in the third rank: William
Mason, Hans von Bulow.
Under stars of composing he is listed as one of six listed as 'original' and of a
composer (one of 2) listed under stars of 'the small style' of composing. To be listed on
these lists shows the magnitude that Gottschalk had acquired in the world status of
classical artists.
Gottschalk's significance in American music lies in his ability to absorb in his music
the atmosphere and emotions of the 'New World,' both in the South of the United States
and in Latin America. If circumstances would have been more favorable he would have
been the one to point the direction of American music, not Dvorak as he was on the scene
half a century before Dvorak. We find two articles on Gottschalk First in the Nov. 1906
issue of the "Musician':
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"The case of Gottschalk was very different. he was a musician, and more; not only a
maestro at the piano, but a genius with initiative and divination. He spent years in New
Orleans. No doubt he attended the Voodoo festivals and celebrations on "St. John Eve,"
and heard the wild overtures and antiphonies of the frantic celebrants assembled on the
shores of Pontchartrain. Certainly his most attractive compositions in that line, the
Bamboula and the Callinda would seem to indicate that he had caught the inspiration.
But Louisiana musicians, speaking in all reverence for Gottschalk, contend that his
compositions, magnificent though they be, reproduce merely the Spanish and French
melodies of a century or more ago, filtered through the dull, bewildered medium of the
Congo consciousness. Competent authorities in New Orleans long ago declared that the
very nature of the scale and measure of this music proved its European origin."
The second article is in the Sept, 1913 Cadenza and gives Gottschalk credit for one of
the earliest uses of syncopation in a complete composition:
"Probably the first published composition in which syncopation was the characteristic
feature was, "The Pasquinade," by Louis Moreau Gottschalk, the famous American
pianist who lived in New Orleans. This was written in the early fifties, and was such a
novelty and of such high musical value, that it was extensively used by concert pianists,
and is seen on programs even at the present day."
OPERA
The first documented opera performed in New Orleans was "Sylvain" which
appeared at a theater on St. Peter's Street on May 22, 1796, although other operas
were produced before that time. By 1830, New Orleans boasted three opera houses
and a number of theaters, which all had spaces reserved for free person of color and
for slaves. In February 1847, A. J. Pickett wrote in his "Eight days in New Orleans"
that he was amazed to hear young Negroes humming opera tunes on the streets of
New Orleans.
Some musicians who played in the early operas taught younger men who in turn
passed musical traditions on to their protégés. For example, Louis Arthidore, a
musician at the French Opera House at the corner of Bourbon and Toulouse
Streets, taught his nephew Isidore Barbarin (1872-1960). Isidore played with the
famous Onward Brass Band, and, subsequently, passed his knowledge to his sons
Paul (died 1969) and Louis who was still playing in 1982.
Photo: The French Opera House, located at the corner of Bourbon and Toulouse
Streets, was designed by New Orleans architect James Gallier, Sr., and constructed
in a record 60 months time. The interior was painted white and embellished with
gold. Extraordinary social events, carnival balls debuts, charity balls, and
receptions for visiting dignitaries were also held here - 1910.
Additional Text
French Opera House
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The French Opera Company which came into existence near the middle of the 19th
Century, was one of the South's greatest contributions to music. The French Opera House
was opened on Dec. 1, 1859 with the presentation of 'Guillaume Tell,' conducted by
professor Eugene Prevost, a New Orleans musician. The French Opera House cost
approximately. $118,000, had a seating capacity of 1800, with four tiers of seats.
Below are two pictures of the opera house. The first picture is the inside of the opera
house taken from 'on-stage.' The second is outside during the disasterour fire in 1919.

The opera was as popular in New Orleans as it was in Italy and there are descriptions
of New Orleanians walking on the street singing and whistling arias from the latest opera.
It is said that some of the arias became early jazz songs but I have not seen any examples
of an aria melody recognized as such.
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The opera house was used for many other functions besides opera. For example: The
great legendary cornetist Emmett Hardy played there on Feb. 14, 1918 for a production
called 'Pageant Louisianne.'
In the Napoleon, La., "Pioneer" newspaper of Sept. 22nd, 1905 we find a short article
about the new opera season:
"THE NEW ORLEAN'S SEASON - The winter in New Orleans will be an unusually
brilliant one. The French Opera company is one of the best ever brought to America.
There was no French Opera last season, and society turned out in immense numbers to
welcome its return. The subscriptions are the largest in the history of the opera. Manager
Charles Fonnton, of the Grand Opera House, has strengthened his stock company and
with legitimate drama is playing to packed houses.....Thus New Orleans has thrown off
all thought of quarantine and all other unpleasant memories and again opens her
hospitable doors to her neighbors.
There is a lengthy article found in the Musical Courier of Sept. 2nd, 1903 that gives a
good account of the opera activities in New Orleans:
"THE FRENCH OPERA IN NEW ORLEANS - Bertha Harwood - One of the prides
of New Orleans that will not die until the Frenchman ceases to exist there is the
institution known as the French Opera, and it stand unique in the history of American
cities.
In no other city on this side of the water could such enthusiasm have been kept up
uninterruptedly since 1845, although French opera has existed in New Orleans since
1813, when John Davis, a French emigrant from St. Domingo, built the Orleans Theatre
and brought to New Orleans the first regular opera troupe that ever came into this
country.
Since 1845 it has been supported by regular subscription, and in the past not to be
upon this subscription list or a regular attendant at the opera was taken as a lack of
refinement and culture, or possibly to be ignored by society altogether. It was a part of
the life of the embryo city as it is of the metropolis of today, and to visit New Orleans
and not hear French Opera is to miss half of her attractions. There one gets into the very
heart of the French people and the customs of this people.
The Theatre d' Orleans existed up to the year 1868, when it was destroyed by fire. It
was of Roman Doric architecture in the lower story, and Corinthian composite above. It
contained a centre parquette, quite elevated and commodious, with loges grilles at the
side for persons in mourning. Two tiers of boxes and one of galleries rose above this. It
was brilliantly lighted, and for a time was the only building lighted by gas in New
Orleans. It was built at a cost of $180,000.
In the year 1817 the ball and supper rooms were added, and it was here that many of
the early Mardi Gras balls were held. Frequently then, as is the custom now at the present
French Opera House, the parquette of the theatre was floored over for these balls.
This was when New Orleans was without pavements of any kind, and its naturally
moist earth at times made the streets almost impassable for pedestrians. They rode in
their carriages if they had one, or walked from Canal Street "on pieces of timber laid
together, forming a pathway about 2-1/2 feet in width, made of boat gunwales."
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After the death of John Davis, his son Pierre Davis conducted the Theatre d' Orleans
for over twenty-five years. It was during his management that Mesdames Fanny Ellsier
and Damoreau were first heard in New Orleans, and the great masterpieces of Rossini,
Meyerbeer, Auber, Donizetti, Herold, Mozart, Spontini and Mehul became as familiar to
the people as their language.
Many of these works were given in most perfect detail, and the performance
frequently commenced as early as 6:30 o'clock p.m. the curtain not falling on the final act
until midnight. Among the operas given in detail were "Les Huguenots," "Robert le
Diable," "L'Etoile du Nord,' "Le Prophete," "Le Pardon de Plermel," "L'Africiane" and
many others.
"La Juive," "La Vestale," "Charles VI," "Orphee and, among the lighter operas, "Si
L'Etais Roi," "Les Amours du Diable" and "Les Dragons de Vilars" were great favorites.
Adolph Prevost, Mr. Varney, Eugene Prevost, Mr. John and M. E. Calabresi served
during its balmy days as conductor of the orchestra, which at times numbered eighty
musicians.
Among the singers who have left an impression upon the people are Rose de Vries,
the original Fides in "Le Phophete," Mie. Pauline Colson, who created the part of
Catherine in "l Etoile du Nord," M. M. Genebral, Junca, Bordas, Duluc and Jourdon. here
the great Italian artist Madame Frezzolini was head, and Adeline Patti made her debut in
Meyerbeer's "Pardon de Ploermel." Speaking of Patti reminds me that Carlotta Patti still
wanders the streets of New Orleans, and I am informed is in a general state of
dilapidation.
Most of the these triumphs deferred to come prior to the Civil War. It is interesting to
note the customs in vogue at that time and many of which are still in existence.
"Tuesdays and Saturdays-especially the latter-were the extremely fashionable nights, on
which occasions all patrons were expected to appear in full evening dress, and as there
were regular subscription representations it was a matter of considerable difficulty for a
member of the outside world to obtain a seat, except in the parquet, which was always
open to the general public, and even in this democratic locality white kid gloves and full
dress coats were almost generally worn by men. The choicest places, were to be found in
the second or dress circle, which was divided into cozy comfortable stalls, containing
four seats, in the rear of which were two rows of single chairs, flanked by a succession of
handsome loges. These loges were so arranged that curtains could be drawn before them
at the pleasure of the occupant, and were mostly selected by families not yet past the
usual conventional period of mourning, etc., and who were tacitly acknowledged to be in
strict privacy, except to those whose visits were made upon special invitation. The
comfortable aisles were so constructed that both stalls and ledges were easily
approachable, and during the intermission were filled with gay gallant spraying their
devoirs to the fair occupants of these favored seats.
"As a general thing, the stalls were taken by parties of four, consisting of a young
lady and her male escort, in variably attended by her mother or some elderly friends, as in
no case was it considered allowable for an unmarried girl to appear in public without her
chaperon or some of her male relatives of nearest kin.
"The opera conversation, the tasteful costumes, and all the accompany in
surroundings were invariably French. Now and then the intrusive American would appear
upon the surface with different views of propriety, but it took years of endeavor and a
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civil war that overthrew all preconceived ideas to shake the tenacity with which the old
French and Creole inhabitants of New Orleans clung to this their latest and most honored
institution. The display of beauty and exquisite taste in dress, on Tuesdays and Saturdays,
was something startling to a stranger - the jet black hair, the sparkling eyes, the pure
complexions, the superb costumes with low cut corsages and showing the round,
beautiful arms, the gay animated features on all sides presented a picture which has never
been equaled in any other theatre in this country.
"Refinement, intellect and culture were visible on every side, and these brilliant
audiences came together not only because it was fashionable to be there, but because they
loved the divine art of music, and were, as a general rule, able and conscientious critics
of all they heard and saw."
Charles Boudousquie succeeded Mr. Davis as manager of the Theatre d' Orleans, and
in 1859, a disagreement having arisen in regard to the lease of the theatre, a new
company was formed and the present French opera House was built on Bourbon Street by
Gallier & Esterbrook, the architects for the Opera House Association. (Sic: This building
was to burn also - in Dec. of 1919.)
Crossing over Canal Street - the dividing line between the American and French
Quarters - you enter a little narrow street called on the French side Bourbon Street. You
had just emerged from the American quarter, from Carondelet Street, but one soon
becomes familiar with the change of names on the other side, and continues without
confusion.
Passing dangerously near the "Old" a few other dives, you bump against posts and
projecting steps in trying the dodge the flow of people along this narrow sidewalk, but
after you have had five blocks of varied experiences you stop in front of a dirty white
building, which towers far above its surroundings. This is the French Opera House.
On the ground floor, with entrances from the street, are its saloon and Cafe de
L'Opera, which are patronized by the French Opera Club members and the general
public. The carriages roll along over an antique slab pavement, and stop in front of a
moderately pretentious entrance to the opera house, whose stairways on either side lead
to the floor above, the theatre proper. The parquet resembles that of any ordinary theatre;
if anything, the low, projecting balcony above gives it a small appearance but step from
beneath it and look up and you have but a glimpse of the sight to be spread before you
when you ascend to the next floor.
Unlike other opera houses the first balcony projects far over the parquet, leaving the
three tiers above back in full view. These balconies are called "les loges le seconde," "le
paradis."
Pass up the red carpeted stairs from the first floor to the hall above, stroll through the
mirrored foyer if you wish, then out into a passageway to the rear of the loges grilles. The
usually tightly closed doors of these stalls obstruct your view of the stage except at the
three openings, one in the centre and one on either side, they also are capable of keeping
their occupants from view, augmented by the curve of the stall, where wine may flow
adlibitum for all outsides know, when they do appear in the front of the loge sit is usually
in full evening dress, as these are usually occupied by some of New Orleans 400.
The French Opera House contains a rare collection of music, among its rarest being
the original sets for "Aida" as produced in Egypt before the empress Eugenie. Its
extensive collection of scenery and curios give added interest to this historic structure.
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The season of opera lasts from November until February, with a group of usually new
artists from Paris each year, the seasoning of red pepper and garlic last the round, one
being as necessary as the other, and both adding spice."
RAGS
Ragtime
The historical importance of ragtime was its popularization of music
perceived to be Negro in origin. Its acceptance on it's own terms by American and
European audiences at the turn of the century paved the way for the later
emergence of Jazz. Its complexity, requiring competent dexterity on the part of
musicians, made people aware that negro composers were capable of ability and
sophistication above the level of simple folk songs and spirituals. Rags led the way
for a musical cooperation between black and white musicians and composers,
contributing to the development of both in the creation of new, exciting forms of
musical expression.
"Swanee River" (Stephen Foster), melody and 'ragged' version by Joe "Fingers"
Carr

Additional Text
Ragtime began as the informal combination of loose black folk themes into a
single composition as in the 1898 piece "A Bunch of Rags." These folk themes were
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principally vocal ragtime. and retained the essential characters of ragtime which included
syncopation. These characteristics and techniques were foreign to compositions of
European origin. Like the folk expressions from which devoured, ragtime was capable of
a very broad range of mood from melancholic to jubilant. The compositions were
extremely flexible, allowing for such interpretations as the cakewalk, two-step, polkas,
and other forms of music popular at the turn of the century when ragtime began to be
noticed outside black society and into the main stream of American popular music. This
was important as it brought to the attention of the world the imagination and color of
American Negro music.
In 1901 the American Federation of Musicians spoke of efforts to "suppress and
discourage the playing and publishing of such musical trash as ragtime" and the Musical
Courier of 1899 referred to ragtime as: "a wave of vulgar, filthy, and suggestive music
which has inundated the Land." The themes and syncopation were infectious, however,
and in Europe composers such as Debussy and Brahms considered incorporating rhythms
of ragtime in their work.
Ragtime, for all of its innovations, was more rigid than jazz's flexibility of
harmony and improvisation. A tendency to emphasize virtuosity over content in the
performance of ragtime lost it the broad popularity it had enjoyed, leaving a vacuum to
be filled by jazz.
RAGS
"One has to put the hands and feet.....to feel the 'ragged rhythm' "in full tilt."
Rudy Blesh and Harriet Janis in 'They All Played Ragtime' wrote:
"Rags" are short folk tunes, when combined and interpreting a syncopated
rhythm, form a ragtime melody. Initially written for pianos, these dance suites were later
transcribed for bands. Their popularity flourished from the "Gay Nineties" until the end
of the 1920s, New Orleans ragtime, as opposed to that composed in St. Louis or Chicago,
used two or more intertwining melodies, rather than the classic single line in the treble.
The counterpoint of New Orleans ragtime had sources in the Gothic folk rounds of
France and the native music of Africa.
Perhaps the lineage of ragtime might be from the 'patting' of early Negroes, then
transferred to primitive percussion instruments including the early banjo, and finally
played in a more European tonal system to the other instruments (wind, brass and string)
with the piano playing the principle role in its development and with its growth in
popularity, and including the special activity of the parlor piano sessions in individual
homes. The piano was and is the prime instrument in our musical culture. There were
many dances given where the only music playing was a solo piano. It was not until new
dances and rhythms became popular that further instrumentation was needed. These
instruments were available to augment the piano. In donaldsonville, small dance parties
augmented the piano with the cornet. This instrumentation is understandable; if we
realize the dance music prior to jazz was more like the classical dance suite with
quadrilles, minuets, mazurkas, schottisches and probably the 'ice' was broken when the
waltz crept in (and it had a rather risque reputation when first introduced). Even the
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march was used as music for the dance and most dances would begin and/or end with a
grand march.
There probably should have been a panel in the jazz museum entitled: 'The dance
and jazz.'
Two other panels might have been appropriate: 'Vaudeville and jazz,' and, 'The
Catholic Church and jazz.'
An interesting account and comment on ragtime appeared in the Oct. 16th, 1915
issue of the New Republic Magazine. Simply entitled 'Ragtime' the author, Hiram K.
Moderwell when this article appeared drew many letters and comments about his
statements on Ragtime. he begins the article:
"It has been nearly 20 years and American ragtime is still officially beyond the
pale. As the one original and indigenous type of music of the American people, as the
one type of American popular music that has persisted and undergone constant evolution,
one would think it might receive the clammy hands of fellowship from composers and
critics. There is very little evidence that these gentlemen have changed their feeling about
it in the last 10 years. Then they asserted that it was 'fortunately on the want;' now they
sigh that it will be always with us."
Citing that ragtime is not only syncopation he further states:
"It is a certain sort of syncopation-namely, a persistent syncopation in one part
conflicting with exact rhythm is another. This ragtime appeals to the primitive love of the
dance - a special sort of dance in which the rhythm of the arms and shoulders conflicts
with the rhythm of the feet. Ragtime has carried the complexities of the rhythmic
subdivision of the measure to a point never before reached in the history of music. It has
established subtle conflicting rhythms to a degree never before attempted in any popular
or folk music, and rarely enough in art-music. It has shown a definite and natural
evolution - always a proof of vitality in a musical idea. It has gone far beyond most other
popular music in the freedom of inner voices (yes, I mean polyphony) and of harmonic
modulation. And it has proved its adaptability to the expression of many distinct
moods....There is the 'sentimental manner,' and the 'emotional manner' and so on;"
He remarks how ragtime is a distinct American personality different from that of
any European city. He relates how ragtime is American. It is in our lives, and it helps to
form our characters and condition our mode of action. It should have expression in art,
simply because any people must express itself it is to know itself. No European music
can or possibly could express this American personality. Ragtime I believe does express
it. It is to-day the one true American music.
It should be remembered that most new musical styles are not quickly accepted.
Jazz was not. Swing was not. Nor was Bee-bop and in the present day, rock music. What
was said about ragtime, about jazz, was and is being said about today's music.
In the September, 1913 issue of Cadenza we read:
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"The writer, for one, is in favor of restricting the word ragtime to its original
definition, as meaning that time or rhythm in which the dominating and characteristic
feature is syncopation.....Ragtime is not new - it was written by southern musicians, and
whistled, sung and danced by the Southern Negro fifty years ago. In what shape the
jerky, peculiar rhythm called 'ragtime' first appeared in this country is now known, for
from the testimony of musical experts it was a wildly savage affair until harmonized and
made melodious by French and Spanish-Creole influences.......The term 'ragtime'
(probably a contraction of ragged time) was not coined until about twenty years ago, but
it has had a very active existence since that time, and shows no immediate signs of being
obliterated. "The Mobile Buck" a peculiar "stop time" Negro dance, popular about two
generations ago, was one of the first numbers of this character to become the rage, and in
its wake came "The Darkey's Dream" (still well liked) which contains considerable
syncopation, though it is not strictly a ragtime composition. Soon after this Kerry Mills'
"Rustus on Parade," "Georgia Camp Meeting" and "Whistling Rufus" swept the country
(England as well) and American ragtime was thoroughly and irrevocably launched.
These compositions had no sooner been placed upon the market than other
composers and publishers, realizing the demand for this sort of music, forthwith
undertook to meet and nurture it. To attempt to chronicle the compositions that have
made ragtime history would be an interminable and all but impossible task. They seem to
have been hurled at the public at the rate of several a day ever since."
Stomps
A stomp is a lively syncopated dance tune which acquired its name from the barefoot dances, such as the "Bamboula" and the "Congo" performed by the blacks in Congo
Square in the nineteenth century. The rhythm influenced jazz music from the turn of the
century through the era of "Swing" and the Big Band Sound.
"I don't know what the term 'stomp' means myself-only that people would stomp
their feet." Jelly Roll" Morton - 1905, Composer of "King Porter Stomp"
This "ragged" music was heard in the cafes and cabarets of Storyville, the
officially sanctioned "red light" district of downtown New Orleans, and the unofficial
bawdy houses of the Rampart and Perdido Street area, Lincoln Park in the Carrollton
section and the pavilions and picnic grounds at Spanish Fort and West End at Lake
Ponchartrain provided more wholesome arenas for New Orleans' early jazzmen.
Buddy Bolden (active career-1898-1907), the leader of an early Negro jazz band,
played the traditional dance tunes, including slow dance melodies, with an up-tempo
beat; his cornet style characterized by loud, powerful playing. John Robichaux (active
career-1891-1939). a black Creole musician, and Jack Laine (active career-1900-1917),
the leader of one of the first white jazz bands, were playing their music in innovative
fashion before the turn of the 20th century. These pioneer jazzmen were particularly
important as influences on those who set the standards for New Orleans jazz-"Kid" Ory,
"King" Oliver, Fate Marable, Louis Armstrong, "Bunk" Johnson, among many others.
In 1894, segregation legislation separated whites and all people of color,
including the proud and culturally accomplished black Creoles. Thus, the black Creole,
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who had enjoyed social and educational freedoms not afforded most blacks, was forced
into the same social class as other blacks. Reluctantly the music of the two classes
blended. From that merging of the more schooled and formal style of playing with the
traditions of the brass band players came the ingredients of New Orleans jazz: the tunes,
syncopated rhythms, solo improvisations, and the freedom of jazz interpretation.
New Orleans has been, since the late eighteenth century, a city which loves its
music. Martial airs of Spanish, French, and American brass bands marked public
occasions. In times of war: the Battle of New Orleans (1814-15), the Civil War (186165), or the Spanish American War (1898), the brass band and the drum and bugle corps
hastened the step of the Crescent City soldier
From the earliest days of settlement, the New Orleanian has exercised his passion
for music. Several opera houses and popular theaters entertained him; their orchestras
provided the necessary formal training which was, subsequently, passed along to
generations of local musicians. Opera and theater orchestras composed of brass,
woodwind and string ensembles played in the numerous dance halls of the city setting the
measure for dances as the gavotte, minuet, waltze and quadrille, as well as impromptu
dance steps. The famous quadroon balls, staged in the ballroom of the Theatre d'Orleans,
were perhaps the most elaborate affairs with music by large orchestras usually led by
black Creole musicians.
From 1817 through the 1830s, slaves were allowed by public ordinance to
congregate for celebrations and dancing in Congo Square, which was located north of the
Vieux Carre. There African and West Indian rhythms and spiritual music was played.
While this black music was to some extent Americanized, the rhythms and melodies
became lasting influences on the music of New Orleans.
Brass bands, string orchestras, and black musical traditions were all important
ingredients in the development of New Orleans jazz. Also an influence was the popular
dance music of the era.
Perhaps the most important element was ragtime music, which was popularized
by the traveling minstrel shows. The themes of ragtime, drawn from black folk tunes
(spirituals and later cakewalks) using syncopation, influenced the playing styles of brass
band and dance orchestras.
MARCHING BANDS
Brass Bands
By the late nineteenth century, what the Picayune had earlier described as "a
real mania in this city for horn and trumpet playing" (1838), blossomed off the
street and into the dance halls. Brass band traditions have been passed down over
the years, but after the Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884, names and details of
the bands began to be documented, and several of the musicians survived to
contribute to the oral and written histories of the 1930's. The changes that would
lead to the birth of jazz had been set in motion.
Among the famous bands who played in New Orleans before the turn of the
century were the Excelsior, the West End Concert Band, Lack Laine's Reliance, The
Onward, and Seigfried Christensen's Brass Band. Their parades frequently ended
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at a concert hall or band shell at the Fairgrounds or at the West End for extended
dances.
Fashions had changed and the brass bands took the lead with new musical
styles. While waltzes continued to be popular, the crowds were abandoning the
schottische, mazurka, and quadrille in favor of cakewalks and two-steps. As early as
the 1890's some bands began "ragging" or adapting the written music to suit the
mood of the audience, thus leading the transition from martial music to ragtime.
Young musicians affiliated with these innovative brass bands would be known after
1900 as the pioneers of jazz.
Additional Text
The brass band's place in the evolution is well established but the place of the string
band in the evolution of the instrumentation of the traditional jazz band should be
included(flute, clarinet, cornet, trombone, bass, drum, piano). The instrumentation of the
string band was never crystallized, the name 'string band' could denote any number of
people and instrumentation from two to as many as eight or more. It was the influence of
the brass and reed instruments of the brass band and a natural evolution of the
instruments of the string band, lead by the violin, that the place of the string band can be
found. While the final crystallization was influenced more by acoustical reasons (volume
was needed in the many outside activities and in the public halls) the lighter, more docile
timbre and style of the string instruments lent itself to smaller areas and for small private
parties. The dance was one of the prime activities of the era and planned or impromptu
dances were very popular. Before the phonograph music had to be provided live, many
times this might mean only a piano, and the dances were the then traditional dances
which evolved from the classical repertoire and these melodies were usually written for
the violin. The instrumentation of these early dance bands did not have the usual rhythm
sections of the familiar dance combo. The classical dances, as the minuet, gavotte and
mazurka possessing a steady characteristic rhythm did not require additional rhythm.
At a party/dance at the Bossier House (Abita Springs, La.) the program of dances are
given in the paper:
"Party/dance at Bossier House: Program of dances:
1) Our guests Virginia Reel
2) Ada Bossier-Waltz
3) Alexander-Saloon Polka
4) Long Branch Mazourka (Sic: spelled that way)
5) Labat Tucker
6) Irene Laster-Waltz
7) Bertha Scooler-Reel and Toe
8) Georgie Borge-Lancers
9) Julia Richards-March
10) Mamie Daubert-Reel
11) Rosalie Lion-Waltz
12)L. C. Harris-Polka
13) B. Dooley-Mazurka (Sic: spelled correctly this time)
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14) Laura Bowmen-Tucker
15) Rachel Scoolar-Waltz
16) Abita Springs Lancers
17) Dades 'Pot Pourri"
August 28, 1886
The dance bands of this time period possessed diverse instrumentation, not yet
standardized.
Thibodeau Sentinel, March 15, 1902 - String Band
2-1st violins, 1-2nd violin, Cornet, Clarinet, Bass (the group is expected to add 2 or 3
more instruments.)
Lafourche Comet Oct. 10, 1895 - Pat's String Band
It consisted of 2 members - mandolin and guitar
Tio-Doublet String Band
Violin, clarinet, viola, string bass
Pops Foster - tells of string band consisting of mandolin, guitar and bass, and sometimes
violin.
Algiers Herald Sept. 15/29, 1883 - excellent string band from the city (New. Orleans)
expenses for 2
piece/music - string and a harp - $1.25
St Tammany Farmer Sept. 1, 1894 - Eclipse string band of 6 pieces
March 16, 1894 - Olman string band of 4 pieces
August 17, 1894 - Eureka String Band - 6 pieces including piano
July 27, 1901 - Mandeville String Band - 8 pieces
New Orleans, more than any other city in the United States, has felt the dominance of
French culture. This fusion of French culture was most apparent in the way the Negroes
accepted and imitated French music as best epitomized in the Napoleonic military march
and its instrumentation: clarinets, trumpets, trombones and tubas plus percussion and the
2/4 and 6/8 meter of the quadrilles and the sectional structure of the Napoleonic March
impressed the local New Orleans musicians.
The repertoire of the New Orleans brass bands was based on the traditional repertoire
of the traditional marching bands and the local music of French, Negro and Caribbean
styles; also the popular songs that were being danced to in the United States. From a
description of Captain Shaffer of Houma, La., the influence of sacred music on the brass
band musicians was from direct contact with the music of the church and its use of brass
band music.
The role of the freer, more liberal Catholic Church has never been emphasized. From
my research I find it played an important role. It sponsored dances (Example: St.
Katherine's Hall the most famous). It sponsored brass bands (Example: Holy Ghost
Catholic Church in New Orleans, and St. Joseph's in Thibodaux.)
Another example: Father Menard, Catholic pastor in Thibodaux founded a number of
new churches in his parish and in each formed a brass band. Also, the use of brass bands
within the church services was used (see article on St. Thomas Church in Point a la
Hache, of Plaquemines Parish, La.) and most religions (although Catholic Churches in
New Orleans seldom had bands) used funeral bands playing dirges (see comments on'
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funeral panel'). Perhaps Peter Bocage has the best statement about brass bands and early
jazz musicians:
"Now you take a lot of those fellows, they were routine players, and that's where
jazz came from, ya understand? They just made up their own ideas. They didn't know
nothing about phrasing, nothing in music - no thoughts at all about music, just go
ahead and play, that's all, ya understand? That's how jazz came about." (Jan. 24,
1959)
Bocage continued about early jazz musicians beginning to play:
"Well, I tell you how it was...a fellow he'll set down, if he hearin' 'bout a song, a
hymn - or hear anything like that. Well, after he got it prompt in his mind, then he'll
pick up his horn. Then he'll try to play it, you see? That's the way it was. They first
start playing spirituals....got them at the church. They go way back. Sometimes us'
leaders...set down and play a new piece. He'll jump out there on it...Some people
plays by notes, and they can't jump on them notes...We'll hit a piece, an anybody can
jump." (Ibid)
At the turn of the century the brass bands began to be infiltrated by younger
musicians and ragtime began to appear in the repertoire of the marching bands. The
'heavy' repertoire of the previous era required the musicianship of a well trained
musician, with fluency in reading, phrasing and execution. The bands began to
incorporate some of these young 'head' musicians and gradually they shifted from reading
standard printed arrangements to improvisational head arrangements. The sound of the
brass band developed also. The new men and new instruments gave the band a bright,
blatantly sound, loud and harsh. The high pitch of the clarinet and the trumpet playing
higher pierced the dense texture of the old brass band sound.
In early band arrangements one could hear parts dropping out and reentering,
resulting in a sporadic flow of melodic parts. Because of this informal but tightly knitted
relationship, a partnership developed between the two trumpets, giving the instruments a
functioning style as a team. Bands, now having reading and 'ear' musicians available,
included one 'hot' musician and one 'legitimate' musician in the trumpet section.
If the march was the grandfather, the cakewalk the father, ragtime the son, then jazz
was the next generation, the unborn son of a royal lineage.
If the marching band the grandfather, the string band the father, ragtime piano the
son, the jazz band was the next generation.
Brass Bands gradually began to program ragtime and Negro music. One of the
earliest mentioning of this trend toward Negro music was on a concert of the Thibodaux
Band of May 6, 1897:
"The Thibodaux Band will give an open air concert next Sunday evening from
the pavilion near St. Joseph's Hall. The concert will begin at 3 o'clock and will
embrace the following
Program
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March Kaaba Temple No. 69 - A. F. Weldon
Overture - The Silver Bell - Schlepegrell
Waltzes (Italian La Serenato - D'Arcy Jaxone
Overture - Bunch of Favorites, )Popular) E. Beyer.
The First Heart Phibbs, (characteristic) Eilenberg
Symphony No. 1 (comic) C. W. Dolby
Intermission, followed by part 2:
Selection I- Il Trovatore-Arr. by Schwartenbroke.
Waltzes (concert) Trinity College, J. Missud.
Song and Dance "Little Gussie" R. B. Hall
Overture - The Enchantress - C. W. Dolby.
Negro Dance - Kentucky - Schuffle - Boos
Galop - Under White Tents - W. P. English
Refreshments will be sold and half of the proceeds derived from this sale will be
donated to the fund for the erection of a monument to the late Rev. Father Menard. (This
monument is standing in the back of the present day Holiday Inn in the Cemetery.)
Sweet Sixteen Brass Band-Point a la Hache
The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band was organized by Robert Hingle in 1883 upon his
return from Thibodaux to reside in Point a la Hache,. The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band is
mentioned in the Plaquemines Protector (i.e.; formally the Observer) on March 10, 1888,
giving a list of band members (listed below). We are fortunate because the editor of this
paper, Robert Hingle, is also the leading musician, teacher and leader of the Sweet
Sixteen Brass Band. He gives us a full list of its members (22) and the instruments they
play. We shall give this list to understand the type of brass band instrumentation that
existed in the year 1888 in the surrounding areas of New Orleans:
Leader
Robert Hingle
Piccolo
Paul Badeaux
1st. clarinet
A. J. Badeaux
2nd clarinet
Theo. Hingle
Solo Alto*
Hamilton Martin
1st Alto*
Zach Fontenelle
1st Alto*
Stanley Hingle
1st Alto*
Henry Barberot
2nd Alto*
Emmet Hingle
2nd Alto*
Robert Hingle
Bb Bass*
Octave Hingle
Snare Drum Walter Hingle
Eb Cornet* Cleo. Hingle
1st Bb Cornet* C. Dobson
1st. Bb Cornet* Harris Fontenelle
Eb Cornet* Camille Lartigue
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2nd. Bb Cornet* Joe Saliba
2nd Bb Cornet* George Hingle
2nd Tenor* Ernest Dobson
1st Tenor*
Joe Barberot
2nd Tenor* Tillou Fontenelle
Baritone*
Roger Hingle
Tuba*
A. LaFrance Jr.
* Brass instruments
The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band is first mentioned in the Plaquemines Protector of
1887. From a later article we know that the band was organized in 1883.
The Donaldsonville Chief list the Donaldsonville Brass & Reed Band of Feb. 1909:
4 cornets
5 clarinets
1 trombone
1 bass

5 tenor horns 2 French Horns
4 altos
1 baritone
1 tuba
1 saxophone
1 drum

Ironton Brass Band of Sam Morgan of 1901 included:
Sam Morgan - cornet
Ed. Hall - alto horn
Andy Annisa - cornet
Son (Nickname) - bass drum
Thomas Miller - slide trombone Anniais Sellen - cornet
Wilkie Wright - snare drum Zoe Sellen - tuba
Elab Tinson - cornet
JOHN ROBICHAUX
1866-1939
John Robichaux was not a jazz musician, but during his career (1891-1939)
scores of jazz musicians played in his orchestra. Alphonse Picou, Louis Cottrell Sr.,
Honore Dutrey, Harrison Barnes, Charley Love, Sam Dutrey Sr., Alex Bigard, Cie
Frazier, Lawrence Marrero and Albert Glenny, to name a few. A native of
Thibodaux, Louisiana, Robichaux moved to New Orleans in 1891 and became a
member of the highly regarded Excelsior Brass Band. Within several years he was
leading his own group. Robichaux's ensembles ranged in size from a seven member
band to a full thirty-six piece symphonic orchestra, which often played concerts and
society functions.
Robichaux, who played bass drum and later violin, was a accomplished
musician and strict leader. He wrote parts for all instruments and left a large
collection of his arrangements for posterity.
Robichaux in Carrollton (Adv.)
Robichaux's orchestra played for picnics and social at Lincoln and Johnson
Parks, where jazz flourished in the Carrollton neighborhood. The "Grand Band
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Contest" between Robichaux's group and that of Professor Markham of
Shreveport, noted in the lower poster, was a continuation of the earlier tradition of
"battles" between brass bands on New Orleans street corners.

Additional Text
John Robichaux was one of the most well-known and active band leaders on the New
Orleans music scene. His orchestra was called a 'society' orchestra but while playing as
the house orchestra for the Lyric Theater (a negro vaudeville/theater house) his group is
advertised as a jazz orchestra. Much like today, the job and the times/era dictates the
style of music played. The better orchestras of the day were versatile enough to play
various styles. Besides the brass band, the other type of musical group in this pre-jazz era
was the string band. There was no standard instrumentation for this type of group but as
the cornet was the leading melody instrument of the brass band, the violin was the leader
in the string band. Many of the early dance band musicians began or were violinists.
Among the list of well-known names are: A.J. Piron, Peter Bocage (who continued to
bring the violin on dance/jazz jobs), Oscar Marcour, Albert Baptiste (leader of the silver
Leaf Orchestra), Emile Bigard, Charles Elgar (who made his mark when he moved to
Chicago), Jimmy Palao, Pinchback Touro, Alex 'King' Watzke, and of course Robichaux.
Others starting on violin were: Wellman Braud, Frank Christian, Ernest Giardina,
Benjamin White, Clarence Desdunes, Paul Domingues (who played with Louis
Armstrong), Freddie Keppard, Eblen Rau, Eddie 'Daddy' Edwards, Herb Lindsay, and
Steve Loyacano.
There should be more emphasis on the importance of the violin in the evolution of
jazz and much more research is needed on the history and activity of the string band.
An interesting article appeared in the Thibodaux newspaper of Jan. 28, 1925. Its
subject is the Charleston dance and the paper quotes the John Robichaux orchestra leader
of the Lyric Theatre, says that the Charleston is nothing but an elaboration of plantation
dances of the past hundred years. He also says, 'I saw the steps in the old reels and jigs
around Thibodaux, La., when I was a boy 46 years ago.' this would put the date at 1879.
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The town of Thibodaux, the town where Robichaux received his musical training,
was a very active cultural town and had excellent brass, string and jazz bands. A number
of fine musicians came from that area including the Jiles, James and Gabriel families.
Papa Celestin also lived there for a time, being born in Raceland, La. Near Thibodeax
was Houma. Louis Armstrong played in a brass band when he was about 16 for an
undertaker there who had sponsored a brass band.
A highly Catholic/French population in Thibodaux supported dancing and music,
with the pastor of the Catholic Church, Father Menard, forming brass bands when ever he
opened a new church. There was also a number of very fine music teachers in Thibodeax.
This list included Emanuel Chol, a French Conservatory trained musician.
It is interesting that the Robichaux Band, while playing at the Lyric Theatre, is
advertised as a jazz band. In Variety, in the Jan. 5th, 1917 issue we read:
"The Lyric is advertising its offering with a jazz band, which parades the
principle thoroughfares about an hour before the performance begin."
The Robichaux Band and other bands, from the Jan. 5th article are referred to as 'jazz'
bands.
In the Sept. 19th, 1919 issue of Variety the Lyric Theater Band is still referred to as a
jazz band:
"The Lyric, with a strictly colored policy, is to give a 'midnight frolic' advertised
as for white folks only. Appearing will be Willie Jackson, Happly Holmes, Weward
O'Bryant, Margaret Ward Thomas, Francis New York Minstrels and the Robichaux
Jazz Band."
Robichaux did travel some and there is an article in the Sept. 22nd, 1905
Napoleon "Pioneer" newspaper of his being music director of the Gordon Colored
Minstrels:
"GORDON COLORED MINSTRELS COMING. The theatre season will open in
Napoleonville (La.) on Tuesday September 25th. The opening attraction will be the
Gordon Colored Minstrels. The following press notice of this company appeared in
the Baton Rouge Times. According to the advance agent the show is featuring Lew
Kenner and his pickaninnies, who have pleased the public in all the vaudeville houses
of the Keith and Procewtor circuit throughout New York Philadelphia and Chicago
the past year. The Gordon Minstrels claims to be one of the largest, strongest and
most refined and moral organizations of its kind ever put on tour. The company is
composed of thirty artists, and carries their own Imperial Band, under the leadership
of James Williams, and presents a street parade worth coming a mile to see. Gordon's
first part has become the talk of the town wherever this company has played,
especially for its magnificent settings and special costumes; also the beautiful music
rendered by the Gordon's symphony Orchestra, Prof. J. Robichaux, musical director."
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GEORGE VITAL "PAPA" LAINE
(1873-1966)
Jack Laine was the quintessential jazz musician. No significant arguments
have ever refuted this title, "The Father of White Jazz." Born in 1873 he began
playing drums at age twelve. By 1900 Laine was leader of several bands, which
where all called "Reliance Band." On peak days - Mardi Gras, Labor Day, the
Fourth of July, and for the Firemen's Parade - he often had five or six bands on the
street. The musicians he trained later formed famous groups: Original Dixieland
Jazz Band, The New Orleans Rhythm Kings, and the Half Way House. Shining
musicians under his tutelage included: Joseph "Sharkey" Bonano, Norman
Brownlee, and George Brunis. Laine retired in 1917, but he retained an interest in
music until he died shortly before his 93rd birthday. In 1950 he was given a scroll
proclaiming him "Father of White Jazz." Laine, who was a modest man
acknowledged: "I am grateful to the New Orleans Jazz Club for putting it down in
black and white, but you fellows came a little late. My own bandsmen nicknamed
me that at the turn of the century."
Laine's Reliance Band
Picture caption - The Reliance Brass Band was photographed on Mardi
Gras, accompanying the day's endless parades. Laine is holding the snare drum,
front and center. 1900

Jack Laine
This portrait was made when Laine was close to 87 years old. The Jack Laine
Family and Friends at Milneburg - Laine is at far left, second row, with arms
folded. His son Alfred is at far left, first row. At far let, third row is Mrs. Jack Laine
- 1898
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The portrait shown below is one of a young "Papa" Laine.

Additional Text
Jack 'Papa' Laine was probably the most visible early white musician in New Orleans,
his career spanning the evolution of jazz. There has been little written about the
contributions and early activity of the early white jazz musicians. Early researchers paid
little attention to the contribution of the whites and many times ignored them completely
as if they didn't exist. Sam Charters book , "Jazz: New Orleans 1885-1963" is entirely
black in its content, only references to white musicians when it was in regard to
relationships such as Dave Perkins and Jack Laine's Reliance Band. It must be said that
New Orleans was a city that is deep in tradition, a tradition shared by all its population.
Surely there was segregation - but not only between blacks and whites, but between
Creoles. Let us not forget the populace of the Irish Channel. We must also realize that
there will always be separation of people - by religion, social status, color, sex, etc.
(which is not always a prejudice attitude or moral one but - musicians would congregate
with other musicians, and friends from school or your neighborhood or your favorite
saloon will 'hang' out and socialize together.)
The populace of New Orleans took part in the many festivals and holiday
celebrations; many of the populace migrated to the lake front on the summer week-ends;
all the people liked the latest popular songs and new dances; and while the seating was
segregated, all were welcome at the French Opera House. Thus the evolving of jazz was
not an isolated phenomenon, it was the evolvement by the entire populace of the area of
New Orleans, although the major impetus were the segment of the musical populace that
possessed only the basic needs and techniques necessary to execute the popular music of
the day. These musicians could spell (read music well enough to figure out the notes a
few at a time) and most possessed an excellent musical ear and needed only to hear the
new tune a few times to be able to 'fake it.'
At the lake front (Lake Pontchartrain), as Louis Armstrong stated, there were as many
as 60 bands playing there on the week-end. In some of the Tulane interviews with early
jazz musicians we read where two jazz musicians are listening to a band play at the lake
front. One say to the other 'I got my part covered, how about you?'
Also, the need for a person who could read - like the use of women pianists to lay
down the chord progression. Some bands cut off the title of the song, and gave them
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nicknames like 'Praline,' etc. so that a rival band couldn't go to the music store and ask for
the tune by name.
Most important, the bands playing in the hundreds of camps (small cottage built on
piles on the water) got the chance to hear other bands (both black and white) and I
believe the opportunity for all kinds of bands and styles to be heard by other bands
existed on the lake front. This ability to listen and duplicate tunes was a major influence
in the evolution of jazz music.
One must not overlook the popularity of the dance in the last decades of the 19th and
the early 20th century. Early jazz first and foremost was polyphonic dance music. From
the earliest of time black and Creole bands did play for all kinds of white functions such
as dances, picnics, political rallies, but there is a very slight possibility that a white band
ever played for black functions. We know, of course, that both black and white bands
marched in the various parades and had opportunities to hear each other. George Brunies
recalls, 'the band I played with often 'bucked' with black bands when we met on the
street.'

Storyville
The Place
At the turn of the century, hundreds of red-light districts existed in cities of
America, large and small. The most infamous of these was "Storyville" in New
Orleans, which was the only legally protected enclave of brothels and sporting
houses in the country. The area was located in downtown New Orleans, bounded by
Customhouse St. (now Iberville St.), St. Louis, North Basin Street, and North
Robertson St.
The ordinance which established the district, the last in a long series of
attempts to control prostitution in the city, was introduced in 1897 by alderman
Albert Sydney Story. Story was much chagrined that his name became attached to
the New Orleans demi-monde until it was abolished by the Federal government in
1917.
The undisputed "mayor" of Storyville was Tom Anderson, who operated
'The Arlington Annex' at the corner of Basin and Iberville Streets, allegedly the first
saloon in America to be illuminated by electricity. Anderson also presided over the
'Arlington Cafe,' and 'The Stage' at 712-714 Gravier Street, among the notable
madams of Storyville were Flo Becker, Josie Arlington, Gypsy Schaefer, Ella
Schwartz, Countess Willie Piazza, Hilma Burt, Ada Hays, Antonia P. Gonzalez, and
the most colorful and notorious of all, Lulu White, who ran her plush establishment,
Mahogany hall, dressed in elaborate formal gowns, her red wig, and a gaudy display
of diamonds and emeralds.

Lulu White's Mahogany Hall.
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A Storyville 'boudoir'

A row of 'cribs' in Storyville.
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The famous picture of 'Down the Line,' the entrance to Storyville. The main location
of Storyville is in the upper right of the photo, beyond Josie Arlington's Palace.

The Music
In many jazz histories, Storyville is erroneously called the birthplace of jazz.
The revolutionary rhythms and tempo of this disorderly music has been devised by
countless New Orleans brass bands years earlier. Many jazz musicians played in the
cafes, cabarets, and saloons of the area, and a natural, but exaggerated association
between the baudy music and the tenderloin district developed. among the
emporiums that employed jazz band between 1810 and 1917 were: Anderson's
Annex, Big 25, Cadillac, Frank Early's, 101 Ranch, Foucaults, The Frenchmans,
Groshells, Pete Lala, Mahogany Hall, Nancy Hanks, Pig Ankle, Poodle Dog, Shoto's
Tuxedo Dance Hall, The 28 and the Villa. Most of New Orleans' early jazz
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musicians played in one or more of them, including Buddy Bolden, King Oliver, Kid
Ory, Bunk Johnson, Manuel Perez, Freddie Keppard, Sidney Bechet, "Big Eye"
Louis Nelson, Baby and Johnny Dodds, Frank Dusen, Stalebread Lacoume, Manuel
Manetta, Jimmie Noone, Buddy Petit, Alphonse Picou, Johnny St. Cyr, Bud Scott,
Lorenzo, Jr., and Louis Tio.
Many young musicians organized sidewalk legends to earn a few pennies, or
delivered newspapers or buckets of coal in the district and were influenced by the
music of the cabarets. Louis Armstrong undoubtedly became acquainted with the
music of King Oliver's band while delivering coal to the neighborhood. Most of the
musicians who were later to become the New Orleans Rhythm Kinds, Original
Dixieland Jazz Band, and Half-Way House Orchestra were exposed to the music of
Storyville in this manner.
While bands were employed in the public halls, the brothels employed piano
players to provide mood setting music. The pianists were not paid by the madams,
but earned sometimes handsome wages from tips handed out by "money men" in
the high class houses. among the most famous were Frank Amacker, who also
prided himself on his compositions. Arthur Campbell, Albert Carroll, Sammy
Davis, Steve Lewis, Kid Ross, Clarence Williams, Udell Wilson and Alfred Wilson.
The most renowned piano players or "professor" as they were popularly called,
were Tony Jackson and Jelly Roll Morton. Morton, who conceded little musically to
anyone, admitted that Tony Jackson was the King of Storyville, the "World's
Greatest Single-handed Entertainer."
Additional Text
The 'mayor' of Storyville Tom Anderson, was a resident of the Mississippi Gulf
Coast. His family and neighbors knew nothing of his activities in New Orleans. One of
his Storyville 'friends' was Josie Arlington, one of the most famous of the Storyville
madams. She also led a 'double life.' Her real name was Ann Dubler and her residence
was just outside the North Shore town of Covington, on the road to Bogalusa. Her house
still is standing. She lived there as a respected member of the community - her 'job' and
fame undetected during her stay at this house.
Probably the best source for information on Storyville is Al Rose's book 'Storyville. A
detailed map of Storyville can be found in the "Jazz Map of New Orleans."
Storyville was for the white society. There was, prior to the last closing days of
Storyville a bill drafted to establish a black red light district in the area in the section of
downtown Louis Armstrong called the 'battlefield' which was in the area presently
occupied by city hall. (Loyola and Perdido Sts.) Before its adoption Storyville was closed
and the proposal dropped.
The buildings of Storyville, after its closure, was populated by those needing homes
and were razed when the planned housing project was begun. The only buildings
remained are a few buildings on North Robertson Sts. and Frank Early's Saloon on the
corner of Crozat (old Franklin and Iberville Sts.), the saloon where Tony Jackson is said
to have played and written the song 'Pretty Baby.' Between Crozat and Basin, on
Iberville, are the last three 'cribs' of Storyville, long closed of course. Cribs were single
room houses of prostitution.
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Skirting Storyville, along Basin (called 'Down the Line') were a number of cabarets.
It was customary to stop at one of these places prior to a visit to Storyville, The clubs
directly adjacent to Storyville, along the street then called Franklin, were a number of
rather infamous establishments called 'The Franklin Street Dives.' These places were
mostly for black. We find clubs with names such as 'Tuxedo Dance Hall,' 'The Big 25,'
etc. (See Jazz Map of New Orleans.)
There were a number of vaudeville cabarets lining Iberville Street, from the edge of
Storyville extending a number of street blocks toward the river. This area is referred to in
the newspapers of the day as 'The Tango Belt.' These were the vaudeville clubs that used
jazz bands, not only to provide dance music but also accompanying music for the
vaudeville acts. Jazz was 'big' in vaudeville, and many of its biggest stars; Sophie Tucker,
Bee Palmer, etc., carried with them their own jazz bands as musical accompaniment.
It is interesting to read, in the July 8th, 1882 Donaldsonville Chief that the Louisiana
Governor vetoed an earlier bill by Mr. Story. ( Alderman Story didn't like his name
attached to the red light district).
"Governor has vetoed Mr. Story's bill regulating prostitution throughout the State,
because it would legalize prostitution and give the sanction of law to immorality."
JELLY ROLL MORTON
"Jelly Roll" Morton was born in Louisiana on September 20, 1885 and
christened Ferdinand Joseph La Menthe. He changed his name to Morton, "for
business reasons when I started traveling. I didn't want to be called Frenchy."
"Jelly Roll grew up at 1441-1443 Frenchmen Street in New Orleans. As he
recalled, the house was filled with music, most of it classical. By age seven, Morton
was a good guitar player, and by ten he was an accomplished pianist. Five years
later, "Jelly Roll" began playing professionally in the "houses" of Storyville about
the turn of the century. he frequently hustled extra money as a pool shark.
From 1915 he traveled throughout the United States playing either as a solo
performer or with bands. In 1923 he made eight historic recordings with the New
Orleans Rhythm Kings for Gennett Records in Richmond, Indiana. In Chicago he
organized his own band, The-Red Hot Peppers.
One of the most important and remarkable recording series ever done by a
jazz man was that by Morton for the Library of Congress between May and July
1938. He recorded twelve albums on which he played piano and narrated, with
musical examples, the entire history of jazz. His history included the lively years in
New Orleans around 1900. Morton left an indelible mark on jazz. He composed the
classics, "King Porter Stomp," "Winin Boy Blues," "Mamie's Blues" and others. The
arrangements of Morton, an accomplished arranger and vocalist, are still played today.
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Additional Text
Morton's historic value lies more in what he was able to achieve outside New
Orleans. Morton made his mark on jazz history by becoming one of the earliest jazz
arrangers, putting down jazz syncopation and rhythms, then forming a jazz band to give
them the correct interpretation. He also composed some of the most lasting and
characteristic jazz music, and with the interesting comments in his Library of Congress
interview, not only left us an insight to the beginnings of early jazz but marked the
emphasis on the importance of oral interviews.
The facts established by his baptismal certificate are, first of all, that his date of
birth was 1890 (October 20th, according to the certificate, but possibly Sept.), that his
name was Ferdinand Joseph Lamothe.
Born in 1890, his first professional job, c. 1905, would make his age 15. Morton
stays in New Orleans until 1907 He is in Biloxi on July 30th, 1907. During the end of
1907 he worked at Hilma Burts in New Orleans and leaves for Pensacola, returning in
1908, working with Louis Delisle and Bunk Johnson. Then he returns back to Biloxi on
June 15, 1908. He returns to New Orleans and on to Memphis in 1910, playing with
Elgar's Orchestra around 1912,
From 1910 - Mobile, Jacksonville, Memphis. Texas; in 1912 (also in New
Orleans in 1912); in 1913 Chicago, Selma, Houston, Oklahoma, St. Louis; in 1914, the
midwest; May/June 1914, Indianapolis; in 1914, East Philadelphia.
Interestingly Morton met Reb. Spikes in Tulsa in 1911. In Chicago August of
1914 and August of 1917. On the West Coast in the summer of 1917-1922. In Chicago in
May of 1923.
Much is made of first Tom Brown's Band was the first New Orleans band to play
in Chicago with others to follow But, jazz was not just played in bands. Solo pianists who
also played in the bands were playing music that qualified as jazz. Morton was playing
with Elgar's Orchestra around 1912 and the great Tony Jackson was active in Chicago
from about 1912 until his death in 1921. Already in Chicago prior to 1912 was the New
Orleans pianist Albert Carroll (he died in 1916), and James 'Slap' White a pianistcomposer.
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BUDDY BOLDEN
"Buddy Bolden's career in music was tragically short, but he left a lasting
impression on all who heard or saw him play his cornet and lead his band, New
Orleans jazzmen such as Peter Bocage, "Mutt" Carey, "Bud" Scott, "Kid" Ory,
George Baquet, "Jelly Roll" Morton, Sidney Bechet, and others who were
interviewed years later. agreed in essence on one thing, "Bolden started it all".
Born on Howard Street in New Orleans on September 6, 1877, Bolden began
playing cornet about 1894 and was leading his own band before 1900. By 1905 he
was dubbed "The King", the premier cornetist by his public. His mental state
declined and by 1907 he was committed to the East Louisiana State Hospital where
he remained for the rest of his life.
Since Bolden did not record, it is difficult to describe his playing. people who
heard him said he played all kinds of music-blues, waltzes, marches, rags and slow
dance tunes, but that he played many numbers up-tempo. Bolden was also noted for
his powerful, loud playing and it was said he could be heard miles away on a clear
night.

Additional Text
In his book on Buddy Bolden, Don Marquis writes: "Most information indicates
that Buddy developed his style in the small string bands playing for dances and parties."
In the same paragraph he states:
"He was looking for a novel approach.His efforts took the form of playing 'wide
open' and playing in up-tempo or ragging the hymns, street songs and dance tunes."
Bolden's unique way if interpreting the repertoire of the era began to gain in
popularity. By 1897, he was leading his own band and was gradually gaining in notoriety
Bolden could read music while possessing a good musical ear. He seldom needed music
and after either playing the music a few times or hearing a piece he was able to repeat
what his ear heard.
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Thus jazz evolved in a progression that is in line with the development of
pervious musical styles; evolving from the messing of various musical elements present;
from the combining of musical elements available and presenting them in a fresh
approach that allowed for individual style and unique interpretation, and from not
assuming the written note as gospel. Thus the statement can be made that: 'Jazz came not
in the liberation from slavery, but in the liberation from the European approach to music that is, playing from a score.'
The brass band was the most popular ensemble playing the dance music of the
19th Century. This dance music was very well interpreted by the quasi classical brass
band. Dances usually began with a grand march and played many other dance styles and
the most popular French dance, the quadrille. As dancing became more popular,
(especially in New Orleans) there was a need for dance bands that far exceeded the
number of bands available. The brass bands had within their group, a smaller musical
unit. These smaller units of the band combined to form the accepted and traditional
instrumentation of the then popular small ensemble called the string band. We find most
musical organization notated as "The Pelican Brass and String Band." Thus Bolden's
experience with the string band was an important step toward jazz evolution. As an
example, while ClaiborneWilliams was the leader of the St. Joseph Brass Band, plus the
various types of ensembles, from the large brass bands for parades and fairs to furnishing
music for a dance using a string band instrumentation to a party using only two
musicians:
1905-May 6th Donaldsonville Chief:
"Supper at Evans Hall (plantation of the McCalls) followed by a dance. Music
being furnished by a portion of Williams' Orchestra."
1905-July 1-Donaldsonville Chief:
"Jolly girls of Donaldsonville - Dance - Music was furnished by two of the
members of Williams' Orchestra."
While this was one solution to the need for live music some of the band leaders in
New Orleans booked two or more jobs on the same night, even taking advance money for
the job. Buddy Petit was noted for this, being so popular his name alone would bring in
the people. There are numerous stories about Petit taking more then one job and having
to fast talk his way out of being killed because of taking an advance and not showing up
for the job.
Many of Petit's contemporaries comment on this practice:
Alex Bigard:
"Petit was so popular that he could have taken nine jobs for one night, although
he could only play in one of them When people at one of the jobs would discover
Petit was not there, they would go to the job where he was actually playing."
Chester Zardis
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"He'd (Petit) take two or three jobs at the same time. We'd get on a job and we
could have been killed. You take people's money and don't show up for the job,
because you took three or four jobs for the same time and you can't play but one and
you're in trouble. Here's what happened at the Lions Club one night; Buddy took a
man's money, a white fella, signed a contract and all. And the man came round that
night and asked if I worked with Buddy Petit. When I said I did, he said: "So and so
is supposed to play for me. I got a dance going n, a big party and he's (Buddy) got a
job over here. I'm going to kill him when he comes back." So I went and told Zeb.
(Lenaires) and all the boys that the fella was there and was going to kill Buddy.
Buddy had a way of talking himself out of situations like this and ended up
getting drunk with the man and avoiding what could have been a very dangerous
situation.
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WHAT IS JAZZ?
"Jazz I regard as an American folk music; not the only one but a very
powerful one which is probably in the blood and feeling of the American people
more than any other style." George Gershwin
It is difficult to give a definition of jazz. Those offered are as varied and
numerous as those who have played or listened to it. Jazz, which originated in the
New Orleans area, is a performer's art based on a number of musical elements
which may be found in other types of music: improvisation, syncopation, blues
scale, call and response, rhythm, tone color, harmony, and the most important
element not found in other types of music - jazz interpretation. The use of those
elements in conjunction with each others makes the music we call 'Jazz.'
New Orleans jazz is a potpourri of many musical styles and ensembles
including: the brass marching band, the string and ragtime bands, both classical
and popular musical elements of vocal and instrumental idioms, and the traditional
negro musical types such as the blues, work songs, and spirituals. To fully
understand jazz it is best experienced. Few jazz scholars or practitioners will
attempt to define it without illustrating it with live music. New Orleans jazz is best
understood by tracing the early musical history of the city, searching out the
musical predecessors of jazz, and tracing its development, refinement and evolution.
Traditional New Orleans jazz is a group improvisation of personal
expression in syncopated rhythm. A jazz tune is not notated, rather a particular
tune is performed using a jazz interpretation. Jazz may seem complicated, but it is
simply one human being communicating musically to another. Jazz is the product of
the people of an unusually receptive city.
Who invented Jazz? The city of New Orleans did.

Jazz Interpretation
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The music characteristic of jazz rests on the individual musician's interpretation
of his material, whether it be originally written for a jazz group or from a popular tune,
an aria or a classical theme, using the elements of jazz: improvisation syncopation, blues
scale, etc. A jazz musician absorbs the material and models it according to his ideas and
talents, "forming the link between the composer and the audience."
The tradition of interpretive jazz has as one of its source the musical style of
slaves singing as they worked in the field, worshipped in church, or celebrated during
their free time. A specific interpretation can be identified only by comparison to other
styles. It might include such jazz elements as blues scales and harmony, smears, fall,
bend, growls, flutters, vibrato, glissandos or differing tone colors in muted brass
instruments. Also possible are pitch variations, one-half valued notes, and "ticks" used by
early jazzmen. These musicians sometimes guarded their individual styles, many times
using a cloth over the valves to hide their technique. Many early jazzmen refused to
record because they feared their techniques would be stolen by other musicians.

Additional Text
One of the most important elements of jazz is the way that a jazz musician
interprets in what hass become known as a jazz style. But, a jazz musician may improvise
a jazz solo using all of the jazz elements and still miss the one intangible ingredient of
jazz interpretation - Does his playing swing?
One expert remarked "swing is not actually a rhythmic element. It is the
continuous rising and falling motion or the alternation of more and less activity in a jazz
line that provides alternation of tension and relaxation.
Mark Gridley in his book "Styles of Jazz" tackles the definition and outlines the
general characteristics of swinging and those characteristics specific to a jazz swing
feeling. They are:
Constant tempo - brings certain momentum
Cohesive group sound - precisely synchronized
Preponderance of syncopated rhythmic figures - swing feeling is the
occurrence
of stress where it is least expected.
Performance with a rhythmic lilt and spirit with good rhythmic groove.
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A definition of swing might be defined as: "a piece swings if it conveys a
feeling of life and energy that compels the listener to respond."
Also as: the tension generated by members of a group tugging on opposite
sides of the beat, an essential technique of playing on top of beat or behind it. The
alternation of tension and relaxation as in a jazz break. Jazz is not African folk
music, it is not 'Black classical music.' Jazz resulted from mixing Black and White
musical traditions for the purpose of playing music for dancing. It has never been
an exclusive Black music, though many of the major innovators have been Black.
Improvising
The art of improvisation is as old as music itself, for early musicians, like
early jazz players, were both composers and performers.
Improvised music, which has occurred in all musical systems of the world,
evolves into written music, thus completing a cycle from spontaneous creativity to
traditional repetitions of written melodies. Every development of a new form and
style of music has in its beginning elements of improvised material. Improvisational
music dominated the polyphonic music of the fifteenth century, and was the
essential element of eighteenth century music for harpsichord and piano, as played
by Johann Sebastian Bach and his contemporaries. A resurgence of improvised
music came in the form of jazz in the latter decades of the nineteenth century, after
lying dormant for a period of time. Jazz became the foremost improvisational style
at the turn of the twentieth century, evolving from many different types of music,
especially the dance music of the era.
WEARY BLUES IMPROVISATION:

Additional Text
The art of improvising (spontaneous creativity) is as old as music itself. As with
jazz musicians, (and stated in the text above) early musicians were both composer and
performer. From the beginnings of monophonic music (use of harmony to support a
melodic line-like in jazz), no style of music escaped the influence of the improvised
technique. Almost every development of a musical form had in its history, elements of
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improvised material. Improvising has been a strong influence in creating and developing
new forms and styles. Many styles began as improvised forms and/or styles such as the
figured bass of the Baroque Period, the Chorale Prelude, the Fantasy Rhapsodies, and
especially in the technique of Theme and Variation, which could be called solidified
improvisation by use of notation.
The cadenzas in the concertos of the classical period were improvised. Auditors
gave Mozart themes which he, in the slang of the day. 'took a walk.' Czerny called this
technique 'spinning out.' In the playing of Beethoven, Liszt, Paganini, and others we see
the culmination of the art of improvisation After remaining dormant for a period of time
it again raised its voice in the rise of jazz improvising.
Of all the elements of jazz improvising is the one element that is most often
characterized as the most important to jazz. Improvising is found is most every style of
music we have. Many think that jazz 'invented' improvising. In an article in the 1925
Music Teachers National Association's proceedings we find an excellent brief history of
improvising:
"IMPROVISATION: ITS HISTORY AND APPLICATION TO MODERN
MUSIC STUDY - by JAMES HUSST HALL.
"In improvisation the musician experiences a joy that can never be so fully felt or
at least so completely revealed by any other artist. In improvisation the composer and the
performer are one. The Idea is born and with it unfolding commands the Form. So little
intervenes between the creative impulse and its realization. There is no marble to be
chipped, no canvas to be sized, no awkward rhyme to match; nor is there any delay
through stiff notation which for most of us some way puts to flight our best fancies. Even
a Handel who could write the "Messiah" in twenty-four days must have chafed at the
delay in its recording.
Now the early music makers were never troubled with notation. Men did not feel
the need of a system of representing musical ideas until a comparatively few years ago.
Primitive men had limited ability and means of recording, but nevertheless we know their
impulse to expression was close to the surface and their relations to nature and man
called froth many a spontaneous musical idea. Much later, when mankind had advanced
to the highly complex life of the ancient cultivated nations, we find that music formed an
integral part of their varied activities. They fought and ate, worked and worshipped to
music - music that was spontaneous and occasionally struck home so deeply that it was
remembered and passed on. You know the story of David whose "fancies grew rife"
when summoned to play before Saul. Browning's beautiful interpretation helps us to
picture the improviser of this period.
In ancient Greece the improvisers were legion. Although the virtuoso was always
a slave, every self-respecting Athenian could strum his own accompaniment. We can
well judge the place of the improviser from the fact that Socrates felt the lack of his
earlier musical training so keenly that he began practicing the lyre at forty. In those days
after a banquet they passed the lyre about and each added his after-dinner song,
improvising his own words and music.
What an interesting chapter is added in the Middle Ages, for despite the weight of
so rigid an organization as the Roman Catholic Church, improvisations crept into the
musical service. Music passed on viva voce is even more subject to variation than legend;
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and the older schemes for the notation of musical ideas were very flexible, barely
suggesting the trend of the melodic curve. It was during this period that so many of our
folk songs were born, created by countless improvisers, simple peasants instinctively
reflecting their common joys and common sorrows in music. Only a few of these
melodies have come down to us, but we can imagine the wealth of them when we
remember that the individual, the family, the town, and the district had each their own
songs. One remembers with pleasure the part music played in the days of feudalism. In a
castle sealed for the winter, knights and minstrels made their tunes and poems, and with
the return of spring, providing war was not to be waged, they went on tour. That group of
knights in southern France who were called Troubadours, owed their very name to
trobar, which means to invent.
You will recall also the instrumentalists of the seventeenth century, who played
from a hastily sketched figured bass, allowing a freedom to each player which we are
assured was exercised. Even in the first opera performances these orchestral players had
to follow Vittoria Archielli who, as a contemporary, wrote: "ornamented the written
monody with long flourishes and turns which disfigured it, but were much in fashion."
One gasps when he reads of the freedom allowed the singers. The composer wrote only a
sign for a cadenza and left it to be filled in by the performer. Often to modify a passage
awkward for the singer's peculiar technique, again to satisfy a fickle fancy, these
seventeenth and eighteenth century stars interpolated many phrases of their own making.
While the singer thrilled Italy there was growing up in Germany a generation of
the most marvelous extempore players the world has ever known. Nurtured in the
musical atmosphere of the German Protestant Church there arose a host of organists
whose art had as its basis the chorale. About the Haupt-Lied would be woven a prelude,
and often the same theme would serve as the subject of a four or six-voiced fugue,
created, say, under the stubby fingers of Johann Sebastian Bach. There never was a
greater improvisor than he! Once on a trip to Hamburg, after he had extemporized for
half an hour on the chorale "Am Wassen Fluessen Babylons" Reinken, then about a
hundred, exclaimed, "I thought the art of extemporization would die with me, but now I
see it still lives with you."
Further it lived through the creations of Mozart, and the whimsical Beethoven
too, who after improvising for two hours, bringing tears of joy and sadness to the eyes of
his noble hearers, would laugh and call them fools and children, and burst out, "We
artists don't want tears, we want applause." Numbers of stories of Beethoven as an
improvisator crowd for the telling, but let this one suffice: It was after a dinner given by
Schlessinger that Beethoven was invited to improvise. He refused, but finally agreed to
play if Castelli, who alone among those present did not play the piano at all, would give
the theme. Castellit rose to the occasion, however, and pointing his first finger, played
four keys down and the same four up. Beethoven saw the joke and good naturally sat
down and improvised for almost an hour, weaving into the very woof of his fantasy this
insignificant scale theme. But, as you know, with Beethoven the diatonic scale becomes
one of the wonders of the world.
One would like to pause to discuss the four-hand improvisations of Beethoven
and Woeffl, and later those of Mendelssohn and Moscheles as they "darted" - in
Moscheles' words - "as quick as lightning, on the suggestion contained in the other's
harmonies." Moscheles speaks of the 'magnificent Erard" on which they played, and it
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suggest that group of pianists, culminating in Liszt, who found such magical inspiration
in the tone of the pianoforte. William Beatty Kingston in speaking of the inimitable
improvisator Liszt, tells how "he gave play to the creative and constructive faculties of
his intellect without troubling himself in the least about the mere mechanical instruments
attached to his wrists. So he was able "without an instant's warning or preparation - for
execution is absolutely simultaneous with conception - to reproduce" the fantasies of his
genius. All the scales of Rubinstein seem to show that when he improvised he was lost in
his own dreams and absolutely forgot his audience. (That is not all he forgot, for more
than one grand piano carries a scar that his Russian cigarette burned in the rosewood
while the nervous hostess was powerless to interfere). Of other excellent improvisers of
that period we must not speak, but just recall that they were close to that generation of
players who were not judged by their interpretation of other men's music.
There is one of the later masters who in many ways linked the new to the old.
From his modest organ in St. Clotilde, Cesar Franck wove mystic dreams of such noble
beauty that Liszt, on hearing him, in reverence compared his to the great Bach. No, the
art did not die with Reinken, nor with Franck, for here and there men still "dream dreams
and see visions" and build for themselves structures of evanescent beauty. There are
numbers of improvisers in our own generation, but we of today have come to think of the
art as being especially within the province of the organist. So much of the beauty and
unity of the church service depends upon the little touches of extempore playing that bind
the diverse parts of the service together - a sort of magical cement that causes the service
to seem to be one thing rather than a succession of chunks of prayers and music.
Nor are we unaccustomed to hear in our better moving picture houses improvised
transitions between motives; and quite occasionally the larger part of the picture's setting
is woven out of the player's fancy. Indeed one of the most skillful improvisations I ever
heard on a pedal point occurred during a showing of "The white Sister," There was a
cipher, and so clever was the player that for sometime we thought the ever present
piercing quality of that one tone to be an artistic device used to represent the onrush of
the flood that pushed through and permeated everywhere.
With a good organist we take improvisation as a matter of course, and it is true
that no professional musician of today has as great and constant a need of skill in
extempore playing as he. Dupres and others trained in the foreign schools, where
organists improvise day in and day out, astonish us Americans with their skill in
keyboard composing. Most of you have probably heard Dupres improvise a symphony as
the last number of his program and have expectantly waited as he opened the envelope
containing the themes presented by local musicians for the basis of the various
movements. You can imagine my astonishment at his Oberlin concert, when I heard the
theme which I had presented, thinking of it as a basis for a pompous martial movement,
turned into the subject of a lively three-voiced fugue. Such feats are not beyond some of
our American organists of today, but if improvisation were to be given a place in our
teaching, a host of musicians of tomorrow would have equal skill, and the musical
sensibility of Americans would be far higher than ever before."
Syncopation
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Syncopation occurred in early jazz, characterizing a style of musical
performance different from any heard before. While improvising on a given theme
was not unique to jazz, the elements of music used by these early jazz musicians in
their own colorful style was singular. Syncopation is the deliberate upsetting of the
normal pulse of meter, accent or rhythm, It is felt as a contradiction or disturbance
between the underlying pulse and the actual pulse of music and is created by
sustaining or stressing notes or by adding rests in unexpected places.
The best description of this use of unestablished rhythm is "a jazz
performance using syncopation makes it swing."

Additional Text
In the September, 1913 issue of Cadenza we read a little about the history of
syncopation. The first syncopation occurred in the Renaissance and the best example can
be seen in the music of Machaut, in the "Agnus De" in one of his masses. The author only
goes back to Bach, Mozart, etc.:
"Syncopation is almost as old as musical composition, and was frequently used by
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and many other great composers. It appears in their
compositions, however, only to produce certain occasional effects, never as a feature. It
was reserved for America and the enlightened twentieth century to give it predominant
importance! (sic: ragtime).......Probably the first published composition in which
syncopation was the characteristic feature was, "The Pasquinade," by Louis Moreau
Gottschalk, the famous American pianist who lived in New Orleans. This was written in
the early fifties, and was such a novelty and of such high musical value, that it was
extensively used by concert pianists, and is seen on programs even at the present day."
(Sic. 1913)
In the July, 1920 Psychology Review the matter of investigating syncopation is
seen. We read:
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"The phenomenon of syncopation to which Patterson has drawn experimental
attention, "in itself, involves a complex of mental processes. The most essential part of
the phenomenon seems to be that we keep our impression of a series of subjective timeintervals, regular, accelerating or retarding, but find a pleasure in marking the beats
objectively, either by different forms of motion, such as foot-taps alternating with handtaps, or by what appears at first as omission of objective marking for certain beats. As a
matter of fact, this is usually nothing but the interpolation of some concealed form of
motor reaction such as eye, throat, tongue, or breath movement, which alternates with a
more visible movement, such as nodding or tapping or dancing."
Stetson has described it in much the same terms. "Along with this precision of all
the movements comes a tendency to beat a new rhythm. This accompanying rhythm is
simpler and broader in character; it is a kind of long swell on which the speech
movements ripple. This second rhythm may express itself in a new movement of hand,
head, foot or body; when it has become more conscious, as in patting time to a dance or
chant, it develops complicated forms, and a third rhythm may appear beside it, to mark
the main stresses of the two processes. The negro patting time for a dance beats the third
fundamental rhythm with his foot, while his hands pat an elaborate second rhythm to the
primary rhythm of the dancers. This regulation of the movement by the coincidence of
several rhythms is the cause of the striking regularity of the temporal relations."
In Patterson's definition, syncopation is apparently manifested by the performer of
the rhythm. Syncopation is used by Patterson in three senses, (1) as any full motor
response, (2) motor response in the performer of the rhythm, (3) a correlation of the
'unitary pulses' and objective stimulation in the observer. This analysis has shown that
while there is coexistence, there is not necessarily correlation and rarely coincidence of
the objective stimulation and the reflex response. Syncopation in the third sense exists,
but it is limited to a comparatively small field of rhythm."
In the December 9, 1925 Nation in the article "Music - The Pedant Looks At Jazz
by B. H. Haggin We read:
"By rhythmic complexity is meant the shifting from one meter to another; the use
of different meters simultaneously, this frequently being an effect of syncopation in one
voice when the regular beats in the other are unobtrusive; and above all the varying of the
length and styles of phrases and of the figuration.
Now, jazz can be defined as music written in the meter of the fox-trot. Its essence,
in fact, contrary to the prevailing notion, is not the syncopation in the melody but the
steady plunk-plunk-plunk-plunk of the four quarters of the accompaniment in rapid
tempo (one reason for the precision of the orchestras and their ability to play without a
conductor). It is not the effect of syncopation that is characteristic of jazz, since one finds
syncopation in greater abundance and variety in serious music, but the effect of
syncopation in the jazz meter and tempo; and actually one can strip away the syncopation
and still have "Bambalina," proof that the syncopated melody, like the scoring or the
exciting rapid figuration introduced by pianists to fill in the beats, is mere embellishment.
On the other hand, take away the plunk-plunk-plunk-plunk and jazz is no longer jazz.
One finds, therefore, no shifting from meter to meter or use of meters
simultaneously, with the exception of a rare and necessarily brief interpolation of a fugue
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in triple time, since the regular beats in the accompaniment are so insistent the effect of
the syncopation in ht e melody is not that of a cross-meter but only one of irregularity in
the ordinary meter, the latter being no less four-quarters for being irregular four-quarters,
and the beats being, in fact, emphasized by being anticipated. And finally there is lacking
the most important source of rhythmic variety in serious music, namely, variation in the
length and shape of phrases, with artistic use of figuration. This is so closely correlated
with extended structure or form as to be almost identical with it; certainly one cannot
have one without the other. Both are, however, almost inconceivable in the jazz meter;
and so, according to one's point of view, the rhythmic technique being what it is the form
is small, and the form being what it is one finds, for the most part, phrases of the common
symmetrical variety consisting of two or four measures with a strong cadence and an
oom-pah oom-pah in each measure.
The resulting effect is one of the utmost simplicity, regularity, and rigidity; the
effect, that is, of four quarters constantly reiterated, upon which any apparent eccentricity
is superimposed and to which it is firmly riveted; and the prevailing motion to the
contrary, since one cannot attribute it to what is done in the meter, one must attribute to
the meter itself, i.e., to the fact that a dance meter cannot be anything but lively and
exhilarating, regardless of how it is treated. It seems correct, therefore, to describe jazz as
an art of embellishment, based on a limitation - limitation to one subject matter, the four
quarters of the fox-trot measure; and embellishment of this (also limited) by rich,
ingenious scoring, by a not unrestrained syncopated melody, and more recently by chords
borrowed from serious music."
One of the most interesting articles is found in the July/Dec, Vol.III, #2 issue of
the Gold Coast Review. In discussing the music of the African Gold Coast the author
states what is stated in my essays on the elements of jazz, particularly syncopation. He
states:
"On the whole I think there is surprisingly little syncopation in African melodies
themselves. The reason probably is that there is so much in the gong and small drum
parts that it is not necessary in the voice part, and in fact would be wasted, if not actually
worse than useless. Syncopation implies of course the existence of a regularly recurring
accent, and such accent is far less common in African music than in European. To this
extent then the term syncopation is inapplicable to African music. But where there is
such a regularly recurring accent it coincides as a rule with the beat of the big drum and
with the main notes of the melody."
KEEPING THE RHYTHM
The Stringed Instruments - Guitar, Banjo and Violin
The guitar was part of the basic rhythm section of early traditional bands. It
is a less forceful instrument than the banjo and fits smoothly in ensemble playing.
The banjo replaced the guitars between 1912 and 1915 in most bands because it
could be utilized in solos, whereas the guitar was primarily an accompaniment
instrument.
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Chink Martin recalled that he started out on guitar, but switched around
1912 (Sic: to banjo) explaining "With the predominance of the brass instruments
the guitar couldn't be heard. The banjo gave the string musicians a better
instrument to contribute to the over-all effect of the band." Many string musicians
played both instruments and alternated according to the number played. The guitar
is still often used for slow tunes and the banjo for up-beat selections.
The violin is not generally regarded as a jazz instrument but it was used in
early bands. The violin did not fit well with the desired sound and syncopation of
the jazz bands, and very few employed it after 1905.
Such leaders as John Robichaux, A. J. Piron, Charles Elgar and Theogene
Baquet, who led bands using jazz musicians, were violinist. Even Buddy Bolden
used a violin in his earliest bands, played by either Tom Landry or Jimmy Palao.
Some New Orleans musicians got their introduction to music via this
instrument, although they did not continue to play it. Boyd Atkins, Emile Bigard,
Wellman Braud, Eddie Edwards, Willie Foster, Freddie Keppard, Steve Loyocano,
Snoozer Quinn, Peter Bocage and Frank Christian were all capable violin players,
but favored other instruments. Bocage was among the few who would take a violin
along to a 'jazz' engagement and even play it.
(Pictures: Emanuel Sayles (1907-1986), Albert "Papa" French (1910-1977),
Danny Barker (1908-1994), Bill Russell (1905-1992), and Father Al Lewis (19041992). Lewis was a popular banjo player and vocalist who was 'rediscovered' in the
1960's. He was a regular with Kid Sheik's Band and did extensive international
traveling as a guest performer. Instruments: Banjo-Johnny St. Cyr in 1926. ViolinUsed by Milton "Midge" Harrison of the Six & 7/8 String Band.
Banjo/Guitar/Violin
The banjo, in all probability, is a modification of an Arabian guitar. It is said that
the banjo was imported by the slaves from Western Africa (Senegambia), where it
existed under the name 'bania.'
In the fusion of African multi-rhythmic music and European harmonic style music
the banjo seems to be the most important instrument. Many of the African songs and
hymns of the church could be harmonized with a few simple chords, basically the I, IV
and V chords. The banjo seemed to catch on with the Negro race and its songs and the
entertainment media of the era - the minstrel show - was a match suitable for the banjo.
Most historians give the banjo credit for the early styles of early ragtime.
Also, the early jazzmen, when they improvised needed that strong chordal
background. The piano was used when there was one available, and the guitar or
mandolin was used in the string band which usually had a sweeter, softer sound. When
the string band added more wind instruments a louder sound was needed and the banjo
fitted this need.
The Violin
Just as the cornet was the usual leader of the early jazz bands, the violin was the
leader of the string band. String bands were so named throughout the United States.
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These 47 string bands were often just called orchestras and/or bands. An interesting
article appeared in the July 13, 1888 Arabi Progress:
"Some think that the String Band is about to turn into 'mosquitoes'. We don't
though; yet it may turn into brass (bands) before long."
I believe the article was referring to the fact that there were brass instruments
being added to the string band such as the cornet, clarinet, trombone, and later the
saxophone. I believe that we have just read above of a case where the evolution of the
instrumentation of the jazz band was under way. Gradually the brass instruments
dominated the string band (in sound and number) and the use of the violin as the leader
gave way to the cornet. In the early dance bands of New Orleans most of the leaders were
violinists. The names of leaders of these bands included" William Nickerson, Albert
Baptiste, Jimmy Palao, Alex Bigard, Joe Gabriel, A. J. Piron, John Robichaux, Charles
Elgar, Oscar Marcour and many others. Many of the 2nd generation jazz men began their
musical career studying violin, then changing to other instruments such as the cornet
when it became the leading instrument.

THE TIME KEEPERS
The string bass, like the drums, is a time keeper for the traditional New
Orleans jazz band. Most early string bass players doubled on brass bass (tuba or
sousaphone) which was necessary when they marched with brass bands. Some
indoor bands today still use the tuba or sousaphone rather than a string bass.
Originally bass players bowed their instruments, but after 1900 the practice of
plucking became popular and has prevailed until today.
Martin Abraham, known professionally as Chink Martin, made the following
comment about the role of the string bass in jazz. "Strict tempo is essential to jazz. I
don't care how good you are. A person can be taught music, but to keep strict tempo
comes from the heart. In other words, you got to have that feeling. If you don't have
that feeling, nothing happens. "Chink" Martin speaks from experience. He was
born in New Orleans in 1886, played professional before 1900, and continued
performing until 1980.
An interesting aspect of New Orleans bass players is their longevity. Chink
Martin was playing at age 95. Ed Garland also at 95, Eddie Dawson and Albert
Glenny lived to 88, and Papa John Joseph died on the bandstand at 88. Bob Lyons,
Joseph "One-Eyed Babe" Philips, Lewis James and Alcide "Slow Drag" Pavageau
were all active to about age 80.
Additional Text
String Bass
The string bass position in early jazz is very interesting. The brass bass (tuba) was
used in marching bands and dance orchestras. The string bass was not usually found in
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the string band. Today if there are jobs for only 4 players in New Orleans they will hire
drums, piano, trumpet and clarinet - the piano playing the heavy 1 and 3 beats with an
emphasized stride bass with his left hand. The Original Dixieland Jazz Band did not
include a bass in its ensemble. The string bass was found in the classical ensembles and
the smaller symphonies around New Orleans and the orchestra of the opera, usually being
bowed. Once it was incorporated in the jazz band it was mostly plucked, using the
pizzicato technique, a technique that dates back to the early Baroque Period of music 1450.
Interestingly, the string bass player had to get a special permission to take his bass
on a New Orleans street car to the job. A number of New Orleans musicians switched to
the bass from their primary instruments, among these Norman Brownlee and Ricard
Alexis, Jimmy Johnson, the bassist with Buddy Bolden, would ride his bicycle to the job,
his bass strapped on the back.
Pops Foster, one of the best and oldest of the New Orleans bassist, in relation to
string bass style remarked:
"In New Orleans we'd have two pick notes in one bar, then you'd go to six bars of
bowing, and maybe have one note to pick. I first learned to bow the bass, then started
doing a lot of picking...."
The style of early bass playing in New Orleans music differs some from the
standard bass line - walking bass - four to a bar. Firstly, the string bass was not a solo
instrument in the New Orleans early ensembles - it was the bass of the group.
Contemporary bass players make much use of the upper register, early New Orleans
bassists played in the lower positions. Playing dance music prior to the development of
jazz music, the bass player was asked to bow more - mostly because the music contained
more long note values in the typical dances of the day - in a waltz the bass might be
written playing a doted half note held for three beats - bowing would insure a sound for
three beats, a pizzicato would begin to dissipate after it is struck and the sound might not
last for three full beats. In a 4/4, the bass customarily hit the 1 and 3 beats. Early jazz was
dance music. Dance music of the 19th century was taken in a slower music than the
modern jazz beat, which was listening music not dance music. In the old days the bassist
would play the pizzicato with the bow in his hand which would be used in the same song.
In the early New Orleans dance bands, Tom 'Oke' Gaspard and Henry Kimball,
Robichaux's bass player, were considered the finest readers among the city's bass players.
HEARTBEAT OF THE BAND
The drummer is the 'time-keeper" in the traditional band line up. His
instrument is the key to jazz rhythm. A good drummer can inspire other musicians
and, conversely, a bad drummer can ruin a band.
Early bands used a bass drum and one snare. Frequently, they were played
as separate instruments. Later, the snare drum was attached to, or set up beside the
bass drum. Eventually tom-toms, woodblocks, bells, cymbals and variously-pitched
small drums were added to the battery and drummers emerged as solists.
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Papa Jack Laine was a drummer and John Robichaux started out as a bass
drum player. Louis Cottrell Sr., was a great one and the model for generations of
New Orleans percussionists. A few other names in New Orleans drum history: Paul
Barbarin, Ray Bauduc, Baby Dodds, Chinee Foster, Booker T. Glass, Happy
Goldston, Minor Hall and Fred Hall, Monk Hazel, Robert Lewis, Sammy Penn,
Ernest Rogers, Tony Sargo, Joe Watkins, Abby and Alfred Williams, Cornelius
Tillman, Henry Zeno and Bill Willigan.
Instruments & Accessories: Drum sticks: Baby Dodds, Tony Spargo, Monk
Hazel, Edgar Mosely; Mallet-Emile Knox; Bones-.......... ; /Cowbell-Ram Hall;
Cymbal-Cie Frazier; Drum head-Henry Red Allen Sr.; Snare-Vic Leglise.
Tony Spargo (1897-1969)
Spargo played with Jack Laine's brass bands. He left for Chicago in 1916 to
become a founding member of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. With them, he
made the first jazz recording in 1917. After 1940 Spargo worked primarily out of
New York.
Warren "Baby" Dodds (1898-1959)
Dodds retains a reputation as one of New Orleans greatest drummers. He
played on the riverboats with his brother, clarinetist Johnny Dodds. He joined King
Oliver in Chicago in 1922 and lived the rest of his life there, although he traveled
frequently with many bands and made numerous recordings.
Ray Bauduc (1909-1991???)
Bauduc began playing professionally while still in high school. He worked
with many bands and musicians, but is best known as a founding member of Bob
Crosby's Bobcats (1935-1942)
Additional Text
Drums were perhaps the most unique and creative instruments in early jazz.
While other instruments went through relatively little change (save the addition of valves
on brass instruments and additional alternate fingerings on woodwinds), the use of the
snare drum and bass drum/cymbals, and the playing techniques of the percussive family
in general has continuously progressed and developed into our present day assemblage of
multi-percussion set ups, style and technique of interpreting and playing.
With the evolving of the brass and string band into the jazz band, we have seen
the number of percussion members decrease from three to one - from a snare drummer,
bass drummer and a cymbal player to a single trap drummer.
The style of drumming is what makes New Orleans jazz different, the bass drum
style is unique in brass bands, not only the style but the concept of cadential usage. The
use of wire brushes and the invention of the foot pedal and the high hat are spoken of as
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being New Orleans products. Early jazz did not use the high hat (it wasn't' developed yet)
and the snare was used more than the cymbal.
The names most frequently mentioned when one recalls early New Orleans jazz
drummers are 'Baby' Dodds and 'Zutty' Singleton, both excellent drummers. But who
where their influences and model? Who were the front runners in developing jazz
drumming style? The drummers whose names are mentioned most frequently are: John
MacMurray, Henry Martin, Louis Cottrell, Ernest Tripagnier, 'Red Happy' Bolton and
'Black Benny' Williams.
The early jazz drummers speak about the use of the snare drum and the use of a
press roll and not as much as using the ride cymbal. Ray Bauduc stated that all drummers
around New Orleans played press rolls because that was the style for jazz. Sal Gurerriez
recalled that "Leo Adde played the finest press roll." Fazola remarked to Gurerriez that
"not to play modern after beats, a little press roll, that's what I want." Also, there were
few drum solos in early jazz, mostly on the turn around or a break but no extended solos.
VOICE OF THE BAND
(glass case)
The Trombone
The first New Orleans jazz bands used the valve trombone but as
construction of the slide trombone improved and became more sophisticated, the
valve trombone became almost absolete. The trombone functions primarily is a
counterpoint to the trumpet or cornet in traditional style and varies in tone from a
gruff, growling sound to a smooth and mellow effect that 'holds' the notes.
The Trumpet
Buddy Bolden was the first horn man to earn the sobriquet "King." The title
passed in succession to Frreddie Keppard, Joe Oliver, and Louis Armstrong, who
was considered the all-time "King."
Instrument exhibited include: Trombones of: "Frog" Joseph, Santo Pecora
and Jim Robinson. Trumpets: Kid Rena and Paul Mares. Pictures include: J.
Bayerdroffer's Orchestra, Earl Humphrey and Louis Nelson.

Like the saxophone it is hard to put a date on the beginning of the use of the slide
trombone in early jazz bands. The slide trombone did appear in the opera orchestra at the
French Opera. (Even in Beethoven's time, prior to his using the trombone in his third
symphony, the instrument was used primarily in the opera orchestra and did not appear in
the symphonic orchestras and was not written for by Haydn, Mozart and their
contemporaries).
The baritone was used in the brass band as it had the same range as the trombone,
as was the valved trombone. There are pictures showing a band members holding this
instrument. A brass band musician could, if needed, perform on any of the brass
instruments - from the trumpet to the tuba - but one cannot pick up a slide trombone and
do the same. We know that when jazz bands entered vaudeville it was as show bands and
quasi clowns. The first jazz recording contained imitations of barn yard creatures and the
slide trombone was long noted for its capabilities of playing glissandos. During the
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1920's one of the main characteristics of jazz were the 'unusual' sounds of the trombone
performing a glissando. Was the slide trombone incorporated for its characteristic sliding
sound capability in the jazz band?
It is interesting to note that there was and are two styles of jazz trombone playing:
the tailgate trombone as exemplified by Kid Ory and the harmonic style of filling in the
missing harmony and playing a more sustained style.
From pictures of early jazz bands we see that both slide and valve trombones are
shown. Baptiste Delisle in the Robichaux Band of 1896 is shown holding a slide
trombone. In 1901 the Sam Morgan Band listed a slide trombone played by a Thomas
Miller, and we see a valve trombone held by a member of the Jimmy Palao Band , cc
1900. (see insert, Page 18)
The larger than traditional New Orleans area brass band was the 'Sweet Sixteen
Brass Band' from a small town a few miles down the Miss. River named Pointe A La
Hache. The band numbered 22 musicians which included piccolo and two clarinets but
no slide trombone. (see insert page 18)
Edward 'Chico' Claiborne circa 1900 played valve trombone in Jimmy Palao's
Band (remember Palao was a violinist).
Willie Cornish playing with Bolden's Band used a valve trombone around 1902.
In the Lockport, La. Brass Band's picture, there is both a valve and slide trombone - C.
1904. So probably around the turn of the 20th Century the brass bands and jazz bands
began using the slide trombone as their main trombone style.
FILLING IN THE FRONT LINE
(glass case)
The Saxophone
The saxophone was not used in the early New Orleans Jazz Bands. The reed
instruments came into being in the Nineteenth century, but was never a part of the
brass band tradition that heavily influenced early New Orleans jazz.
As New Orleans musicians traveled up the Mississippi River to Kansas City
and Chicago, they influenced the music of those cities, as well as picking up new
trends. When they began to drift home (as early as 1915) the saxophone came with
them. By 1920 most New Orleans bands had one or two saxophones or at least a clarinet
player doubling on saxophone. It gave a fuller sound to the traditional six or seven piece
group and was agreeable to dancers. It also gave some relief to over-worked trumpet and
cornet men.
Instruments on exhibition include: Clarinets of Edmond Hall, Sidney Bechet,
Louis Cottrell Jr., Joseph "Cornbread Thomas, Pete Fountain, Barney Bigard and Leon
Rappolo.
As to the use and inclusion of the clarinet and saxophone into the brass band.
New Orleans marching bands were influenced by the early and influential French
Napoleonic marching bands that included clarinet. In 1840's we see the entrance of the
saxophone into the brass marching band. Patrick Gilmore, after directing the Northern
Gulf Coast Bands during the Civil War, formed his concert band at the end of the war. It
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became one of the most popular musical groups in the world. He included a quartet of
saxophones in his band in the 1870s, as Sousa did in the 1880s.
Lyon and Healy was one of the only and first publishers to include, in 1881,
saxophones in their music catalogs.
The earliest I have found the saxophone mentioned in Louisiana is in the July 3,
1886 issue of the Donaldsonville Chief. In Donaldsonville, one of the best brass bands in
Louisiana had been in existence since 1875. On July 3, 1886 there appears the following
article in the paper:
"The Independent Brass Band (they were later to be called the Brass and Wind
Band), is about to add 6 new instruments to its outfit: two clarionets (sic: clarinets),
two French Horns, and two saxophones."
In the 'Chief' the editor always refers to the Independent Brass Band as the best
band in the state except in New Orleans. If this is true and a band in a country town some
30 miles up river from New Orleans adds saxophones there is a strong possibility that
some bands in New Orleans would have also added saxophones. Gilmore and Sousa
would have brought their bands to New Orleans prior to 1886 and would have included
saxes in their bands.
Also the influence of the Brown Brothers from Vaudeville had played in New
Orleans in 1911. Variety writes in the New Orleans column:
"The 5 Brown Brothers were a big hit with sax playing...The boys have wisely
chose selections and the way they can cut off a 'rag' on the instruments is a caution."
(Feb. 18, 1911)
While we know that there were piccolos in some of the early marching bands they
soon faded out of use and the use of the early model clarinet (the Albert system
fingering) was used. The main difference between the Albert and Boehm system are the
lower right hand keys. The Boehm system has four keys played with the 5th finger of the
right hand, the Albert system only two, which made alternate fingerings on some notes
impossible to play on the Albert system and an adjustment had to be made prior to those
notes in a musical passage.
FORMATIVE PERIOD
1910-1915
The most important aspects of New Orleans music in the period was its diversity,
the formation of new band styles. Cabarets used small bands for dancing. Jazz band
began to replace string bands and the orchestras. Musicians who had only played
occasionally found employment in the pleasure palaces of Storyville.
The older musicians - white, uptown blacks and Creoles of color - retained their
individual styles, but younger players were reinterpreting their music, adding new
rhythms and tempos. New bands were emerging. The Eagle Band, Imperial Orchestra,
Magnolia Orchestra, Olympia Orchestra, Peerless Band, Reliance Band, Fate Marable's
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Orchestra, Happy Schilling's Band, Silver Leaf Orchestra, Alex "King" Watzke's Band
and the Superior Band.
Though these groups dominated the era, a few individuals were gaining fame:
Jack Laine, Freddie Keppard, "Kid" Ory, Manuel Perez, John Robichaux, Sidney Bechet,
Edward Clem, Bunk Johnson, Frankie Dusen, George Baquet, "Big Eye" Louis Nelson,
A. J. Piron, "Happy" Schilling and Fate Marable.
Additional Text
While the jazz band evolved from the brass band and string band, it did not
replace either - it was the instrumentation that evolved along with the changing of styles.
It was the use of brass band instrumentation and string instruments that played together
that was of paramount importance. The style of the music was changing, as was the
instrumentation. The string band didn't have a standard instrumentation but the violin was
usually the leader
Like the Fischer's Band was called "Fischer's Military Ragtime Jazz Band, the
early sweet sounds of the string band (which could be from 2 to 6 or 7 pieces), because of
the addition to the more aggressive early jazz beat, became in sound a jazz band. The
string band became the jazz band. Most early string bands, while remaining the same
instrumentation and personnel, just changed their name when it was the fad for all dance
bands to use the term 'jazz.' For example, Claiborne Williams bands:
1897 - Claiborne String Band
1905 - Williams Orchestra
1916 - The Claiborne Band
1917 - Claiborne's Orchestra
1920 - Claiborne Jazz Band
1923 - Claiborne Williams Band

Just as the established combos of the 1950's added certain rock songs to their
repertoire, thus did the string bands add to their repertoire certain jazz sounds and
instruments to their band. Thus the position of the violin becomes an important factor in
jazz evolution.
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The earliest the name 'string band' appears in print in the Thibodaux Sentinel is
March 23, 1872. The earliest appearance in New Orleans was the Pelican String Band.
We find an early entry in the St. Tammany Farmer as they play a dance in Covington, La.
on August 7th, 1880.
This combining of the sweet music of the string band and the more martial loud
music of the brass band existed side by side in the 1890's. In the Richmond Planet of July
15, 1890, the two share time on an excursion, perhaps the string band playing more for
dancing and the brass band for listening concert music. The item:
"The Attacks Guard will run a grand excursion on Monday, July 14. The picnic
will be at Grannet Grove - among the attractions at the Grove will be a platoon drill
by the Petersburg and Richmond Soldiers. A full string and brass band will furnish
music."
This dual existence is amplified in another mentioning in the Savannah, Georgia
Weekly Echo of August 26, 1883:
"Mammoth excursion to Bluffton - Steamer Sylvan Glen Brass and String Bands
will be on board."
While the repertoire of the string band included the sweet waltzes and 'formal'
dance music they began to include other more modern and 'up' tempo songs such as
cakewalks and rags. In the Lexington, Kentucky Standard of January 27, 1900 we read:
"Hop and cakewalk at Ladies Hall, January 29th. Music will be furnished by
Casey's String Band."
These string bands included instruments from the string family: violins, guitars
and or banjos. The Olympia string band is photographed with all three. Some of the early
string bands in New Orleans include: the Tio-Doublet String Band, The Adam Oliver
Orchestra, Jimmy Palao String Band, The Silver Leaf Orchestra, The Peerless Orchestra
(all these early orchestras were also called string bands and it is not wise to put too much
faith in what the paper calls the musical ensemble, each of the above bands has been
called an orchestra and a string band at one time or another. Kid Ory's first band picture
includes a banjo and a violin.
In the Times Picayune of June 17, 1917 the birth of jazz is criticized. This appears
in the last paragraph of an article entitled "Jazz & Jazzism. The attitude of this paragraph
is the reason that little information about early jazz can be found in the local New
Orleans Newspaper, the Times Picayune:
"In the matter of the jazz, New Orleans is particularly interested, since it has been
widely suggested that this particular form of musical vice had its birth in this city - that it
came, in fact, from doubtful surroundings in our slums. We do not recognize the honor of
parenthood, but with such a story in circulation, it behooves us to be last to accept the
atrocity in polite society, and where it has crept in we should make it a point of civic
honor to suppress it. Its musical value is nil, and its possibilities of harm are great."
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We do find other articles written on the subject of early jazz. In the March 1917
Ragtime Review we read an article entitled "What is a Jazz Band?
"The much-talked of Jazz Band has created no little excitement since they were
given the positions of the so-called legitimate musicians. But the real truth is that the
average musician and the general public do not know what a Jazz Band is and why they
have been so named. First I might ask that you, dear reader, make a search in your
dictionary and see if you can find the word Jazz. You will then be convinced that there is
no such word, and you will not find one person out of one hundred that could tell you
what the word meant other than it is a slang word of the underworld. To those who are
one-step and fox-trot crazed the word when mentioned will at once express the style of
music that is most desired, and if asked to explain what kind of music this refers to and
you were forced to eliminate the word 'Jazz" you would at once say: "Oh, the kind with
that er-a-" and for lack of words begin snapping your fingers and go through the fox-trot
step in order to impress upon you questioner your meaning.
It is known fact that the negro possesses a different rhythm from any other
nationality and that he has the natural ability to apply this rhythmical swing to anything
that he is capable of doing, and more so if he finds enjoyment in his undertaking. Some
of the best business musicians of the white race are at a loss to understand why there is
such a vast difference in the way they play a rag number and the way their colored
brother plays the same rag. The secret is that one plays the music note for note, and in a
mechanical manner while the other will improvise at times and be governed by his own
ideas as to his style of playing. He will almost unconsciously pay as much, if not more
attention to the musicians surrounding him than he does the music. The result is that by
each man following this method they soon learn to quickly grasp the other fellow's
rhythm. Did you ever hear a colored bunch play out of time? You may have, but I dare
say that they were not playing a rag.
In New Orleans the white people wanted that certain rhythm to be played at their
dances, and for a while they could not find enough colored musicians to supply their
demands. The white musicians at once started to try and play like the "jigs" and finally
there were many with a good ear and a fair understanding of music to not only equal, but
surpass the standard that was required to meet the demands of the dancing public. Still
they were known as dance orchestras. A would-be cafe proprietor, in order to outshine
the lesser lights of the cabaret world, went to New Orleans and imported five white boys
that were at that time engaged at the Pup Cafe. They set the town afire with noise and
when the smoke cleared away it was found that they could not read, but were a bunch of
good fakirs.
They were heralded as the "real Jazz band" playing "real southern Jazz." The real
southern Jazz" was nothing more nor less than a few of those darky melodies played as
raggy as possible with each man slurring and making as many discords as they could
while slipping and sliding to the melody of whatever they were trying to play.
The public went wild over them for a short while. It appeared strange that there
were no musicians in Chicago that played the new kind of Jazz music. Someone asked
for one of the latest popular melodies, and right there they died.
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The boys got together and started to playing all the "Blues" they could find and
the result was that the public at once arrived at the conclusion that there were musicians
right here that could play that wonderful Jazz music, hence the cabaret that has not a Jazz
Band these days is not considered up-to-date, and the musicians that these Jazz bands are
composed of are some of our best business musicians who are playing Jazz music and
don't know it.
The next Jazz Band you have the pleasure of hearing will convince you that my
argument is plausible. They are like eggs, some good and some bad."
Joseph Gorham was responsible for bringing jazz to Chicago. In the April 26,
1919 Literary Digest we read of his discovery of a New Orleans Band and of the details
of bringing this and other musicians to Chicago:
"Mr. Gorham, the man who introduced "jazz" to Chicago, whence it spread to
New York and the East, Came to New Orleans five years ago (Sic: 1914) to direct the
Grunewald winter amusement features. Not long after his arrival he was halted as he was
walking along Canal Street by the discordant, yet strangely harmonious and amazing
efforts of a group of performers operating instruments identified by their appearance
more than their melodies as a trombone, a clarinet, a cornet, and a drum. Such results on
those instruments Mr. Gorham, who is a theatrical man of wide experience, had never
heard.
The perspiring, rapid-fire musicians were most energetically and successfully
advertising a prize-fight, the announcement of which was borne by the wagon which
carried the players from corner to corner.
Mr. Gorham, observing the grinning faces, the snapping fingers, and the patting
feet of the crowd that gathered around the wagon, was soon himself swaying to the
barbaric tune.
It was then he scented that ever-eagerly sought "something new." To the prizefight and on the streets he followed his hunch and soon he was convinced. The players
were then known, he found out, as "Brown's Orchestra."
Last week Mr. Gorham dug out from his trunk a four-year-old notebook, in which
he displayed the memorandum: "Brown's band, good rag orchestra, can't read music,
1108 Camp Street." That was before the connecting of the word "jazz" with the wild
harmony. The leader of the players was Raymond Lopez, the cornetist. The others were
Tom Brown, trombone; Gus Mueller, Clarinet, and William Lambert.
In the season of 1915-1916, Mr. Gorham arranged for the band to play in Lamb's
Cafe in Chicago. They appeared there as "Brown's Band from Dixieland."
Soon afterward "jazz" came into its own, and has remained there ever since. The
account continues, quoting Mr. Gorham:
The boys had been there hardly a week before I got a wire from the management
of Lamb's asking me to take them off their hands. It explained that their music was too
noisy and wasn't taking at all. I wired back, as Lamb's is rather a small place, for them to
tone down a little and try again. Lopez wrote me, much discouraged over his first efforts.
All of his boys were nice young fellows, who never before had been away from New
Orleans. I wrote him in reply just to ease up a bit and keep going.
They did. And soon Lamb's was turning people away from its doors in droves.
Lopez and his band stayed there thirty-three weeks.
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Then, under the direction of Harry Fitzgerald, they went to New York. For a
while, they played there in vaudeville, and later went to Reisenweber's, where I
understand they are still playing.
Lopez was the cornetist who first muted his instrument with a derby hat and Tom
Brown used the same idea on his trombone.
It was not long before all over the North and East imitators of the New Orleans
boys were springing up. Largely they were educated musicians, and while they iterated,
to my mind they have never been able to achieve the effects obtained by players who
can't read a note of music.
Now plans are under way to take the 'jazz' bands to the Alhambra Theater in
London, and it will be a sure enough "jazz" band from Dixie, not one of the imitations.
Those boys, who were making around $15 and $20 a week on the streets of New
Orleans, are now earning $50, $75, and $100 in various places over the country.
I've got two of them here now under my notice and am arranging to send one to
the Vernon Country Club in Los Angeles.
So, heated has become the controversy among the pioneers of "jazz," we read,
that in Harlem recently it was necessary for the police to take a hand when two rival
bands met outside the Alhambra Theater in New York. This is one side of the argument,
as attributed to Bert Kelly, who claims the distinction of having coined the expression
"jazz band"
The phrase "jazz band" was first used by Bert Kelly in Chicago in the fall of
1915, and was unknown in New Orleans. In March, 1916, the first New Orleans band of
cornet, clarinet, trombone, drums and piano arrived in Chicago to play in Lamb's Cafe. It
was called "Brown's Band from Dixieland." The band was brought from New Orleans on
recommendation of Frisco, who was then dancing in Lamb's Cafe. (Note they did not use
the "Jazz Band" name) The band consisted of Tom Brown, trombone (now with Bert
Kelly's Jazz Band); Raymond Lopez, cornet (now with Blossom Seeley); Gus Mueller,
clarinet, United Stated Army; William Lambert, drums, United States Army.
This was the first and by far the best band that ever came from New Orleans. Gus
Mueller, clarinet, player, joined Kelly in the spring of 1916 and was placed at White
City, Chicago, with the following combination: Gus Mueller, clarinet; C. O. Brush,
banjo; Fred Miller, saxophone; Jack O'Neill, piano, and Fred Oxenius, drums. At this
time Harry Jame's meteoric career as a cafe manager was starting, and he was in charge
of the Boosters' Club in the Hotel Morrison, Chicago, and had a ladies' orchestra playing
for his dancing.
Kelly approached him with a proposition to furnish him with better music, James
agreed, raised his prices, and printed cards for his tables reading: "On account of the big
expense of hiring Bert Kelly's Jazz Band for the entertainment of our patrons, it has been
necessary to raise the prices as follows," etc.
This was in the fall of 1916, and the band from White City was the first band ever
to be advertised as a "jazz" band. It was a big success, and in the spring of 1917 James
sent to New Orleans for the Original Dixieland Jazz Band and insisted upon their using
the words "Jazz Band."
This was in 1917, and the original Dixieland Jazz Band was the first New Orleans
band to use the term, while Bert Kelly used it in 1915. Bert Kelly had about twenty
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orchestras known as Bert Kelly's Jazz Band, and when the Dixieland arrived they adopted
their name of "Original Dixieland Jazz Band."
(Sic: Larry Gushee has found the use of the word jazz in an advertisement in a
San Franciso newspaper in 1912) The adv. given below appeared in the 1914 issue of
Variety. It also uses the word jazz but in a more generic way.)
With the popularity of jazz rising we find a number of articles in 1919 that
attempt to give the meaning of the word "jazz." its origin, and other facts on the history
of jazz and the jazz band. An interesting account is given in the April 26, 1919 Literary
Digest. It is an explanation of jazz entitled: "A Negro Explains Jazz:"
"The latest international word seems to be "jazz." It is used almost exclusively in
British papers to describe the kind of music and dancing - particularly dancing imported from America, thereby arousing discussions, in which bishops do not disdain to
participate, to fill all the papers. While society once "ragged," they now "jazz." In this
country, though we have been tolerably familiar with the word for two years or more, we
still try to pursue its mysterious origins. lieut. James Reese Europe, late of the MachineGun Battalion of the 15th Regiment, tells Mr. Grenville Vernon, of the New York
Tribune, that the word comes from Mr. Razz, who led a band in New Orleans some
fifteen years ago and whose fame is perpetuated in a somewhat modified form. .....Lieut.
Europe says:
"I believe that the term "jazz' originated with a band of four pieces which was
found about fifteen years ago in New Orleans, and which was known as 'Razz's Band."
(Sic: that would be 1904) This band was of truly extraordinary composition. It consisted
of a barytone horn, a trombone, a cornet, and an instrument made out of the chinaberrytree. This instrument is something like a clarinet, and is made by the southern Negroes
themselves. Strange to say, it can be used only while the sap is in the wood, and after a
few weeks' use has to be thrown away. It produces a beautiful sound and is worthy of
inclusion in any band or orchestra. I myself intend to employ it soon in my band. The
four musicians of Razz's Band had no idea at all of what they were playing; they
improvised as they went along, but such was their innate sense of rhythm that they
produced something which was very taking. From the small cafes of New Orleans they
graduated to the St. Charles Hotel, and after a time to the Winter Garden, in New York,
where they appeared, however, only a few days, the individual musicians being grabbed
up by various orchestras in the city. Somehow in the passage of time Razz's Band got
changed into "Jazz Band." and from this corruption arose the term 'jazz.'
"The Negro loves anything that is peculiar in music, and this 'jazzing' appeals to
him strongly. It is accomplished in several ways. With the brass instruments we put in
mutes and make a whirling motion with the tongue, at the same time blowing full
pressure. With wind instruments we pinch the mouthpiece and blow hard. This produces
the peculiar sound which you all know. To us it is not discordant, as we play the music as
it is written, only that we accent strongly in this manner the notes which originally would
be without accent. It is natural for us to do this; it is, indeed, a racial musical
characteristic. I have to call a daily rehearsal of my band to prevent the musicians from
adding to their music more than I wish them to. Whenever possible they all embroider
their parts in order to produce new, peculiar sounds. Some of these effects are excellent
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and some are not, and I have to be continually on the lookout to cut out the results of my
musicians' originality."
The news from Paris is so filled with weightier matters and the French papers are
so much less loquacious than our Anglo-Saxon ones on the lighter sides of life that, until
the Lieutenant speaks, we haven't heard of the impression jazz has made on the French:
"I recall one incident in particular. From last February to last August 1st. had
been in the trenches, in command of my machine-gun squad. I had been through the
terrific general attack in Champagne when General Gouraud annihilated the enemy by his
strategy and finally put an end to their hopes of victory, and I had been through many a
smaller engagement. I can tell you that music was one of the things furthest from my
mind when one day, just before the Allied Conference in Paris, on August 18th, Colonel
Hayward came to me and said:
"Lieutenant Europe, I want you to go back to your band and give a single concert
in Paris."
........Everywhere we gave a concert (they stayed for 8 weeks) it was a riot, but the
supreme moment came in the Tuleries Gardens when we gave a concert in conjunction
with the greatest bands in the world - the British Grenadiers' Band, the band of the Garde
Rupublicain, and the Royal Italian Band. My band, of course, could not compare with
any of these, yet the crowd, and it was such a crowd as I never saw anywhere else in the
world, deserted them for us. We played to 50,000 people at least, and, had we wished it,
we might be playing yet.
"After the concert was over the leader of the band of the Garde Republicain came
over and asked me for the score of one of the jazz compositions we had played. He said
he wanted his band to play it. I gave it to him, and the next day he again came to see me.
He explained that he couldn't seem to get the effects I got, and asked me to go to a
rehearsal. I went with him. The great band played the composition superbly - but he was
right; the jazz effects were missing. I took an instrument and showed him how it could be
done, and he told me that his own musicians felt sure that my band had used special
instruments. Indeed, some of them, afterward attending one of my rehearsals, did not
believe what I had said until after they had examined the instruments used by my men."
I believe the above paragraph illustrate the most important jazz element - not
syncopation, harmony, improvising, etc. but - jazz interpretation. All the elements of
jazz are found in other music but not the way or the interpretation of how to feel and play
jazz, written or not.
What was it like to hear a jazz band for the first time back in 1919? An article in
the August 1, 1919 Music Record gives us the answer:
A JAZZ BAND CONCERT by Francesco Berger - Not many weeks ago I had my
first experience of a Jazz Band, while taking afternoon-tea in a well-known West End
tea-room (Sic: This location is on the South Shore of Lake Pontchartrain, 12 miles north
of New Orleans.) I had not gone there in quest of the band, so that when its strident noise
burst upon my unprepared ears, it fell on virgin soil, and was a complete surprise to me.
In describing its effect (not much modified by subsequent hearings) I need
scarcely affirm that I am not an agent, paid to "boom" this class of entertainment. It is
already far too popular to need advertising at my hands. Neither have I any desire to
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exclaim against it, on the ground of its being coarse, or unmusical, or inartistic. I shall
confine myself to putting into words what I thought and felt at the time, and what I think
and feel since.
It was one of the strongest and strangest experiences I have undergone in an
extended life, during which I have listened to much that was good, to more that was bad,
and to most that was indifferent. It produced an impression that was not quite pleasant,
but not entirely unpleasant, a sort of comical mixture of both. Not being a frequenter of
American drinking-bars, and never having tasted a real American drink, I can only guess
what a copious draught of one of their cunningly concocted iced drinks would taste like
on a swelteringly hot day. But I imagine that it would produce on the palate sensations
akin to those produced on the ear by a Jazz Band. Pleasurable though staggering, making
it difficult to recover one's breath, defying analysis, repellent at the outset, but
magnetically fascinating.
This Jazz Band played remarkably well, with exaggerated coloring, it must be
owned, but with tremendous spirit and "go," accompanied by a perfectly incongruous
row, produced from a number of noise-emitting articles which cannot be called musical
instruments. Its members comprised a very clever pianist, a clever violinist, two excellent
banjoists, a concertina-player, a cornet-player, and a "utility man" who performed on a
side drum, a big drum, cymbals, triangle, a tinkling hand-bell, a deep-toned large one, a
dinner gong, a rattle, a railway whistle, a motor hooter, and a few more deafening things.
They play a tune which may or may not be trans-Atlantic, but is always of a
popular type, and they play it two or three times over, varying it occasionally by
ingenious fioriture on piano or violin. And a remarkable feature of their performance is
the abrupt transition from noisiest fortissimo to softest pianissimo, or vice versa, with
very little, if any, intermediate crescendo or diminuendo. During the soft parts the "utility
man" is silent, and you begin to hope he has gone home; but, with the first recurrence of a
tutti he is back again, and, like a giant refreshed by rest, resumes his labours with
redoubled energy. He appears to have little respect for rhythm, but strikes, hits, blows,
bumps, rings, and bangs whenever "he darned chooses." Yet, whatever his vagaries may
have been during a piece, however much he may appear to have "set up business on his
own," he is never being-hand nor before at the finish. And I noticed that the tea-drinking
audience applauded all the more when the Finale was the maddest of all mad orgies of
row. They would not feel they had been sufficiently "jazzed" if a piece ended without a
hurricane and a thunderbolt.
The unanimity of accord which, in spite of ear-splitting noise, this band is able to
maintain, is one of the marvels of it all. Not one of the players loses his head, not one of
them is careless of his part, each is as conscientious a performer as though playing a
Concerto in Queen's Hall. And when, after the final crash of a piece, you look round for
the debris, and are preparing to count the dead and wounded on the ground, you find the
players mentally, if not physically, as cool as cucumbers, tuning their instruments for
their next encounter, or exchanging with one another critical remarks on Puccini or
Debussy. I fancy, by their smiles, that they occasionally indulge in delicate stories from
club-land.
I am not certain whether this particular band is better than, or inferior to, others
now before the public, but I can scarcely imagine one that could excel it in precision of
ensemble, in extravagant coloring, or in noisy exuberance. When, on other occasions, I
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have had cherished ideals shattered by novel experiences, it was the music or the
performer that thrilled and overpowered. But this Jazz business is quite foreign to
anything else, quite unique. The piano and violin music is full of prominent accents and
plaintive syncopations, the banjos give to it a penetrating buzzing accompaniment, and
the eruptions from the "utility man" are so unexpected, that the ensemble becomes a
medley of recognizable and unrecognizable rhythm, a blend of uncongenial elements,
bewildering, exasperating, and yet appealing. Your sensations are being "brushed by
machinery." Your familiar codes and laws are defied and upset. Your terra ferma is
withdrawn. You are adrift on an unexplored ocean. The anchor of your traditions, but
which you held so reliantly, has failed you. Whether you will ever reach sunlit meadows
and shady groves, whether you will ever again safely tread the highroads which your
forefathers trod before you, is a question which only time, the inscrutable, can solve.
Having occasion to speak of a Jazz band to an American friend, I thought I was
flattering his nationality when I described it as "an admirable performance of profaned
art." He promptly replied: "I do not claim for it that it is what has hitherto passed for high
art. But you must admit that it has one quality in which much old-world music is sadly
wanting, and that is 'character.' It is thoroughly representative of Americanism; as free
from conventionality and from 'schools' as my country is free from ancient history and
slavery. Better stuff would probably be tamer. It is out of material such as this, brimful of
spontaneous national manner, that your refined methods and artificial mannerisms have
been evolved. If you take from it what is so obviously its own, including its crudity, you
rob it of its distinctive quality; it becomes ordinary, often-told, undesirable." And he was
not far wrong.
The pianist in this particular Jazz band is so accomplished an artist that I
remarked to him: "But you are far too good a musician to be doing this sort of thing. How
is it you are here?"
"I suppose," he replied, "you mean that I ought to be doing 'the legitimate.' Well, I
tried that when I first married. I played in public, I accompanied singers, and I gave a
lesson when I found a pupil who would come and take it. And I earned thirty shillings a
week. Then I took to this. When my afternoon's work is finished at six o'clock, I have a
similar engagement somewhere else from nine to eleven, and I earned twenty pounds a
week. I have a wife and two children to support. Do you blame me? When I shall have
saved enough to afford myself the luxury, I shall go back to 'the legitimate' and to
starvation."
Jazz progressed and developed into a refined, very musical style. The 'old' style
was replaced by the ''symphonic jazz band." One of the most important concerts was
given by Paul Whiteman in 1924 in New York. On this concert, and actually the opening
band, was a collection of five musicians displaying the 'old' style of jazz as heard on the
first jazz record made by the ODJB. During its introduction to Chicago the ODJB was a
big hit and became very famous. But only ten years later their style of jazz was archaic.
The review of the concert is found in the national magazines. It is interesting how this
group playing the 'old' jazz was reviewed. First in "Arts & Decorations of Feb. of 1924
we read:
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"Whiteman began the concert with 'The Livery Stable Blues,' a piece of
Hogarthian humor as legitimate and vivid in expression as the more classical Till
Eulenspiegel with his thumb ever to his nose."
The magazine "Musical America" remarked:
"Mr. Whiteman's plan was in a manner of speaking historical. It begin with an
example of jazz as it was in its wild, bad days. This was the "Livery Stable Blues." A
group of uninhibited young men with sundry instruments went through a number of
contortions, made saxophones and trombones sob and shriek, told unmentionable secrets
in accends of acid vehemence. It was exciting, and very stupid."
Not a very flattering write-up but this seemed to be the opinion of these times of
very sophisticated jazz. In the March, 1924 issue of "Sheet Music News we read a review
by Deems Taylor:
"First a jazz band of the now obsolete pre-war type piano, cornet, trombone and
clarinet-played the 'Livery Stable Blues,' as a sort of horrible example, with the acrobatic,
and tonal contortions that have done so much to make 'jazz' a synonym for vulgarity
among the musical elect."
Finally in the "Flutist" magazine of Feb, 1925 we read:
"The opening number of the program in front of the curtain with clarinet, trumpet
and trombone playing the earliest form of jazz was a scream. The writer laughed until
tears filled his eyes."
This comparison of early jazz to the current jazz of the Whiteman era must have
seen like night and day. In ten short years jazz became very respectable not only in the
U.S. but a large devotees in Europe among them the leading classical composers of the
era.
THE JAZZ FUNERAL
A NEW ORLEANS TRADITION
Although the funeral procession is one of the duties of the traditional jazz
band, it is the ultimate ceremony band central to the religious and musical
contention of the black community. The ceremonial formula established prior to
1900, enjoyed great popularity for the next twenty years existing as a grass root
phenomenon in a variety of neighborhoods. Initially the jazz funeral was not as
exclusively black custom but enjoyed a brief practice in the white community.
During the jazz funeral revival in the 1950s, the custom was no longer isolated to
one group but stressed instead the ceremony's symbolism of jazz history and
tradition.
The band heads the cortege in the funeral and its performance is never
indecent or inappropriate but adds a formal and decorum to the ceremonial
farewell. The jazz funeral epitomizes the epitary of Christian death at the height of
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sadness over loss there is reason to rejoice in the prospect of eternal life. The music
of the jazz band dominates the emotion of the funeral and thus burial becomes, not
a fearful, private act but is a public occasion. Each band individualizes the
arrangements of well known hymns and dirges to maximize the musical heritage of
its members. The crowds are small, and since each instrument is audible, technical
proficiency is required of each musician.
The basic jazz funeral consists of an assembly at a neighborhood lodges, with
the band at the head of the procession of standard bearers and lodge members. A
dirge is then played to set the mood of morning moving the procession to the
deceased's church accompanied by familiar hymns and slow marches. After
ceremonies the band lead the way to the cemetery playing dirges and hymns. Once
at the grave site, the musicians form a corridor for the hearse, and a drum roll
accompanies this final procession known as the "turning the body lose." A solemn
hymn of farewell ends the graveside music. The band retreats a respectful distance
from the cemetery and begins playing spirited marches and popular songs,
accompanied by celebration and spontaneous street dancing. This tribute is the final
act of respect for the deceased provided a break to the solemnity of the occasion and
emphasizing its social aspect. Most importantly the band reaffirms through music
the Christian promise of everlasting life.
Pictures include: Funeral of Alcide "Slow Drag" Pavageau; Alphonse Picou
Funeral and the Eureka Brass Band.

Additional Text
Marching Band and Country Funerals
When asked about whether or not the tradition of having marching bands played
for funerals in the country or whether it was a New Orleans tradition only came up, it was
said that it was a custom only in the city. This is not true. While there were some country
towns (Point a la Hache for example) did not have their town band play for a marching
funeral, they did play for the funeral service, but, there was no need for a procession as
the cemetery was right next to the church. This was the placing in many of the country
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towns surrounding New Orleans. When the cemetery was further from the church or
when the body might be brought from another place, there were funeral processions and
use of the brass band to play dirges, etc. in the Donaldsonville Chief of Sept. 5, 1874 we
find the following article:
"The death Mr. Desire Fernander, a popular and estimable young colored man,
has caused a deep feeling of sorrow among his numerous friends and relatives, as
attested by the large concourse that followed his remains to the tomb Thursday
evening. St. Joseph Brass Band was in the procession and played dirges as the
mournful cavalcade moved toward the Catholic cemetery, where the deceased was
interred. Peace to his ashes."
In the May 11th, 1866 issue of the Thibodaux paper we find a brief statement
stating that: "Catholic funeral processions seem to be custom."
Oct. 26, 1872
"Funeral of Alfred St. Martin - fireman - The hearse, preceded by St. Joseph
Band, playing appropriate music, proceeded to St. Joseph's Church followed by the
members of his family, the mayor and members of town council."
Five other mentions of a funeral in Donaldsonville are given below with music
being a part of the funeral:
Don. Chief - July 19, 1874
"One of the dirges played by the Silver Cornet Band at the Funeral of Mr. Louis
Ferrier last Monday, was practiced by them for the first time the evening previous,
yet the universal comment was that it was played to perfection. There is not a band in
the state that can excel the Silver Cornet in rapid mastery or faultless execution of a
piece of music."
We find evidence of funerals in the countryside that use music. Such is the case of
a funeral mentioned in the Thibodaux paper:
A Country Funeral
April 17, 1875
"Death of John F. Link:
About noon on Tuesday last, Mr. John F. Link departed this life after a long and
painful illness from bronchitis, a disease with which he has been afflicted for a
number of years. During the latter portion of last week, Mr. Link showed sighs of
convalescence, and it was hoped by his friends that he would recover at least his
former health, but, alas! their expectation were not to be realized. On Monday the
patient suffered a relapse, and on Tuesday breathed his last, at the age of 50 years. He
died calmly and was perfectly resigned to his fate, welcoming death as a happy
release from the tortures of the ailment which made every respiration difficult and
painful. The funeral took place Wednesday afternoon, and was largely attended. The
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procession formed at the residence of the deceased, at three o'clock, and moved to the
Catholic Church in the following order: 1-The St. Cecile Brass band, 2- Flag-bearers
of Ascension Hook and Ladder Company, supported by a deputation from Phoenix
Fire Company, 3-Ascension Hook and Ladder Co., drawing their truck, upon which
was borne the coffin of the deceased member of the organization, 4- members of
Phoenix Fire Co. and a throng of citizens. The ceremonies at the church and at the
tomb were solemn and imposing, befitting the mournful occasion, and as the last and
burial rites were ended, a silent multitude of the dead man's friends turned away with
a heartfelt sigh for his loss and a corresponding wish that his soul might find rest in
the great hereafter."
Donaldsonville Chief Sept. 4,1880
"Death of Mrs. Wilkerson. Ind. Band were present."
Don. Chief-July 23, 1881
"Death of R. J. Duhe - funeral which takes place at 5:00 this evening...the St.
Joseph Band will also attend."
Don. Chief-Nov. 5, 1881
"Death of Solomon Weinschenck - funeral - headed by the St. Joseph Brass Band
"(a Hebrew rite given)
Don. Chief-Dec. 22, 1883
"Mr. Casimir Martin, a well known colored citizen of our town, died last Tuesday
morning, at the age of 54 years and was buried the same evening. He was a member
of Blue Bucket Fire Co. and the funeral was conducted under the auspices of that
organization. The long procession which followed the remains to the Catholic
Cemetery was headed by the St. Joseph Brass Band."
All of the following are taken from the Don. Chief:
July 11, 1885
"John O'Malley funeral, was very largely attended. Phoenix Fire Co., of which the
deceased was a member secretary, led the procession, headed by the St. Joseph Brass
Band."
April 5, 1890
"Death of Frederick Duffel
"The obsequies were conducted by the Sons of Veterans and that command
leading the mournful process to the church and cemetery. Carriages containing the
children and nearest relatives of the deceased followed immediately behind the
remains, then came the Phoenix Brass Band, playing dirges."
The following two items were in the Thibodaux Sentinel:
March 24, 1910
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"Funeral of Mrs. V. O. Prudhomme of Lockport. The lady's funeral was very
largely attended, the Catholic Church being not large enough to accommodate the
concourse. A brass band escorted the remains to the grave."
A comparison between the policies of the military marching band and the funeral
band in a military ceremony when the soldiers are marched in review.
"The troops are drawn up in line of battle and the order 'Parade Rest' given by
each Captain to his command. The band 'starts off,' that is, marches down and back in
front of the regiment, playing slowly down and a quick step back,"
I am not fully suggesting that the military ceremony was the ancestor of Black
funeral tradition but only that parallels can be drawn from the past. Perhaps this repeated
military ceremony, observed many times in occupied New Orleans, did leave an
impression on marching bands and their tradition. The city was exposed to a large
amount of military ceremonies not usual in other Southern cities and New Orleans was
exposed to the charisma of Patrick Gilmore, the great band leader.
Using music in a funeral procession is not new nor indigenous to New Orleans.
Nor is it correct to say that the use of music for a funeral was only used in New Orleans.
It was used in a number of smaller country towns surrounding the city. It mostly
depended on whether the cemetery was right next to the church as St. Thomas was in
Point a la Hache. I have not run across any town surrounding New Orleans that did not
have a brass band.
LEADING HARMONY
The Pianist
New Orleans jazz bands did not use pianos until 1915. The main reason for this
omission was the necessary inability of the early bands that played in street parades in
advertising wagons at private parties, picnics, and for dances in balls that were primarily
used for meetings. Until 1815 the piano was a solo instrument. Jelly Roll Morton was the
best known of the New Orleans piano players but even he confessed that the greatest was
Tony Jackson who composed hundreds of songs while playing at the best "houses" in
Storyville, Steve Lewis was another outstanding pianist. Also playing throughout the
1920s were Frank Amacker, Chris Galliard, Joe James, Dink Johnson, Richard M. Jones,
Johnny Miller, Fats Pichon, Henry Ragas, Joe Robichaux, Burnell and Foster Santiago,
Fred Washington, Clarence Williams, Spencer Williams, Udell Wilson and Roy
Zimmerman.
"The piano offers more possibilities than other instruments used in jazz. It is not
limited to playing one note at a time, as are the horns. It cannot only produce rhythm but
also harmonize this rhythm at the same time. It can not only give the harmonies as can
the bass viol, but also connect them with a multitude of melodic and chord possibilities."
Joachin Berdendt in "The New Jazz Book." 1959
Pictures include: Manuel Manetta, Armand Hug, Fats Pichon, Alton Purnell,
Stanley Mendelson and Tony Jackson
Additional Text
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Perhaps the least known, least researched but most important historically
speaking are the early jazz pianists, both male and female. We do have a list of the piano
'professors' of Storyville, a large list of approximately. 31 names.
From the Civil War to the evolution of jazz, the popular ensemble in America was
the brass band. It was used for most every social function including dancing. When
smaller parties were given and the brass band would be too large and too loud a group,
either a small ensemble was used or a solo pianists. Most young ladies played piano as it
was included in their formal education. In New Orleans there was also a very active
social life which included classical concerts and the opera, many of the musicians being
from Europe.
Thus the violin was also a very popular instrument and one that many Creoles
played, as well as the early slaves, many times making their own instruments. There are
many accounts of slaves playing the violin and renting out their services to those in want
of music. The 1791 census lists three violinists living in New Orleans; Juan Luis
Casbergne, Valentin Federico and Luis Dreux. Casbergne, who died in 1809, would have
been 48 in 1797, and must have been playing at a younger age. Concerts by violinist
began with the first program extant, Dec. 17, 1805 with Desforges and Baroque
performers, plus strings that appeared in the accompanying orchestra, so there were a
number of violinists and string players available at this time. The change from either a
large orchestra or brass band meant musically there were not enough instruments to carry
the complete chordal part, thus the need for a chordal instrument, which meant piano,
guitar, mandolin, accordion or banjo. There are records of accordions in these early
groups as well as guitars, mandolins and when available, pianos. Pianos were many times
played by women. In the groups that followed the evolutionary process from large
orchestra and brass bands to smaller groups and prior to the jazz groups were called
string bands, the instrumentation of a string band never standardized and many times like
the early jazz groups, it depended on which musicians were available. These string bands,
playing mostly for small parties and private dances were not loud in volume but could
and did play the popular songs of the day and the older repertoire of dance tunes. In
researching these string bands, I find that there development takes place after the Civil
War when the sentimental ballads dominated popular music. Songs like "Whispering
Hope,' 'Sweet Genevieve' and 'I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen.' The violin was the
most appropriate instrument to sing the emotional content of these songs.
The other influence on the popular song scene was the Minstrel Show, and the use
of the banjo, tambourine, etc. The string band seems to be a combing of these two
ensembles. So the evolution of jazz is from the brass bands to the string bands and by
adding a cornet to a string band we have the beginnings of the early jazz bands. These
string bands with a chordal instrument, be it piano, guitar or accordion, led to the mixed
instruments of the early jazz bands which included the violin and the piano, when
available.
Pops Foster recalls in his youth the string trio playing for a fish fry:
"The fish fry that had the best band was the one that would have the best crowd.
The band was usually a string trio of mandolin, guitar and bass and sometimes violin.
String trios would get a whole lot of jobs around New Orleans where they wanted soft
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music. Some groups were big stars on the mandolin and would draw a crowd to a fish fry.
Buddy Kyle was one of them who played a whole lot of mandolin and was very hard to
book. He played a lot of jazz. Elmer Snowden played banjo like Buddy played mandolin.
It was a lot more pleasure for me to play in the string trio than in the brass band .. ..There
were a lot of string trios around playing street corners, fish frys, lawn parties and private
parties."
UP THE RIVER
New Orleans jazz musicians began traveling to other parts of the states and
the country as early as 1902. In Louisiana; Buddy Bolden's band went by train to
Baton Rouge and other cities to play for picnics and excursion outings. They
frequently presented short concerts at train depots along the way.
The Mississippi River riverboats usually employed bands for dancing. The
Steamer "JS" wintered in New Orleans, but traveled as far as St. Paul, Minnesota
in the summer. The "JS" was replaced by the "Sidney" in 1911. The "Sidney" plied
the river until 1920 when it was succeeded by the "Capitol." Fate Marable had the
orchestra on the "Sidney," and "Capitol" and used among others: Louis
Armstrong, Johnny and Baby Dodds, "Pops" Foster, Johnny St. Cyr, Bebe Ridgely,
Henry Kimball, Boyd Atkins and Joe Howard.
Bass player Bill Johnson moved to California in 1909 and was probably more
instrumental than any other musician in getting the home-based New Orleanians
jobs in other parts of the U. S. Johnson got Freddie Keppard to join him in
California in 1912. George Baquet, Dink Johnson, Eddie Vinson and Leon Williams
went with Keppard and they formed the Original Creole Orchestra. This band
toured on the Orpheum Theater circuit and reached Chicago about 1913
"Bunk" Johnson joined the P. G. Loral Circus band in 1900 which toured
the southwest and even California by 1905.
Ed "Montudie" Garland went on a two year tour with a vaudeville group in
1912 around the midwest. The group ended up in Chicago where Garland was
joined by fellow New Orlean's musicians Roy Palmer, Louis Keppard, Lawrence
Duhe, Sugar Johnny Smith, Fred "Tubby" Hall and Herb Lindsey.
Tom Brown, trombonist, took the first band that was billed as a "jazz" band
to Chicago in 1915, moved to New York the next year and resettled in New Orleans
in the mid-1920.s
In 1916, Stein's Dixieland Jazz Band went to Schiller's Cafe in Chicago. The
personnel were Alcide Nunez, Clarinet; Eddie Edwards, trombone; Henry Ragas,
piano; Nick LaRocca, cornet and Johnny Stein, drums. Later Harry Shields and
Tony Sbarbaro. (Spargo) replaced Nunez and Stein and the group became the
Original Dixieland Jazz Band. Early in 1917 they open to rave notices in New York
City.
Pictures include: Fletcher Henderson's Band (1897-1952); Doc Cook in
Chicago (1922-1928) that included New Orleans musicians Freddie Keppard,
Jimmy Noone and Johnny St. Cyr; J. C. Higgenbotham(trombone) and Henry
"Red" Allen (Trumpet); Duke Ellington with the Washingtonians; Francis
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"Muggsy" Spanier (1906-1967), Earl "Fatha" Hines (1903-1983); Jimmy Archey
(1902-1967) and Count Basie (1904-1984).
Additional Text
River transportation was an important means of travel prior to the
popularity and availability of the automobile. Riverboats were important to
commerce and to the port of New Orleans. They found another uses in establishing
traveling vaudeville shows. These so-called 'showboats' were important contributors
to spreading their type of shows to vastly diverse population centers, up and down
the major rivers and even to the small towns during the high waters of the bayous.
"The river is rapidly rising and Bayou Lafourche is again open to steamboat
navigation. (Feb. 5, 1881, Don. Chief)
On Jan. 1, 1881, Dan Rice's Floating Opera House and Museum came to
Donaldsonville. Another use of the waterways was seen in the mention of a floating
photographic studio stationed on Bayou Lafourche for a period of months before
leaving for other river/bayou towns.
The showboat was a very popular media of entertainment but as did vaudeville,
radio and other forms, became less popular with the new found popularity of movies:
"Showboats are fast disappearing from the Mississippi River and the few that are
left, in most instances - are operating at a loss. The managers of these floating palaces
attribute the lack of appreciation by the country folks (their best patrons) to the
introduction of picture theaters in the small town." (Variety, Feb. 11, 1911)
Many of the riverboats wintered in the city (New Orleans) and usually left in the
summer, going up river as far as Pittsburgh. With the building of good roads under Huey
Long, and the theater houses business began to slow down. Since 1944, the river boats
stayed in New Orleans during the summer.
New Orleans, being one of the most cultural cities in the United States had a large
group of very fine musicians. Many of these were hired by visiting show troupes such as
circuses, traveling drama shows who used music before, during and after their plays;
vaudeville acts (and as solo acts), for other traveling concert bands or orchestras, and
minstrel shows who usually carried their own bands.
One of the first to leave New Orleans and go to Chicago was a piccolo player
named Boisey James in 1910. In 1913, George Filhe, M. Garland and Charlie Elgar went
to Chicago. In 1914 Roy Palmer traveled to Chicago. The first musical group from New
Orleans to arrive in Chicago was the Tom Brown Band, a group that included Ray Lopez,
Gus Mueller, Deacon Loyacano, Billy Lambert and Larry Shields. Also that year Manuel
Perez, Lorenzo Tio Jr. Ed Atkins, Louis Cottrell, Mose Ferrer, Al Williams and Joe
Frisco made it to the windy city. In 1916 we have the arrival of the ODJB and in 1917 the
'King' Oliver migration.
Kid Ory found himself in Los Angeles in 1919, at the invitation of Reb Spikes,
the popular Los Angeles musician. It was in Santa Monica, Ca. in 1922, that Ory's Band
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made the first jazz recordings made by Negro musicians. Ory stayed in Ca. until 1924
when he left to join Armstrong in New York.
The Original Creole Jazz Band with Freddie Keppard swung out to the West
Coast in 1914 having traveled the Orpheum circuit from 1913-1918
Jelly Roll Morton hit Frisco in 1915.
Bunk Johnson joined the P.G. Circus in 1900 and reached Ca. in 1905
New Orleans musicians traveled to the near-by cities and to cities that were more
than a days travel time. Buddy Petit had made a trip to Texas and went East to Pensacola
and Birmingham. Ala. Jack Laine had taken his Reliance Band to the St. Louis World's
Fair in 1905? I will not be surprised when scholars look through newspapers of the turn
of the 20th Century that other names of New Orleans musicians turn up as playing in
their town. This needs to be done. The Pelican Brass Band played for Mardi Gras in
Covington in 1880.
New Orleans Musicians in Chicago
1910 - James Boisey - Piccolo
1913 - George Filhe, M. Garland, Charlie Elgar
1914 - Roy Palmer
1915 - Tom Brown, Roy Lopez, Gys Mueller, Deacon Loyacano, Billy
Lambert, Larry Shields, M. Perez, Lorenzo Tio, Jr., Ed. Atkins,
Louis Cottrell, Sr., Mose Ferrer, Al Williams, Joe Frisco
1916 - Minor Hall, Yellow Nunez, Tony Sbarbaro, Nick LaRocca, Henry Ragas,
1917 - Tubby Hall, Mutt Carey, Lawrence Duhe, Joe Robichaux, Tig Chambers,
Sugar Smith, Clarence Williams, Herb Lindsay, John Lindsay, 'King'
Oliver
Wellman Baud, John Wycliffe, Erskine Tate, Fred Keppard, Sidney
Bechet, Johnny & Baby Dodds, Jimmy Noone, Charlie Cooke, Elwood
Graham, Bill Johnson, Preston Jackson, Mutt Carey.
1918 - M. Manetta, Punch Miller, 'Little Brother' Montgomery, D. Nelson,
Fred Neuroth, Al Nicholas, Leon Roppolo, Luis Russell, Bud Scott, Harry
Shields, Omer Simeon, Johnny Stein, Al Wynn, Lee Colleens, Steve
Brown, F.Mosley, John Dedroit.
1919 - Frank Christian, Honore Dutrey, J. Palao.
1920 - Tom Ladnier, Paul Mares
1921 - W. Hightower, Cliff Jones, David Jones.
Interestingly, some of the most popular and influential bands in Chicago include:
the 'Tom Brown's Band, ODJB, Nork and the King Oliver band. Other influential
musicians includes New Orleanians' Charlie Elgar and Dave Peyton.
Like the attitude of John Robichaux, the orchestra leaders of Chicago parallel the
Robichaux group, stressed the importance of 'proper' musical techniques and classical
training. Like New Orleans music, the instrumental brilliance and musical creativity of
the jazzmen wrought a tremendous change in the attitudes of their audiences and in the
position of the organized black orchestra leaders.
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"From 1916 to 1922 New Orleanian Charlie Elgar's Band played winters at
Harmon's Dreamland, a white-owned North Side dance hall and summers at the
Municipal Pier. Originally from New Orleans, Elgar came to Chicago in 1913 and
later studied at Coleridge Taylor School of Music. He also attended Maquette
University in 1923 or 1924 when he had a band in Milwaukee. He acted as a booker
in addition to leading ensembles in his early days in Chicago; he later served for
many years as president of Local 208 and was a part-time teacher throughout his
early career." (Chilton-Who's Who)
Dave Peyton was born in La. in 1885, but considered himself a Chicago musician.
In 1908 he held a job at the Little Grand Theater on 31st and State playing piano for
Wilbur Sweatman, a touring vaudeville clarinetist with a vigorous ragtime style. With the
construction, in March 1911, of the Grand Theater next door to the Little Grand, Peyton
became the leader of a vaudeville trio. In the 1920's Peyton pursued a dazzling array of
activities, not all of them musical. He acted as a band contractor, supplying orchestras for
specific engagements. He wrote the music for the musical "That Gets It." He worked as
an arranger, published his weekly column in the Chicago Defender (read he claimed by
30,000 musicians), and served on the board of directors of the black musicians union. In
a playing and conducting capacity, he opened at the new Peerless Theater in 1926. Two
years later he became the first director of the pit orchestra at the mammoth new Regal
Theater. In addition, his orchestra played numerous social, municipal, and commercial
cabaret engagements throughout the decade.
It is highly plausible that Peyton's opinions expressed in his column do represent
the musical organizers and band leaders who reached their zenith during the mid-twenties
and who based their success on commercial and business instincts rather than on musical
creativity or instrumental virtuosity.
Streckfus Family
The Streckfus Family were the owners of the river boats and it was for these people
that Fate Marable began his position as the player of the boat's calliope. The Streckfus
Family had 4 large boats all possessing an orchestra of about ten pieces: the "J. S." (until
1910), the Sidney (from 1910 to 1920), The Capitol (from 1920 to 1933), and the
President (from 1933 to the present). Among the well-known musicians who played on
Streckfus boats were: Bix Beiderbecke, Paul Mares, Leon Roppolo, Irving Fazola, and A.
J. Piron - besides those in the picture of Marable's Orchestra. The boat orchestras were
reading orchestras, playing stock arrangements It was the Streckfus' opinion that the
people still want pretty music with good rhythm. Verne Streckfus remarked that they
hired a white orchestra leader to rehearse Fate's band. He taught them how to tune up.
Improvement was seen, especially on the waltz.
ACROSS THE RAILS
(and boats and trains)
Whenever New Orleans jazzman traveled they left unusual marks. Musicians in
other parts of the country and the world who heard them were influenced either wholly or
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partly by the New Orleans style. The first city that adopted the New Orleans men and
their music was Chicago. Nattie Dominique, Lee Collins, Herb Morand and Ernest
"Punch" Miller were all New Orleans trumpet players who were active in Chicago during
the 1920s. Many young musicians who would later become well known flocked to listen.
Greatly influenced by the visitors were Bud Freeman, Jimmy McPartland, Joe Sullivan,
Dave Tough, Jess Stacey, Bunny Berrigan, and Wild Bill Davidson. Benny Golson also
traces his jazz roots in the New Orleanians in Chicago.
There were others who although from New Orleans, musicians Carroll
Dickerson's large band featured Honere Dutrey and Fred Hall. Erskine Tate, another
leader made early use of Louis Armstrong on Cornet. In 1925 Sam Wooding led an
orchestra which included Johnny Ladnier on a tour to Berlin. Russia, Romania, Turkey,
Italy, Great Britain, the Scandinavian countries and later South America. Fletcher
Henderson, born in Georgia in 1897 moved to New York in 1921 where he worked as a
song demonstrator and the Theater Owners Booking Association circuit. By this time re
returned to New York he had picked on Johnny Ladnier, a native New Orleanian on
trumpet. Henderson's band was a proving ground for such influential jazzmen as
Coleman Hawkins, Jimmy Harrison, Buster Bailey and Rex Stewart.
Pictures include: Freddie Keppard; Paul Whiteman; Ray Lopez; Bix; and Bix and
the Wolverines (ca. 1926) and the title page of Bix's piano composition "In a Mist."
Additional Text
New Orleans musicians spread the rudiments of jazz throughout the United States
and the world. River boats carried jazz to the river ports up the Mississippi River as well
as through the connecting bayous of the South. We hear of showboats docking in the
near-by towns like Thibodaux soon after the Civil War. Surely the music scene in
Chicago is the core of jazz activity in the late teens and early 20s but New Orleans
musicians had traveled into vaudeville, with circus bands and to state fairs and
expositions like the St. Louis Fair of 1902. (Jack Laine's Reliance Band) and the Kansas
City convention of the Lions in 19__, which Emmett Hardy played in with the K of C
band of New Orleans.
New Orleans musicians had long played for excursions on boats and trains which
traveled to many different cities. We also know that Buddy Petit joined Kid Ory in
California in 1919.
Vaudeville was also a very good media for jazz bands. Jazz bands were used not
only for musical accompaniment but for individual acts. It was on a tour with Bee Palmer
that Emmett Hardy met Bix and influenced the young Bix.
New Orleans was the ending of the vaudeville circuit and most vaudeville
performers knew their way around New Orleans and knew the various bands in the city.
An interesting item appeared in the Dec. 11, 1915 New York Clipper:
"That Creole band of six pieces - cornet, trombone, guitar, clarinet, fiddle and
bass violin - playing a rather ragged selection for a starter, the clarinet being
particularly strong for the comedy effect. The old darkey whom they were serenading
responded by singing "Old Black Joe" and the band chimed in with fine harmony
both instrumentally and vocally. The playing of such ragtime melodies worked the
old darkey to dancing pitch, and he did pound those boards until the kinks in his
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knees reminded him of his age. Lots of bows, an encore, more bows and another
encore stamped his offering as OK.
(A New Orleans Band in vaudeville led by Freddie Keppard).
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
There is one man who stands out as the epitome of New Orleans Jazz, Louis
"Satchmo" Armstrong. Born August 4, 1901, on Jane Alley just off Perdido Street
in New Orleans, Armstrong was a youngster when Buddy Bolden was blowing his
horn at nearby "Funky Butt" Hall.
In 1913, Louis Armstrong was arrested for firing a pistol in celebration of
New Years Day and sent to the Municipal Boy's Home, which was also called the
"Colored Waifs Home." There he learned to play the bugle and cornet. When he
was released in June 1914, he knew what he wanted to do - blow the horn.
Armstrong's idol was Joseph "King" Oliver, who took the time to teach young Louis the
intricacies of his instrument.
In May 1919 Louis replaced Oliver in Kid Ory's Band about that time he also
began working as a regular in Fate Marable Orchestra on the steamer "Sidney," which
traveled between New Orleans and St. Louis. Armstrong began to acquire a reputation up
and down the Mississippi River.
Pictures include: Louis Armstrong in 1913, the Hot Five in 1925, Armstrong as
King Zulu for the 1949 Mardi Gras parade and the Armstrong Orchestra in the 1930's.
Additional Text
Louis Armstrong is no doubt the most famous New Orleans Jazz musician. He
had a world wide reputation and a large body of words have been written about him.
While Louis was in New Orleans prior to his Chicago sojourn, he was not considered the
best trumpet player in the city, nor the most popular. The big three, Petit, Rena and Kelly,
had this distinction. When asked about the best cornet players in New Orleans during the
early 20s the name mentioned the most are the 'big three.'
Eddie Vincent, trombonist in an interview remarked:
"Eddie Vincent, who was in Chicago with the Original Creole Band, had an idea
of gathering up some of the New Orleans musicians who were playing odd jobs
around the 'windy city' and so, Bill Johnson (bass) angled for a job at the Royal
Garden Cafe and brought back the news to the boys that if they could get up a good
band, they were hired. The boys lined up Bill Johnson, Lottie Taylor (piano), Jimmy
Noon (Cl.), Paul Barbarin (drs.) and then sent a message to Buddy Petit down in New
Orleans. Petit refused to come, and so, they wired Joe Oliver who accepted the offer."
(In his Tulane interview P. Barbarin repeats basically the same story:)
I believe that Louis Armstrong became great in the Chicago scene when he was in
the right situation to experiment and develop his unique style of soloing. Louis knew
personally the 'big three' and was exposed to each of their unique styles and their
strengths. Kelly was perhaps the greatest blues player in New Orleans and was an
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influence on the younger generation, including Armstrong. Kid Rena unique style of
playing everything up and octave the second chorus influenced the younger trumpet
players of which Louis was a member. Buddy Petit was looked upon as the 'king' of all
New Orleans trumpet players - he was considered the best 2nd cornet player in the city
and was considered the best jazz cornetist. George Lewis remarked that Louis played a
Petit solo when he recorded Chop Suey Blues. Armstrong borrowed the strengths from
these three - Kelly - the blues style; Rena, the high notes; and Petit, his ideas and 2nd
cornet style of playing. Louis took these stylistic characteristics and blended them into
his own unique style - a principle used by anyone developing a personal style.

BIX'S CORNET
The story of how Bix's cornet ended up in the New Orleans Jazz Museum is an
ironic story. New Orleans cornetist Emmett Hardy was a prime influence on the style of
Bix and it is fitting that Bix's cornet is on display in the New Orleans Jazz Museum.
Drummer Ben Pollack donated it to the Museum (Bix had played with Pollack).
Bix's set of cufflinks is also possessed by the jazz museum but they are not on
public display.
Just what is Bix's connection with New Orleans. It is a very strong one. It is
Emmett Hardy.
While some citizens of Davenport question whether Bix was influenced by the
legendary Emmett Hardy, I give below a few of the many quotes from interviews with
fellow musicians who were there at the time that Hardy taught Bix. They speak of
Hardy's influence on Bix's musical style. Hardy influenced Bix's style. Louis Armstrong
is reported as hearing Hardy and having a 'band battle' with the Brownlee band on the
riverboat Sidney that included Hardy. Armstrong's was influenced by Kelly, Rena and
Petit Influence is development of individual style and cannot be avoided. New Orleans
musicians influenced many as jazz spread through vaudeville, entertainment troupe
shows, showboats and dance bands. It is not disputed that there was a New Orleans
influence in Chicago jazz.
THE KID AND THE KING
In 1923 King Oliver, who was playing in Chicago asked Louis to join his
band at the Lincoln Gardens. Armstrong made his final recording with that band
the same year. In February 1924, he married Lil Hardin who was the piano player
with Oliver's band. Shortly thereafter they let Chicago and began touring.
Armstrong joined Fletcher Henderson's Orchestra in New York briefly, then
returned to Chicago. During 1925, he also made a series of recordings under the
name of "Louis Armstrong's Hot Five," which included Lil on the piano. The
records are among the greatest jazz classics of all time. During the late 1920s,
Armstrong worked with a number of band leaders including Carroll Dickinson,
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Erskine Tate and Clarence Jodes. He teamed with Earl "Father" Hines in 1927 to
form "Louis Armstrong and His Stompers."
During that era, Armstrong toured America with various bands, made his
first to Europe in 1932, and played before King George VI in London. In 1945,
Armstrong formed the first of his All-Star bands which re-introduced standard New
Orleans instrumentation: trumpet, trombone, clarinet, piano, bass and drums.
From the late 1940s until shortly before his death in 1971, Armstrong spread jazz to
every corner of the globe. He was introduced at a concert in New Orleans in 1968
"The most famous man in the world." Indeed, he well may have been.

Joseph "King" Oliver (1885-1938)
Joe Oliver was born on a plantation near New Orleans. He moved to the city
around 1900 and lived in the Uptown section. He worked with several brass bands
and in Storyville cabarets, often employed by Edward "Kid" Ory.
Oliver went to Chicago in 1917 and was named "King" by Ory. He soon
became a leader at Dreamland and Pekin Cafes. He traveled to California in 1921,
but returned to Chicago in 1922 to lead Oliver's Creole Jazz Band at Lincoln
Gardens. It was at that spot that Louis Armstrong became his second cornetist.
Oliver remained in Chicago until 1927 and toured the Midwest, then went East to
the Savoy in new York. He formed a touring band in 1930, but changes in the music
and in his personnel caused him much bad fortune. He settled in Savannah,
Georgia, in 1937 and worked at menial, non-music jobs until he died, destitute in
1938. He is remembered as one of the all-time greats and the tutor of Louis
Armstrong.
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Ory was born in laPlace, Louisiana, but made frequent visits to New Orleans
and moved there in 1910. He was a popular leader at local clubs until he made his
home in California in 1919. He joined King Oliver in Chicago in 1925 and also led a
band in New York. In 1930 he returned to California where he remained for most of
his career. He had one of the leading bands on the West Coast from the early 1940s
until the 1960s. He returned to New Orleans for the Jazz & Heritage Festival in
1971 - his first visit home in almost fifty years. He died in Hawaii, where he retired
in 1966. Ory is considered by many to have developed the epitome of the New
Orleans trombone style.
Pictures include: King Oliver's Band (1924); King Oliver in California
(1921), two pictures of Kid Ory and the title page of Oliver's composition "Black
Snake Blues."
Additional Text
Joe Oliver, given the name 'King' after being in Chicago did make a big impact in
the evolution of jazz, was a second choice to join the band in Chicago, Buddy Petit being
asked first but refusing to leave New Orleans. When the band wanted to add a second
cornet player the band first asked Henry 'Kid' Rena but he didn't want to leave New
Orleans, and it was then that they sent for Louis Armstrong.
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Oliver's career had another interesting turn. He was asked to bring a band and
play in the new Cotton Club opening in New York. When he asked for far too much
money the club decided to send to Washington D. C. for Duke Ellington.
Kid Ory once leaving New Orleans didn't return until almost 50 years later. His
song 'Muskrat Ramble' is still one of the most popular Dixieland tunes. Ory became one
of the most famous New Orleans musicians.
THE DEPRESSION
In all areas of the United States, the 1930's ushered in the "Great
Depression." The market tightened and jobs became scarce, particularly affected by
the increasing unemployment were New Orleans Jazzmen. The New Deal's WPA
(Works Progress Administration) tried to alleviate the musician's plight by finding
jobs and was successful for some. Other musicians who formed their own
cooperative orchestras with friends found work around the city in a variety of halls
ranging from nightclubs to the amusement park at Pontchartrain Beach. Several
bands such as Sam Morgan's and Don Albert's toured Louisiana and the Southwest
and kept the jazz tradition alive. The Eureka Brass Band was apparently the only
brass band which remained active during the period.
According to several oral histories, the musicians were paid from 85 cents to
$1.20 for a six horn "gig." Only a few of the better known musicians like "Big Eye"
Louis Nelson, "Papa" Celestin, George Lewis and "Kid Thomas" Valentine kept
their bands intact and actively pursued their careers. Most of the other musicians
were forced to seek other employment on a regular basis. Jazz was limited to an offduty recreational status for them.
Two other factors were prominent in the decline of jazz during the 1930s - the
deaths of many of the pioneer jazz greats and the emergence of the "big band" sound of
swing. The swing era was thought by many to herald the demise of jazz and to make it
passé.
Pictures: WPA Band; Tony Fougerat's Dixie Ramblers; Sam Morgan's Band, Don
Albert's Band; Greater New Orleans Orchestra-1933; (this band included New Orleanians
Louis Prima, Sharkey, Julien Laine, Fred Neumann and Chink Martin).
Additional Text
During the swing era we see the continuation of written jazz, the practices of the
1920's continuing, with the role of the arranger becoming the driving force in jazz music.
This jazz interpreting and feeling become available to those who did not come from New
Orleans or from any of the jazz centers (Chicago, New York, etc.), by the ability to
purchase jazz band arrangements. There appeared countless jazz bands playing jazz
charts published by the music companies who quickly began to publish music for jazz
bands. It was the less commercial bands like Count Basie, Chick Webb, Fletcher
Henderson and others who still left their arrangements open to enable jazz soloist to
continue to have an opportunity to play creative improvised solos. It is interesting to note
that the great big band arranger Don Redman, while in New Orleans with his big band,
heard the 'Kid' Rena Band and remarked to Joe Harris how the Rena Band got such a full
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sound with so few instruments. This statement seems to suggest that the Rena sound did
have an influence on the Redman career.
Billy Strayhorn, arranger for the great Duke Ellington Band kept a jazz feeling in
the music. Published arrangements gave society bands like Robichaux's the ability to play
jazz numbers. Robichaux, like many 'legit' bands, always carried jazz soloists (like Paul
Whiteman used Bix). The numerous local bands around the nation became versatile in
their repertoire with the availability to perform music with a jazz feeling. This was the
jazz era and jazz was demanded by the dancers and the public.
We must not forget to mention Jelly Roll Morton and his early band
arrangements. These arrangements paved the way for jazz arrangements that could be
played by the 'legit' bands.
The arrival of large bands dictated written arrangements and put in danger the
soloist. Most of these big bands were indeed dance bands. But it was the smaller
ensembles that continued to give the soloist a chance to take solos - these two types
existed side by side, each having a strong point to give to the public.
BIG BAND - JAZZ BEGINS TO SWING
New Orleans Jazz Band Expand
Men like Louis Armstrong, King Oliver, Jelly Roll Morton, Sidney Bechet,
Kid Ory and others became famous after they left New Orleans and seldom played
regularly in the city again. Such New Orleans musicians brought jazz to other parts
of the nation and the world. There the music began to change from the basic New Orleans
structure. Bigger bands became the vogue in 1920s and 1930s. The saxophone was
introduced into the line. More solos were taken, there was more ensemble playing. New
jazz numbers were introduced, and old tunes became standardized. The jazz sound
became the influence even in classical fields with well-known composers as Milhaud,
Ravel, Debussy, and many others using the jazz elements in their music.
Not all the good musicians left New Orleans. Many who remained compared
favorably with the ones who became more famous through national exposure and the
popularity of their recordings. Most New Orleans musicians had strong family ties which,
coupled with love for the city, kept them from taking to the road except for short trips.
A partial list of some of the popular bands in the city during the 1920s and 1930s
included: Johnny Bayersdoffer Orchestra, Sharkey Bonano's Bienville Roof Orchestra,
Norman Brownlee Orchestra, Johnny Dedroit Orchestra, Sidney Desvignes Orchestra,
Louis Dumaine's Jazzola 8, Papa Celestin's Tuxedo Band, Bebe Ridgely Original Tuxedo
Band, A. J. Piron Orchestra, Ellis Stratakos orchestra and Peter Bocage's Creole
Serenaders.
Pictures include: Johnny Bayersdorffer's Orchestra of 1923; Emanuel Perez - at
Knights of Phytian Roof Gardens in 1925; Tony Parenti's Symphonic Dance Orchestra1922-1923; William Bebe Ridgley's Original Tuxedo Jazz Band-ca. 1926; Banner
Orchestra-1929 (New Iberia-band included Bunk Johnson and Lawrence Duhe).
Additional Text
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We have seen how some of the early jazzmen began on violin and many of the
leaders of the early dance bands were violinists. As the change from the sentimental
ballad to the Tin Pan Alley songs there is a change in the instrumentation of the popular
group (much like the coming of age of the rock band of 2 guitars, bass and drum and the
use of loud volumes). The guitar, mandolin and violin are gradually dropped and the
front line is replaced by the cornet, clarinet and trombone. The chordal instrument
became the louder banjo with the piano used only, at first, when there was one available,
and when there was a pianists available. Most of the male pianists were playing in
Storyville. Many of these were solo pianists and to them it might not matter if they
played the correct chordal progression but when playing in a group this was very
important. Thus the need and the use of women pianists (The subject of the use of woman
pianists in early jazz is introduced in the essay "Women in Jazz." The women could read
music and thus the correct chord was heard.
In September 1945, Willie 'Bunk' Johnson and his New Orleans band opened an
extended engagement in New York City at Stuvrurant's Casino. The band was well
publicized and was featured in Time and Look magazines. The New York exposure did
much for the popularity of Bunk's band and for New Orleans jazz in general. Jazz was
enjoying a revival and began reaching a world wide audience.
Little is written about the white jazz bands of New Orleans. Charters book on early
jazz included only Negro musicians and Negro bands. There were as many early white
jazz bands in New Orleans as Negro bands. In the 20's, the jazz age, white jazz bands
were in abundance around New Orleans Two of the most popular white band leaders
were Oscar Marcour and Norman Brownlee.
A list of white bands includes: Arcadian Serenades, Bayersdorffer's, Bienville Roof,
Dixieland Roamers, Dixola Jazz Band, 5 Southern Jazzers, Halfway House Orchestra,
Bayou Stompers, Invincible String Band, Jazzola Six, Alfred Laine, La. 5, Melon
Pickers, N. O. Jazz Band. Owls, Original N. O. Jazz Band Schillings, 6 & 7/8 String
Band, Susquehanna Band, Triangle Band, Naylor's 7 aces, Dedroits, Crescent City
Jazzers, Princeton Revelers, and Tony Parenti's Symphonic Dance Orchestra.
WOMEN IN JAZZ
Until 1920 and the flourishing of commercial jazz, few women were
employed by the New Orleans bands. The first to attain recognition among their
colleagues and the growing jazz audience was Ester Bigeou, who was dubbed "The
Creole Songbird" and Ann Cook, who sang with Louis Dumaine's band. A third
early star was Lizzie Miles, who had a long career that included recording with
King Oliver and Jelly Roll Morton.
During the 1930s, Blue Lu Barker caught the attention of a national
recording company and cut several records with her husband's band "Danny
Barker's Fly Cats." She still performs today.
The traditional role of women in New Orleans jazz has been that of pianist
and /or vocalist. Three women who played both parts were the nationally renowned
Billie Pierce, Sweet Emma Barrett, and Lil Hardin Armstrong, who was once
married to Louis Armstrong. Lil Hardin was not an Orleanian but worked most of
her life with Crescent City musicians. The women who has had long and
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distinguished careers as pianist include Dolly Adams, a member of the musically
active Duroux, Manetta and Adams families, and Jeanette Salvant Kimball, who
spent many years with Celestin's Tuxedo Orchestra. Kimball still plays for her
church choir and occasionally with traditional bands in New Orleans. A number of
other women played piano with various jazz bands in the city: Margaret Kimball,
Will Bart, Camilla Todd, Sadie Goodson and Mercedes Fields.
After returning from Chicago in the 1960s, blues singer Blanche Thomas
sang with the bands of Papa French and Louis Cotrell, Jr. in New Orleans. Ellyna
Tatum, also a vocalist, remained in New Orleans all her life and was the only
woman to attain the rank of "Grand Marshall."
Perhaps the most famous New Orleans gospel singer was Mahalia Jackson,
who attained recognition internationally but always considered New Orleans her
home. There are many outstanding gospel singers in the city who perform only in
their own churches or in the Gospel Tent during the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
Festival each spring.
New Orleans has never been known as a big blues city, for most of the great
female blues singers came from small country towns. However, New Orleans
musicians have often accompanied famous blues singers such as Ma Rainey, Lovie
Austin, Mame Smith, Bessie Smith, Chippie Hill, Alberta Hunter, Mildred Bailey
and Ethel Waters. New Orleans jazzmen have also worked with the most prominent
jazz vocalists. Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughn, Nellie Lutcher, Pearl Bailey, Sophie
Tucker, and Helen Ward. Picture include: Lil Hardin Armstrong (1898-1971); Blue La
Barker (1914 ----- ); Sweet Emma Barrett (1895-1983); Boswell Sisters; Lizy Miles
(1895-1963); Blanche Thomas (1925-1977) and Jeanette Salvant Kimball (1916 ----- ).
Additional Text
It was not the tradition to have women play in jazz bands until approx. the early
twenties and when they were participators it was as a vocalist and/or a pianist. It was the
custom in early New Orleans jazz bands to employ women as pianists as they could read
music They were very good band members, not drinking, being very steady in attendance
at jobs. Papa Celestin used women pianists on a regular basis and it has been discovered
that women were regularly employed in many of the early jazz and string bands. (See
"Women Pianists in Early Jazz"). So it was not that unusual that King Oliver employed
Lil Hardin as his pianist as she could read music and was a good musician.
The use of a women singer was also not that unusual, especially when the jazz
band entered vaudeville and the repertoire changed to the Tin Pan Alley type songs with
lyrics, although there were the early women blues singers.
The one exception to pianists and vocalists is a saxophone player first playing in
Ponchatoula/Hammond area and in New Orleans by the name of Mattie Louise Robards.
She fronted a jazz band formed by her father, Dr. Eugene Robards. This band, using
excellent sidemen that once played with musicians like Benny Goodmen, played for Gov.
Huey Long's Inauguration Ball and radio shows on WSMB. She later moved to near
Jackson, La. and her father, Dr. Robards, was the administrator of the Jackson State
Mental Hospital during the time that Buddy Bolden was a patient there.
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EARLY JAZZ RECORDS
A New Audience
The first attempts to record jazz was made in January 1917 by the Columbia
Gramaphone Company in New York, with the Original Dixieland Jazz Band.
Unfortunately, the studio facilities were geared for soloists and small string groups,
and were not compatible with the music. The result was a pandemonium and the
"sides" were never issued. Then on February 26, 1917 the RCA Victor Company,
also in New York, recorded the same band. Victor was more sympathetic to sound
problems and placed microphones in conjunction with the carrying power of
individual instruments. The result was the first circulated jazz disc. It was recorded
at 78 rpm.
In 1921 Andrae Nordskoy established the first phonograph company on the
West Coast and recorded Kid Ory's Band. In April, 1923, King Oliver recorded for
Gennett, a small company in Richmond, Indiana. Gennett also recorded Freddie
Keppard, Jelly Roll Morton and the New Orleans Rhythm King's before 1924, and
these discs remain among the records most prized by collectors.
The effect of the recording industry on jazz was, and remains, monumental. It
brought jazz to the hinterlands. Many people who would never have the opportunity to
hear a live jazz band could listen in their own homes. Aspiring musicians learned to play
jazz solely from listening to records of their favorite artists.
Additional Text
While we do not have recordings of the evolution of jazz we do have permanent
recordings beginning in 1917 with the ODJB. The music we hear on this record may or
may not be the best example of early jazz but it can tell us many important facts. In
reviewing a transcription of 'Livery Stable Blues' we can ask questions like: Did they
have some passages worked out? How about improvising? Did they think of chord
progressions and scales when they improvised?
In examining a condensed score of their music we can discover whether the three
melodic parts used the rules of classical counterpoint. We do realize that these were not
schooled musicians in the art of contrapuntal writing.
We know that the band rehearsed this number from 7 to 10 days prior to the
recording as Edwards and other members of the ODJB testified to this at the copyright
hearings of Sept. 28, 1917. LaRocca is said to have given each the clarinet and trombone
his parts. So the ODJB played Livery Stable Blues the same way each time it was
performed. In analyzing each part as to range:
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The parts: The cornet plays the melody all through the piece, playing part A
(verse) and B (chorus of song)
The cornet (Nick LaRocca) AABBBABAA
The clarinet (Yellow Nunez) AABBCCABCC
The trombone (Ed. Edwards) AABBBBABBB
The piano plays the following blues changes for the basically 12 bars:
Eb/Eb/Eb/Eb7/Ab/Ab/Eb/C7/F7/Bb7/Eb/Eb/
There is no point in analyzing it with contrapuntal rules as it is obvious that they
do not follow them. There is dissonance at the wrong place, notes of the chord left out or
doubled incorrectly, and the cardinal tradition of good counterpoint. (contrary motion and
diversification of rhythm in each part). They used the flatted 3rd and 7th in some parts
but there is little creative melodic structure in the clarinet and trombone, who repeat
many times the same passage work. They seem to stay in the scale and play around the
chord but many times use dissonance, resulting in 'wrong notes' The composition is
played in complete polyphony, no solo passages - every instrument plays throughout
except for the animal imitations that result in 'breaks' each time one is heard. I will say
that this composition as it is played is not a good example of creative jazz but is a good
example of what these early jazzmen played and how they played it. New Orleans early
jazz was not as creative or used solo work as the Chicago school where we hear and see
the development of creative improvising.
JAZZ - INTERNATIONAL MUSIC
The supremacy of European music was unchallenged until the appearance of jazz
music and then it drastically altered the situation. The American soldier, upon his return
home, left behind him a revolution in music. The social and musical atmosphere caused
an upheaval and hundreds of Americans crossed the Atlantic, continuing the musical
revolution, involving such names as Jean Cocteau, Maurice Ravel, Igor Stravinsky and
the 'Big Six' of France.
Besides the introduction of jazz to England by the ODJB in April, 1919, Brass
Bands (performing not only band music but minstrel and negro type music) under James
Reese Europe, Tim Brymn and Louis Mitchell and his jazz kings were heard in Europe.
(James Reese Europe was murdered by a member of his own orchestra during the
intermission of a concert in Boston.)
From this beginning and the introduction of records, the European jazz revolution
evolved. The European involvement included the important activity of transcribing the
new jazz records (from 1923 on) and thus perpetuating and preserving this early heritage
of jazz performances. Probably the most famous New Orleans musician to find his way to
Europe was Sidney Bechet.
CONCLUSIONS
The information presented in the jazz museum is but a small portion of the
accumulated material on the history of New Orleans Jazz. The jazz museum, under the
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leadership of curator Don Marquis, have, through the previous help of the jazz club of
New Orleans, collected a large amount of resource material for jazz scholars' use.
Extensive research is now beginning to be undertaken on the history of the origins of
New Orleans Jazz by a number of local jazz scholars and by scholars in many
Universities throughout the world, all of whom are dedicated researchers, finding out
additional facts about the origins and history of New Orleans Jazz. It was the goal of the
jazz museum to bring to the public the true and many times, the untold story of New
Orleans Jazz; of the many New Orleans musicians, who while never gaining national
reputations, were responsible for the development and progress of New Orleans Jazz.
It might be mentioned that there are a few other places that warrant a visit by the
scholar in the city of New Orleans.

Plans For The Future
How A New Generation Keeps The Beat Going On
The Curator, Don Marquis and his assistant, Steve Murphy, in an never-ending
endeavor, is planing for future exhibitions to be included in the jazz museum.
Discussions for new panels include: Longevity and Jazz Musicians; Jazz, a "Family
Business" for Generations of Musicians; You're Never Too Young; Passing the Tradition
from Musician to Musician; The Young Brass Bands; Historians and Those Who Kept
the Music Alive; Street Musicians; Preservation Hall and Other Kitty Halls; Not Exactly
Jazz, but Definitely New Orleans; New Orleans Jazz Goes International and Bands of the
90's.
New research and a never-ending search of jazz history will uncover new and
valuable information which will be included in the Jazz Museum collection by the
knowledgeable jazz museum staff and local and national jazz historians and scholars. The
history and preservation of the history and activity of jazz is one of the main attractions
of tourist and jazz fans of New Orleans. In the future it is hoped that new endeavors and
support can be fostered to continue the hard work of the past by those involved in jazz
preservation and research.
Tulane Jazz Archives - in the Tulane College Library. Phone: 504-865-5688
Address: William Ransom-Hogan Jazz Archives
Howard-Tilton Memorial Library
Tulane University, New Orleans, La 70118
Historic New Orleans Collection - Phone: 504-523-4662
Address: 563 Royal St., New Orleans La.
New Orleans Public Library - Phone: 504-596-2550
Address: 219 Loyola, New Orleans, La.
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Amistad Research Center - Phone: 504-865-5535
Address: Tilton Hall, Tulane Univ.
New Orleans, La.
New Orleans Jazz Museum - Phone: 504-568-8215
751 Chartres, New Orleans, La.
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CHART OF STYLES OF ARRANGEMENTS
FOXTROT

1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
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1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
Total
%

CAKEWALK

WALTZ

MARCH 2-STEP

1-STEP

RAG BLUES

TANGO

POLKAGALOP OTHER

2

1

1

1
1

3

1
1
9
2
1
5
3
3
1

1
3
26
45
51
39
18
21
37
84
82
102
108
122
125
53
990
39%

5

32
12%

3
2
8
6
7
4
5
2
4
6
10
9
5
10
11
26
25
36
40
47
36
33
34
25
24
9
17
14
13
12
23
26
39
24
18
5
619
24.8%

6
5
12
4
4
7
6
9
11
9
20
12
8
20
22
31
67
91
10
76
30
25
23
34
26
2
1
9
1
5
3
3
2
1
595
23%

2
7
3
3
2
3
2
4
6
6
9
2
4
6
11
20
46
57
92
58
49
56
51
38
49
8
4
2

3
13
46
61
51
48
60
8
4
2

2
2

2
2

3
4

3
4

2

1

2
1
1
2

1

2
1
5

1

1
2

611 318
23% 12%

4
12
14
10
12
8
7
4
5

78
3%.

1
9
1
11
1
3
4
16
12
6
18
9
20
20
18
11
4
3
2
1
149
14%.

7
7

1
1

1

1
2
1
17
6%

20
7%

6
4
10
5
12
9
13
20
31
39
19
20
27
47
39
39
10
4
9
8
20
22
130
41
25
21
8 539
3% 20
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MARCH
*
RAG
*Negro titles/subjects *non-negro *
* dotted rhythm
CLASSIC RAG
COON SONG
*
N. ORLS. RAG
JUBILEE
*
BLUSEY SONGS
CAKEWALK
*declined by 1908
SYNCOPATION
*united
*tied
QUADRILLE
*
LANCERS
*
GAVOTTE
*
JIG/REEL
*
SCHOTTISCHE
*
POLKA
*
MAZURKA
WALTZ
*
ONE STEP
TWO STEP
*
TANGO
*
FOX TROT
*
BLUES
*
TURKEY TROT
*

